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Abstract

The ability to use tools can significantly increase the range of activities that an agent is capable of. Humans start using external objects since an early age to accomplish their goals, learning from interaction and observation the relationship between the objects used, their own actions, and the resulting effects, i.e., the tool affordances. Humanoid robots capable of autonomously learning affordances in a similar way would be much more versatile and easier to design, by being able to take advantage of a world, as ours, populated with tools and devices designed by and for humans. Such robots would be able to overcome the restrictions of their bodies by taking advantage of external elements to perform tasks for which their own manipulators are insufficient or inefficient. Motivated by this prospect, in this Thesis we introduce a set of methods to represent, learn and generalize tool affordances.

The presented procedure consists of three phases; tool incorporation, tool representation and tool affordance learning. The first phase enables the robot to recognize a tool in its hand, reconstruct its geometry, estimate the pose with which it is being grasped, and determine the position of the tooltip. This information is critical for the robot in order to attach the tool to its body kinematics, a requirement for accurate interaction. Tool representation is achieved by means of functional features, specifically devised for interaction scenarios. For that end, we introduce robot-centric functional features, which characterize the tool’s functionality in terms of its geometry and the way in which it is grasped by the robot. Finally, we introduce and evaluate a series of cognitive architectures which, making use of the previously described techniques, allow the iCub to learn tool affordances from interaction. These architectures represent an incremental development towards more capable methods for tool affordance prediction, in terms of both accuracy and generalization.

Together, the proposed methods constitute a novel and coherent robot-centric framework for the study of tool affordances, and advance the state-of-the-art with respect to their representation, implementation and learning.
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1. Introduction

1.1. Tool use in humans

Tool use is a cornerstone of human civilization. Tools impregnate our daily lives to an extent where it is difficult to imagine any common human activity that is not mediated in one way or another by them. Tool use allows, in essence, to overcome the restrictions of our bodies and use external elements to achieve goals that otherwise would have been impossible, or to render their completion more efficient. As such, the ability to learn how to use tools is arguably one of the most powerful mechanisms that humans and other animals have for adaptation and problem solving.

What is more, there is evidence that the relationship between humans and tool use runs even deeper, as the competitive advantage that it provided to primitive tribes in order to access food sources benefited their survival and reproduction. This advantage generated in turn an evolutionary drive towards two-legged locomotion in order to free the hands for tool use, and increased brain size in order to remember tool material sites, perform complex tool manufacturing, and pass this knowledge to subsequent generations [31, 196, 4, 21].

Advanced tool use seems, indeed, to be a characteristic unique to humans; while many other animals are also known to use and even manufacture tools (see [12] and [156] for a comprehensive catalogue), only humans are able to use tools to manufacture new tools [104]. The occurrence of this decisive process, which evidence suggest happened first around 3.4 million years ago [33], established the beginning of human technology. Around this time, humans started developing tools as a means for more effective hunting and foraging (axes, knives, etc) which form the base of the first tools that have been known to exist. Thereafter, in parallel with the increase in the cognitive capabilities of primitive humans, and their ability to design and fabricate tools, these steadily grew in sophistication, eventually leading to the technology driven world in which we live today.
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As a matter of fact, most of our routine activities nowadays are performed with tools, such as eating (cutlery), writing or drawing (pen, pencil, brush, etc), cleaning ourselves (toothbrush, etc) or our environment (broom, sponge, mop, etc), as well as most crafting skills such as woodwork (saw, chisel, hammer, etc) and sawing (needle, hook, knit, etc), to name just a few.

Yet, although the notion of what a tool is and what is not seems quite intuitive for us, finding a formal definition of what constitutes a tool and what is tool use has originated an intense debate among scholars of different disciplines including sociology, anthropology, psychology, and even, in recent times, robotics.

Many definitions have been proposed, focusing on the diverse aspects of tool use, such as sociological, developmental, control, etc. One of the most accepted definitions was provided by Beck in his seminal study of tool use in animals [12], and recently updated with minor changes which endorse some of the critiques [169, 162] in which he defines tool use as follows [156]:

“Tool use is the external employment of an unattached or manipulable attached environmental object to alter more efficiently the form, position, or condition of another object, another organism, or the user itself when the user holds and directly manipulates the tool during or prior to use and is responsible for the proper and effective orientation of the tool.”

Examining this definition, we can observe three main ideas of what defines tool use that will be influential during the rest of the present Thesis.

- Tools are freely manipulable external object, either attached or unattached.
- The tool needs to be properly oriented by the user.
- Tool use leads to an alteration of the environment, i.e. it generates an effect, either intended by the user or not.

This definition does not encompass more complex tools result of advanced technologies such as cars or computers, which are referred as Constructors by the authors of the definition [12, 156]. Therefore, it is not only more suited for the study of tool use in animals, as originally intended, but also for any kind of tool use approach based on manipulation and interaction, such as the one proposed in this Thesis.
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1.2. Tool use in humanoids

Humanoid robots, despite appearing in fictional stories since almost a century, have only became a reality in the last few decades, and most recent years have witnessed an unprecedented increase in their numbers and capabilities. Although at first it might seem that attempting to build humanoid robots – instead of building them with optimized morphologies for specific task – is just a futile exercise of self-adulation, advantages of building humanoid robots are manifold.

On a conceptual level, if we accept that our concepts and view of the world arise not in an purely abstract symbolic way, but through the interaction with the environment mediated by our own bodies, similar bodies are a requirement if we expect robots to form the same kind of concepts that we do. Only in this case, if robots eventually achieve full autonomy, will we be able to communicate with them on similar terms.

On a more practical level, there are also several reasons for studying and developing humanoids: First, from the mechanical point of view, research in humanoid limbs and human prostheses can learn much from each other, and maybe at some point produce interchangeable parts. Secondly, imitation learning from human teachers is eased by similar body structures, as observed actions can be almost directly mapped into the robot’s body frame. Also, concerning human psychology, it has been shown that anthropomorphic bodies, and specially faces, facilitate human identification with robots, basic for natural and smooth interaction. Finally, and most importantly for the purpose of this Thesis, robots with a scale and motor capabilities close to human ones could take advantage of a world, as ours, populated with tools and devices designed by and for humans.

Being able to benefit from the available tools will allow humanoid robots to be more versatile and carry out a wide range of tasks for which they had not necessarily been equipped, or even designed. Moreover, it would favour shared workspaces between humans and robots, where both could work alongside without the need for specific and separate setups. However, humanoid morphology on its own is not enough to enable proper utilization of human tools and devices. Naturally, knowledge on how to manipulate them is also required for successful tool use. Engineered approaches, where the required knowledge is provided externally by the user or designer, can be sometimes easily applied and provide good results in constrained scenarios. However, they fail quickly in uncontrolled situations with unpredictable elements.
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Autonomous learning through interaction and exploration, on the other hand, can render the learning process more flexible and potentially open ended. This kind of approach, usually referred to as developmental, has shown in the past the potential to yield robust and adaptive systems for a variety of tasks and applications, specially suited for unstructured scenarios or where the problem could not be explicitly encoded by the experimenter [93, 152, 9, 167, 22].

The ability to autonomously learn how to take advantage of external tools in order to perform tasks for which their own manipulators are insufficient or inefficient, will dramatically increase the range of activities that humanoid robots are capable of, as well as making them easier to design. Moreover, such autonomous learning strategies based on the robots own experiences could one day enable them to discover tools and uses beyond humans’, empowered by their increased strength, speed or precision.

Therefore, in the recent years we have seen a rapid increase in the amount of groups and studies tackling the problem of robotic tool use from a developmental standpoint. The present Thesis is one of them. Its aim, to advance the state-of-the art in this particular field by developing techniques by means of which robots can learn about tool use in a developmental fashion. Specifically, to enable the iCub robot to learn from observation the consequences of its own actions and how they depend on the tool it is holding, as well as its pose.

To this end, we have decided to tackle this problem from the perspective offered by the Theory of Affordances [54], which provides a convenient framework whereby the different elements of tool use can be related together. This is made explicit in the application of functional features, which constitute an implementation of the direct perception notion put forward by the theory, as well as in the learning methods presented, which are based on a formalization of the same theory.

1.3. Outline of the Thesis

The current Thesis is organized as follows: Chapter 2 provides a comprehensive survey of the existing literature regarding Affordances, beginning with the discussion about its definition and formalization, and then moving on to previous applications of this concept in robotics, focusing specially on the ones for tool use learning. The chapter finishes with an overview of the concept of Functional Features and a review of studies which have previously applied them. Chapter 3 describes the hardware and software
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elements applied throughout the rest of the study, namely, the iCub Humanoid robot, its middleware YARP, and the relevant modules and external libraries used.

On Chapter 4 we present a novel method for tool incorporation, that is, estimation of the tool’s geometry, reach and pose with respect to the iCub’s hand, and its attachment to the robot’s kinematic chain. Next, on Chapter 5 we introduce two different sets of Functional Features devised specifically to represent tools and their pose in interaction scenarios, based on 2D and 3D information, respectively. Chapter 6 constitutes the main part of this Thesis. It presents our proposed approaches for tool affordance learning and their experimental evaluation, for which we make use of all the elements described in the preceding chapters. Chapter 7 describes a working demo which demonstrates how all the methods described above can be integrated in order to produce useful and robust behaviors. Finally, in Chapter 8, we summarize all the contributions present in this Thesis, as well as its shortcomings and prospectives for future work.
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2.1. What are affordances?

The concept of affordances was introduced by J.J. Gibson in 1977 in his article *The Theory of Affordances* [53], and was further refined in his posterior book *An Ecological Approach to Visual Perception* [54], where it constituted a central element in his theory of direct perception and ecological psychology. In it, Gibson challenges the mainstream view about perception at that time: “orthodox psychology asserts that we perceive these objects insofar as we discriminate their properties or qualities” (Gibson 1979: 134), and proposes instead “…that what we perceive when we look at objects are their affordances, not their qualities” and “If so, to perceive [entities] is to perceive what they afford”. Accordingly, he defined the term *affordances* in the following way:

“The affordances of the environment are what it offers the animal, what it provides or furnishes, either for good or ill. I mean by it something that refers to both the environment and the animal in a way that no existing term does” (Gibson 1979: 127).

Although Gibson’s was the first definition, his work shows great influence from earlier philosophers such as Heidegger or Maurice Merleau-Ponty, and included concepts that have been explored in psychology previously, such as John Dewey’s views on the tight interplay between action and perception, put forward on his book *The Reflex Arc Concept in Psychology* (1896) [37], the idea of Funktionale Tönung of objects conceived by Jakob von Uexküll in his 1920’s book *Kompositionslehre der Natur* [194] or Koffka’s proposed law of functional relevance disclosed in the influential 1935’s book *Principles of Gestalt Psychology* [80], as well as by contemporaries like Neisser (1976) in his book *Cognition and Reality* [120].

In the subsequent years after Gibson’s seminal work, several authors attempted to provide less abstract and hence more usable formalizations of the concept of affordances.
Michaels & Carello (1981) and Shaw, Mace & Turvey (1982) defined affordances as dispositional properties of the environment, which offer the potential for action, and introduced the concept of effectivities, as dispositional properties of the agents which relate to their abilities [28, 154]. The actualization of this pair occurs through interaction, when both the environment’s affordance and the agent’s effectivity juxtapose [176]. This approach, however, conflicts with the idea put forward by Gibson that “It is equally a fact of the environment and a fact of behavior. It is both physical and psychical, yet neither. An affordance points both ways, to the environment and to the observer.” (Gibson 1979: 129). In fact, as Dotov et al. would argue much later, the discussion seems to be purely semantical, as the affordance-effectivity dual on Shaw’s formalism corresponds in meaning to the affordance on Gibson’s definition [40].

The discussion about whether affordances were properties of the environment, of the agent, or both, continued in subsequent years with further developments of the idea described above by Shaw, Mace & Turvey, as in [176], as well as contributions from other authors such as Greeno, who proposed that affordances are constraints in the environment to which agents are attuned to [62], and Stoffregen, who argued that affordances are not properties of the environment, but rather emergent properties of the animal-environment system [165]. Influenced by the experiments that Warren had carried out in the 80s [197], Stoffregen and Heft gave great importance to the body-metrics aspect of affordances, i.e., how agents perceive affordances of the same object or environment differently depending on their size and constitution [66, 166]. An alternative formalization was proposed by Steedman, whose background in dynamical systems, distinct from the cognitive psychology background of most previous authors, rendered its view less concerned with the origin and ontology of affordances, and more focused instead on the applications of affordances for planning. According to him, the affordance-set of a particular object schema is constituted by the different actions associated with that object schema, as well as their pre-conditions and consequence, and can be populated by learning. Thus, affordance-sets map objects to functions that relate the preconditions and effects of the action to the object [164], which allow their use in planning.

In 2003, Chemero proposed a new definition which took elements from many previous formalizations by other authors (and indeed it was accepted by most of them later), which characterized affordances as “relations between the abilities of organisms and the features of the environment” (Chemero 2003:181), such that: Affords-Φ (feature, ability), where Φ is the afforded behavior [26]. He also integrated the issue of body metrics with the realization that while they indeed have a great influence on how agents
perceive affordances, it is only insofar body metrics determine to great extent the agent’s abilities. Therefore, when we refer on the remainder to an entity or an entity’s feature affording a function, it has to be understood that it does so only if the agent is able to perform the adequate behavior; an affordance can only happen if both the object and the behavior are present, as it is the relationship between both.

Despite Chemero’s definition settled to a great extent the discussion about where affordances are, another crucial point of his definition reopened another debate which is not yet resolved, namely, that of how affordances are perceived or learned by an agent. Some authors, like Chemero himself and Murphy, support Gibson’s initial proposal by arguing that affordances are “directly perceivable without any high level deliberation”, and “they don’t require memory, inference or reasoning, or interpretation of a scene.” [114, 26]. Others, however, argue instead that what might seem automatic in biological agents is actually complex sensorimotor processing taking place in the brain, and that indeed all invariance detection inherently requires some degree of learning and processing [102, 94].

Indeed, later work by Eleanor J Gibson highlighted the importance of development in order to perceive incrementally complex affordances. Her view agreed with her husband (J. J. Gibson), in that the information required to detect affordances is real and always available to the agent. However, she advocated that perception consisted in the ability to extract relevant information to guide action, i.e., to perceive relevant affordances, and this ability improves through experience. Moreover, she argued that perceptual learning its not a passive process, as affordances depend on the agents capabilities, and hence, they develop together with the agent’s skills and embodiment, as well as with its ability to generate and detect the appropriate perceptual information [50, 134, 51, 52, 2]. For example, infants are only able to detect the three dimensional shape of objects after they can produce coordinated visual-manual exploration [159].

These ideas were well accepted by the early community of robotic researchers attempting to implement models of affordances for robot control, as they provided a roadmap for affordance learning, and resonated with the then emergent ideas of developmental robotics and embodied cognition. Indeed, the necessity of roboticists to achieve working implementations of models of affordance learning, rather than purely theoretical as provided by psychology, provided them with useful insights that sparked new perspectives on the topic.

As a consequence, many recent attempts at formalizing affordances come from the
robotic community. The first approach in this sense was the pioneer work by Fitzpatrick & Metta [48], which represented affordances as the possible effects that could be achieved on a certain object with a certain action, formalized thus as the tuple:

\[
\{ \text{object, action} \} \rightarrow \text{effect}
\]  \hspace{2cm} (2.1)

While in essence being very similar to Chemero’s formalization (although substituting the term \textit{features} by \textit{object}, and \textit{ability} for \textit{action}), it made explicit the necessary existence of an effect as a consequence of the action on the object, which in turns enables using the affordance knowledge for planning.

Sahin et al. emphasised further the necessity of an effect element to characterize affordances, defining them as “an acquired relation between a certain effect and an (entity, behavior) tuple, such that when the agent applies the behavior on the entity, the effect is generated.”, and proposed a tuple formalization [150]:

\[
\text{affordance} = (\text{effect}, \text{(entity, behavior)})
\]  \hspace{2cm} (2.2)

In his formalization, the terms \textit{entity} and \textit{behavior} were used instead of \textit{features} or \textit{object} and \textit{ability} or \textit{action}, respectively, to provide less restrictive meaning of each of the elements, and remarked the importance that all three terms corresponded to the perceptual representation by the agent. Moreover, these broader terms, and their grouping
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into two subgroups, enable the discovery of equivalences among entities, behaviors or affordances with respect to their effect, as displayed graphically in Figure 2.1, and the use of these affordance equivalences for learning and planning. Also St. Amant & Horton proposed a definition of tool use based on their experience in robotic affordances that permeated the works of psychologists and anthropologists too [162, 156].

An ambitious approach was taken in more recent years with the introduction of Object Action Complexes (OACs), as a general model for grounding, learning and executing sensorimotor processes, to which affordances belong [49, 84]. Formally, an OAC is defined as a triplet \( (id, T, M) \), where \( id \) is the OAC identifier, \( T \) a prediction function coding the systems belief of how the environment (and the agent) will change through the OAC (which hence represents the affordances), and \( M \) a statistical measure representing the success of the given OAC during a given time window. Each OAC is itself built up or generalized from execution of similar instantiated state transition fragments (ISTF). OACs enable consistent and repeatable hierarchies of behaviour to be learned, based on statistics gained during real-world interaction, that can also be used for probabilistic reasoning and planning. This framework ensures the grounding of an OAC in sensory experience by means of incremental verification and refinement. A different extension to the concept of affordance in robotics was proposed in [151], where they introduce affordance gradients (AG). The AG are in essence a continuous representation of the effect that agent actions could have on an object, which allow for generalization to unobserved actions.

In Section 6.1, we propose a novel formalization of the concept of affordances, which explicitly considers the embodiment of the agent, while simultaneously reducing the number of independent elements of the affordance tuple. More detailed analysis of the history of affordances, its controversies and interpretations can be found on Dotov et al. [40], Sahin [150], [92], and the recent survey by Jamone et al [76]. On the following, we will review how the concept of affordances has been applied in the field of robotics, and study with particular interest those works which have done so to model interaction with objects and tools, for its direct relevance with this PhDs topic.

2.2. Affordances in robotics

Prior to the application of the concepts of affordances itself, a few authors realized the connections between Gibson’s ecological approach and the then new paradigms of
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situated robotics and embodied cognition. Indeed, opposite to previous approaches to AI, where cognitive processes were modelled as symbolic computations, these new paradigms advocate for minimally cognitive, model-free based behaviors, where actions arise as dynamic interactions with the environment [3, 13, 25]. As Brooks famously put it in his seminal paper *Intelligence Without Representation* [18], “The world is its own best model”. As some authors like Chapman and Agre realized, these concepts resonate perfectly with the ideas of direct perception put forward by Gibson, which states that affordances are directly perceived by the agent from the environment, and hence can be exploited without the need of mental representations. During the decade of the 90’s, these connections were further extended by the field of active perception, which claimed that perception depends on the current intentions of the agent [8]. In other words, an object is not perceived in terms of its category, but rather in consideration of the actions it allows for the specific situation. The consequence is that perceived affordances are agent and effect related and so can not be studied from the environment alone.

Towards the end of that decade, some groups started applying affordance-based approaches for robot navigation. In the last nearly two decades since then, the field has extended to include not only methods for navigation, but also grasping affordances, object affordances, and recently, tool affordances. On the following, we will give an overview of the research in the first two topics and dwell into detail on the related work in the latter two, given their relevance for the present Thesis.

2.2.1. Navigation

The first tentative approaches to the application of affordances for robotics concerned robot navigation, whereby the robotic agent was able to perceive certain navigational affordances of the environment, e.g. transversability, displaceability, etc, by processing information such as the optical flow [41] or the potential field [38]. A more principled approach was presented by MacDorman [94], where the robot learned sensorimotor correlations, which were considered affordances, by extracting invariant reactions to its actions from the environment, and categorizing them. Once the categorization had been made and assigned its value, the robot used the learned sensorimotor model to predict the consequences of its actions and exploit the gained affordance knowledge. Despite the deserved merit of those papers for initiating the development of affordance-based models for robotics, they apply the concept of affordances in a quite loose way, either too general (as any sensorimotor correlation [94]) or too strict (predefined action rules
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Following these pioneering studies, Cos-Aguilera et al. proposed a method in which a simulated Kephera robot learned the affordances of its environment by relating perceived regularities in the surrounding objects with the rate of success of the desired interaction when using that object. This knowledge was then connected to internal drives for behavior selection on an ecology based scenario [30]. Under the MACS project, Ugur et al. [178] applied Sahin’s affordance formalization [150] on a wheeled robot to discover and learn the transversability affordances of different objects, which after learning allowed the robot to transverse a cluttered room without previous or explicit knowledge of object categories. Dogar et al. extended the previous work to generate goal-directed behaviors upon those objects from simple motor primitives [39]. Cakmak et al. expanded the study by using the learned behaviors for planning [20], while in [177], Ugur et al. added curiosity-driven learning mechanisms for efficient exploration. Within the same project, Lörken presented an approach in which the robot was also able to learn push and lift affordances of objects in the environment [92]. In [179], the previous ideas were integrated and the approach tested on more realistic scenarios with more objects and environmental elements.

Different affordance formalizations have also been tested on robotic navigation scenarios. For example, in [151], Sanchez-Fibla et al. benchmarked their concept of Affordance Gradients using a navigating robot to push objects to the desired goal. Min et al. [107] introduce affordances within the framework of dynamic programming, which allows task decomposition and dynamic affordance learning. In [57], distributed semi-Markov Decision Process were applied to represent affordances of the environment for a wheeled robot, with which it discovers the very existence of objects and entities in terms of their action possibilities, in an on-line and state dependent way.

2.2.2. Grasp

Due to the importance of pick and place applications in the robotic industry at tasks such as organizing warehouses, sorting products from conveyor belts or moving other mechanical pieces around in factories, as well as for holding and manipulating tools, effective and robust grasping has become one of the main lines of research in the field of robotics. In general, the studies in this topic try to determine the best location and orientation that the robotic manipulator should apply in order to achieve a successful grasp of a target object, and in some cases, the grasp trajectory too.
However, as pointed out in [76], not all these studies fit well under the label of affordance-based approaches, as many of them determine the grasp configuration based on purely geometrical analysis of the objects to be grasped and the manipulator, and require precise models of both to be successful [155, 14, 149, 60]. Yet, there is a body of literature in which “graspability” of objects is learned from the robot’s own experience in a self-supervised manner, typically by associating low-level object features perceived by the robot with the probability of successfully grasping the object with different grasp configurations. However, grasp affordances should only be considered when the goal is itself to grasp the object, and not any further action that might be accomplished afterwards for which grasping the object is a requisite (these situations will fall into the object or tool affordances categories, reviewed below). Relevant approaches on affordance-based grasping that match this interpretation have been published by Oztop et al. [125], Barck-holst [10], Montesano et al. [111], Popovic et al. [36], Detry et al. [35] or Ugur et al. [186], to name but a few.

Interestingly, many studies, specially recent ones, use similar self-supervised data-driven approaches without explicitly referring to them as affordance based [88, 90, 135], while others do present their studies as affordance based although the proposed approaches are robot independent, usually based solely on computer vision methods [163, 61].

2.2.3. Objects

This direction of research in affordance-based robotics deals with discovering the affordances of small objects with which the agent can interact. Related affordances are for example pushability, rollability, dragability as well as graspability, understood as the general potential of the robot to perform these actions on the objects. The typical scenario consists on a upper-torso robot with grasping and visual capabilities, and objects lying on a table in front of it, although detached camera/robot-arm systems have also been used.

The first study concerning object affordances, in the way we defined them above, was published by Fitzpatrick & Metta on 2003 [48]. In their study, a robot was able to learn “movement” affordances such as rollability, pushability, etc, of several objects by randomly executing a set of actions on them and observing the results. Their approach introduced several elements in the study of affordances that had been very influential in posterior studies on the topic. On the one hand, it applied random actions (babbling)
as a way to retrieve data to guide the learning process. On the other, it made use of the formalization described in the previous section: \( \{\text{action, object}\} \rightarrow \text{effect} \), which allowed predicting the possible effects of an action repertoire, and thus to select the best action on an object to achieve a desired effect. As was detailed in the previous section, the concept of affordances has gone through many formalizations and reformulations since, but the \( \{\text{action, object, effect}\} \)-tuple formulation has remained a cornerstone in robotic affordance research to our days.

Following up on Fitzpatrick’s approach, Stoytchev conducted a similar experiment in order to study binding (grasping/pulling) behaviors [168]. His approach, however, consisted in populating an “Affordance Table” with those sequences of actions, taken from a set of exploratory behaviors, that generated the desired binding effect. Geib et al., on the other hand, tackled object affordances using the OACs approach [49]. Despite the importance of these studies in laying the groundwork on which many posterior papers would rely, their main drawback was that they learned affordances of labeled objects. This, on the one hand, means that the acquired knowledge could not be generalized to previously unseen objects, and on the other, conflicts with the original postulation that objects are recognized in terms of their affordances, without the need of prior categorization.

In order to overcome this issues, Montesano et al. proposed a method in which basic geometric object features were connected through a Bayesian Network (BN) to the possible actions and the observed outcomes of the considered interaction [112], as represented in Figure 2.2. This approach provided several advantages over previous studies: On the one hand, it was based on object features such as color, elongation, size, etc, which allowed affordances to be estimated directly from observing the objects, and generalized to previously unseen objects based on their attributes. Moreover, the application of the Bayes Theorem to the conditional probabilities modeled in the network enabled not only to predict effects based on given object and actions, but also to infer any of the elements (action, features or effects) based on the values of the rest, in a probabilistic manner.

Subsequent refinements on Montesano’s approach improved the network parameter learning [113], allowed the model to cope with partial observability of sensor data by using Gaussian Mixture Models to cluster sensors and effect variables [124], studied the influence of the feature extraction phase [67], and improved network structuring [58]. Moreover, it has been applied not only for single object affordance learning, but also for imitation learning [91], for multi-object and two arm robot relational affordance learning.
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Figure 2.2.: Affordance representation proposed by Montesano et al. in [112]. (a) Affordances as relationships between Actions, Objects and Effects. (b) Bayesian Network model proposed to implement affordances.

by embedding Statistical Relational Learning in the affordance learning algorithm [110, 109], as well as for learning tool affordances [59] (as will be reviewed in detail in the next Section). Also, in recent work by Antunes et al., the output of the BN has been applied for planning using the PRADA probabilistic planner [6].

Sahin’s formalization, initially used for navigational affordances as discussed in the previous section, has also been applied for object affordances. A method for enabling a robot manipulator to learn affordances in an unsupervised way, and generalize its knowledge to new objects in terms of the entity and affordance equivalences, was introduced by Ugur et al. in [185]. This approach has since undergone many modifications to extend and refine its capabilities: Support for the discovery of new effect categories [180], automatic actualization of behavioral parameters for goal oriented plan generation [181], self-structuring of the learning process [182], bootstrapping knowledge of simple affordances to more complex ones using intrinsic motivation [187, 184], and use of affordance knowledge for plan generation and execution [183].

The main disadvantage of the methods described so far is that they either use pre-defined effect categories, or require offline clustering with all the available data in order to discover the available effect categories. In order to overcome this drawback, a few studies have proposed approaches capable of updating their knowledge incrementally, more suited for life-long and developmental learners. For example, in [158], and adaptive hierarchical taxonomy is introduced to enable incremental and hierarchical learning
of affordances. In [141, 142], object and effect features are mapped into separate Self-Organizing Maps (SOMs), which are linked together through Hebbian connections that strengthen based on the their co-occurrence given an action. In [56], navigational and object affordances are learned incrementally using Semi-Markov Decision Processes to model the sequences of actions that lead to their activation.

A few studies have also considered multi-object scenarios, an intermediate step towards the analysis of tool affordances. Moldovan et al., cited above [110, 109] coupled Statistical Relational Learning methods with the Bayesian Network approach proposed in [112] to perform inference about more than one object. Fitchl et al. [46, 45] studied how to represent the necessary spatial preconditions that enable certain multi-object affordances. Ugur et al. focused on the task of objects stacking and proposed a method for learning mutual “stack-ability” among objects and inferring such affordances from simpler ones previously learned [183, 184].

2.2.4. Tools

In the studies described so far the robot used its own manipulator to interact with objects, and observed the effect of its actions on them. In order to differentiate multi-object affordances from tool affordances, we consider that tools correspond to objects or elements, different of the robots own manipulator, that the action is performed with, rather than upon. To the best of our knowledge, the first published papers that studied the functionality of a set of tools that could be operated by a robot (a robotic arm in this case), were published by Krotkov [83] and Bogoni [16, 17]. Although they were not explicitly framed within the Theory of Affordances, they put forward some concepts that would be a commonplace in later affordance-based studies, such as the application of features to characterize the elements of the interaction, and the observation of the effect after an action was performed by the robot.

In [15], Bicici and Amant theorized about the requirements for tool use in robotic scenarios, focusing on which characteristics of tools are more relevant for their functionality, and explicitly suggesting the Theory of Affordance as an adequate frame to tackle the problem. A decade later Guerin et al. published a complementary study where they proposed a roadmap for developmental tool use learning in robots based on infant development. Their proposal is based on Gibson and Piaget’s theories, supported with insights from different fields such as neuroscience, planning and developmental psychology [65].
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Regarding actual implementations, the first study to conduct a tool use learning experiment explicitly based on the affordance approach was published by Wood et al. [200], where a MMC neural network is applied to allow an AIBO robot to pick a stick of variable length and use it to reach a ball. However, the focus in this work was to study the adaptation of the body schema required to apply the tool as the robot’s end-effector, rather than on the different effects that the tool might achieve depending on the action performed.

Tool affordance learning in robotics, considering the relationship between tool, action and effect, was pioneered by Stoytchev in his 2005 study [168], which was extended in his dissertation [169] and later by Sinapov in [158]. In this approach, for each tool, affordances were learned as a list containing the actions performed and the probability of success in moving an external object. However, affordances are learned for a set of labeled tools, so the approach does not allow generalization for other tools, regardless how similar. A similar approach was taken by Tikhanoff et al. [174], but on their approach a geometric reasoner is queried in order to determine the feasibility of exploiting the learned affordances on a given scenario in function of the tool’s length.

As was the case with object affordances, authors soon started describing tools in terms of their features rather than labels. In [70], Horton focused primarily on the discovery of tool contour features that matched particular targets (the way the cross in a screwdriver matches the cross in a screw) and hence afford their interaction. This work allowed generalization among tools based on their geometrical similarity, but affordances were not learned or updated. Jain & Inamura, on the other hand, applied the concept of functional features; features that describe the tool regarding its action possibilities rather than its appearance. They predefined a set of these features based on geometric properties (corners, bars, etc), which they assumed were known by the robot, and used the Bayesian Network proposed by Montesano [112] to learn the correlation between the features, the action repertoire of the robot, and the effect achieved in a target object [74]. Their follow up publication extended their results and added imitation learning to the scenario [75]. Gonçalvez et al. made functional features of tools and objects automatically detectable by the robot by using simple 2D geometrical features (length, area, size, etc) extracted from vision [59], which were linked to actions effect also through a Bayesian Network. Dehban et al. applied the same paradigm but substituted the Bayesian Network by a Denoising Auto-encoder, which, contrary to the Bayesian Network, allows for real value input and online learning [34]. On the method we proposed in [97], detailed in Section 6.2, a larger set of candidate functional features from the 2D
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The contour of the tool was applied in such a way that the grasp position of the tool was also considered when learning tool affordances.

Some recent papers have extended vision based approaches with the aim of learning tool affordances by applying depth information, which reflects better the geometry of the tool than 2D images. Myers et al. collected an extensive dataset of RGB-D images of tools with associated pixel-wise human labeled affordances, and applied state-of-the-art supervised classifiers to predict the affordances from a combination of curvature, normals and depth extracted from super-pixels on the depth data [115]. The same dataset was used to train end-to-end Deep Convolutional Neural Networks within an expectation maximization framework by Srikantha et al., which enabled weakly supervised learning [161]. Zhu et al., used RGB-D videos of human tool use demonstrations to infer the physical concepts involved in specific tasks, which were then applied to predict consequences of tool use [208]. However, similar to some of the studies for robotic grasping we discussed in Section 2.2.2, these papers based purely on computer vision approaches lack the robot component, crucial to the definition of affordances. Therefore, they could only be regarded as learning human affordances, which later might, or might not, be transferable to robotic platforms.

A few other authors have proposed affordance learning methods based on full 3D representations of the tools, which are potentially more robust either 2D or RGB-D to variability induced by occlusions and perspective. In [1], Abelha et al. estimated the suitability of a set of household objects as tools for a set of given tasks by fitting the object’s superquadric model to the one of the canonical tool for that task. In [96], we introduced the Oriented Multi-Scale Extended Gaussian Image (OMS-EGI) feature vector, a holistic descriptor extracted from a tool’s 3D model. Unlike previous tool representations, the OMS-EGI is robot-centric insofar as it depends not only on the tool’s geometry, but also on how the robot is grasping it. As detailed in Sections 6.3 and 6.4, this descriptor was used to learn the affordances of a large set of tools for a set of drag actions performed with the iCub robot.

The topic of developmental learning of tool use in robots has also been tackled by other authors using approaches not explicitly considered related to affordances. For example, Nishide et al [122, 171], studied robotic tool use with a special emphasis on using plausible neurological models, although focusing more on how tools extend the body schema than in the exploration of their affordances. To this end, they applied a SOM to learn the tool features directly from an image, and Multiple Timescales Recurrent Neural Networks to model the robots homunculus and study its variation when using
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a tool. On the other side of the spectrum of biological plausibility, Brown et al. [19] proposed a method to enable a simulated wheeled robot to learn tool use by demonstration by means of inductive logic. On their method, demonstrated actions are segmented into action sub-goals, which are defined with STRIP operators to allow their reusability for planning. The same approach has been recently applied in [199], extended to use a Baxter robot and knowledge transfer between simulation and the real robot.

Readers interested in a more comprehensive review on affordances in robotics should refer to the recent surveys by Min et al. [108] and Jamone et al. [77], the latter of which also includes extensive review of affordance related studies from psychology and neuroscience.

2.3. Functional features

One of the central pillars of Gibson’s Theory of Affordances was the concept of direct perception, which states that affordances are perceived by agents directly as invariant properties of the environment:

“The perceiving of an affordance is not a process of perceiving a value-free physical object to which meaning is somehow added in a way that no one has been able to agree upon; it is a process of perceiving a value-rich ecological object.” (Gibson 1979:140 [54, 55])

, or in simpler terms:

“[...] I now suggest that what we perceive when we look at objects are their affordances, not their qualities.”(Gibson 1979:134 [54, 55])

Before these concepts permeated the robotic community, and indeed, before the affordance based approach was fully formalized, similar ideas had been proposed independently by some robotic researchers such as Bogoni et al. [17]. However, their focus was on determining a set of features that correlates with the functionality of environmental elements in order to predict the effects of their use, rather than on the psychological aspect of how these functionalities are perceived:

“To recover the functionality of an object it is necessary to devise interactions to recognize the relationships between the intrinsic properties of an object (e.g., geometric, material, kinematic and dynamic), its environment and the manner in which it is em-
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ployed. [...] The analysis of their properties allows us to identify what can be labeled as the functional features - features which make the object suitable for a specific task.” - (Bogoni 1995: 2) [17].

Considering both approaches, functional features can be understood as an implementation of the concept of direct perception, whose purpose is to provide a means from which functionality, i.e., affordances, can be represented and predicted in artificial systems.

Yet, the problem is that the functionality of any entity is determined by its physical characteristics (geometry, stiffness, weight, etc), which are often independent from its visual appearance. Therefore, the way in which entities (environment, objects, tools, etc.) are represented in affordance learning approaches is crucial in determining how well these methods will be able to generalize the learned affordances to new entities.

Hence, on the remainder of this section we will review the most relevant functional features proposed in previous affordance-based studies in robotics. Additionally, we will briefly survey other descriptors proposed in other fields, which could nevertheless be applied for as functional features for affordance representation.

To the best of our knowledge, the study by Montesano et al. was the first affordance-based approach to apply features in order to describe objects in a way that would allow the system to predict their affordances [112]. Accordingly, the features used in this study were simple geometrical descriptors representing discretized values for color (green, yellow, blue), size (small, medium, big) and shape (ball, box). Follow-up studies improved the discretization of the feature values by adding automatic clustering and soft labels [113, 124], or allowed for continuous values by using auto-encoders instead of the original BN [34], but the represented characteristics remained unchanged. In [58], the authors showed that the same features can also be applied to predict tool affordances. In [97], we proposed a much larger set of similar 2D contour based features (detailed in Section 5.2), and applied with the aim of implicitly representing the tool orientation too.

Almost simultaneously to Montesano’s seminal work, several studies by Sahin’s group [178, 20, 39], applied a method to learn the transversability affordance of objects in the environment based on normal histograms and distance features extracted from range images. These components, with minor quantitative changes in implementation, have remained mostly invariable throughout Ugur’s extensive work in affordances [185, 179, 180, 182].
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In [141], Ridge et al. applied a combination of both approaches, using range data to describe the curvature of objects, and a set of 2D image features such as, area, eccentricity, axis length, etc., to describe their general shape. In later work, he expanded the information coming from the range sensors by adding cloud-part based information, namely quadrant centroids and planar orientation [142].

In very recent years, a few authors have proposed sets of features that rather than a list of specific descriptors, represented objects in a holistic manner. In our paper [96], developed as part of the current Thesis, we proposed the OMS-EGI descriptor in order to represent tools, which consisted in the concatenation of voxel-wise surface normal histograms, as will be described in detail in Section 5.3. In [144], merging ideas from the OMS-EGI and his own previous work, Ridge et al. proposed an object representation suited for affordance learning which comprised local information, from voxel-wise surface normal histograms; and global information, from cell centroids, curvature estimates and point count. Yet another approach comes from several authors who have proposed methods where state-of-the-art computer vision features were used in order to predict affordances of objects. These approaches fall mainly into 3 categories:

- **Category prediction**: Visual features are applied to categorize objects, to/for which different affordances have been assigned/learned. For example, in [79], objects are classified using HOG features, and the object categories linked with the affordances learned from recorded human action by means of CRF. In [24], AlexNet features are used to classify object images retrieved from Google with a noun-verb search, where the resulting images of the search provide the input, and the verb, the corresponding affordance label. The main drawback of this method, is that it prevents specific features to be recognised as “affordance generators”, as for example the thin edge of some coins could afford screwing, although the coin would never be categorized as a screwdriver.

- **Attribute prediction**: Visual features are trained to predict functional features (also referred to as attributes) which in turn predict affordances. For example in [67] SIFTs and texture and color histograms were applied to predict size, material, color, weight, shape, etc, while in [170] the same functional features were predicted from codebooks obtained form sparse coding of RGB-D data.

- **Direct prediction**: Visual features are used to directly predict the affordances of an object. For example, in [63, 64], SOM-based sparse coding features from RGB-D data were applied to discriminate container from non-container objects. In [78],
Human given affordance labels of office objects were predicted by means of 3D geometry features computed from the pointcloud reconstruction of the scene. In [146] multi-scale CNNs are trained at different resolutions with RGB-D data from an affordance database. Myers et al. proposed a part based affordance detection system based on 3D features extracted from a superpixel segmentation from objects [115]. They used a combination of depth, normals and curvature features. In order to train their classifiers, a database of pixel-wise annotated affordances was also presented. Using the same database, the approach proposed in [161] learned the features from RGB-D images by training end-to-end a Deep Convolutional Neural Network, while in [121], they trained an encoder-decoder DCNN with HHA features (horizontal disparity, height and, and angle between pixel normals and inferred gravity). In [1], Abelha et al. based affordance estimation on full 3D models of tools, by estimating the suitability of a set of household objects for a set of given tasks by fitting the object’s superquadric model to the one of the canonical tool for that task. In all these studies, the affordance labels used for supervised learning were not obtained by robot exploration but instead given by a human experimenter. However, in [121] an actual humanoid robot was used to verify some of the predictions for grasping affordances.

An important aspect regarding features for affordance learning, is whether they should be invariant with respect to the state of the described object, or on the contrary, depend on it. While in the field of navigational affordances it is quite clear that only the second option provides relevant information [178, 57], when considering tool or object affordances, the solution is not so clear. For example, [112, 67, 58] – and naturally all the computer vision based studies – apply features that depend solely on the object’s geometry, independent of its position. On the other hand, when features depend on the state of the object, several options arise with respect to the frame of reference. In [179, 182], the object features depend on its position and orientation, with respect to the robot’s cameras, which are fixed. In [143, 144] the reference frame is computed relative to the action exerted on the object. By contrast, in our own papers [97, 96, 98], tool features are computed with respect to the reference frame of the hand holding the tool.

Despite some attempts to compare the prediction performance obtained with robot-relative features against other “invariant” features [179, 143, 144], we believe that this is an ongoing debate which will need many more experiments and paradigms to be satisfactorily resolved.

Besides the cited papers, there are many other proposed features that have not been
tried within an affordance learning scenario, but that have descriptive characteristics that could also provide relevant information for affordance learning. One group of this kind of features would be 2D hierarchical features, given that affordances are generally determined by characteristics of objects or tools at many different scales. Further advantages of hierarchical feature extraction algorithms are that most of the existing implementations provide invariant hierarchies \([47, 153, 139, 86]\) as well as unsupervised or weakly supervised feature learning \([139, 117, 87, 86]\), both very desirable properties. Another group is that formed by global 3D features, which by describing the geometry of objects should correlate properly with their physical affordances. Examples can be the DESIRE feature \([195]\) or the more recent Global Structure Histogram \([95]\). Other local 3D features, such as the ones proposed in \([85, 201, 137]\) could enable end-to-end 3D feature learning for affordance applications.
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3.1. The iCub robot and its simulator

All the experiments presented in this Thesis were carried out using the iCub humanoid robot [106, 105, 118] and its simulator [173]. The iCub robot is an open source cognitive humanoid robotic platform for collaborative research in human cognition, human robot interaction, and embodied artificial intelligence. It was the result of the RobotCub European project, which aimed at “testing and developing the embodied cognition paradigm through the creation of a child-like humanoid robot: the iCub, [which] will act in cognitive scenarios, performing tasks useful to learning while interacting with the environment and humans”. Two detailed models of the iCub can be observed in Figure 3.1.

In order to better model the characteristics of a learning child, the iCub kinematics
were designed to mimic the body of a three and a half year old child, both in the number of Degrees of Freedom (DoF) and in their location. As a consequence, the robot is 104 cm tall, weights 22-25 kg (depending on the version) and has 53 DoF, most of them (41) in the upper torso. Its 9 DoF hands and 2 DoF wrists, allow for dexterous manipulation and different grasping configurations. Full head movement is provided by 3 DoF in the neck, while tracking and vergence behaviors are supported by the extra 3 DoF controlling the eyes. The torso comprises 3 DoF in order to increase flexibility and enlarge the interaction workspace, while legs have 6 DoF each, and are strong enough to enable crawling, balancing on one leg, and bipedal locomotion. Joints are actuated with brushless and DC motors, controlled by embedded dedicated boards, which are interconnected through a local bus. These boards generate motion from higher level commands, and can perform position control with trajectory interpolation, velocity, and torque control, depending on the selected low-level interface.

From the sensing point of view, the iCub has cameras in the eyes for vision, which also enable depth estimation through disparity computation, microphones for recording sound, and full body tactile skin system (with more than 4000 sensing units) to provide tactile feedback. Proprioception is procured by means of an IMU situated in the head, motor encoders in each of the joints, and 6 F/T sensors in shoulders, hip and ankles. The local “brain” of the iCub consists of a small form factor PC104 mounted inside the head of the robot. This computer acts as a bridge between the local boards and the external computers that perform the heavy computation required to implement robot behaviors, to which it is connected via gigabit Ethernet or Wireless.

The iCub simulator provides an open-source environment in order to reproduce the physics and dynamics of the robot and its environment [173]. The simulated robot model is structured as multiple rigid bodies connected via joint structures, whose design parameters were replicated from the real robot specifications for maximum accuracy. All the sensors available in the real robot are available on the simulated model too, although perfect accuracy cannot be guaranteed on certain scenarios. The simulation of the robot’s physical interaction with objects is achieved with the Open Dynamic Engine (ODE), which consists of a high performance library for simulating rigid body dynamics and collision detection. Rendering, on the other hand, is carried out with a combination of OpenGL and SDL.
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3.2. YARP middleware

The iCub software is structured as modules that communicate with each other using YARP (Yet Another Robot Platform) middleware. YARP consists of a set of libraries which promote code reuse and interoperability by abstracting software modularity and hardware interface.

To achieve software modularity, YARP implements a set of protocols which address inter-process communication based on the observer pattern, a variant of the publish-subscribe paradigm. Specifically, the Port and BufferedPort protocols decouple producers and consumers, in a synchronous or asynchronous way, respectively. When communication requires reply, it can be accomplished using RPC -Client and -Server protocols. This way, modules (architecture components of the iCub software), are runnable executables which export a certain interface based on (Buffered)Port and RPC objects. Groups of interconnected modules that execute a specific robot behavior are referred to as applications.

The abstraction over the hardware interface is achieved by YARP through the definition of a set of C++ interfaces for classes of devices (sensors, motors, etc), that wrap their native code APIs. This abstraction translates into the possibility to change or update hardware components (which happens often in robotics), by modifying only the related API calls.

Moreover, YARP provides multi-platform support based on the ACE library and CMake, and implements a system of plug-ins that allows users to write custom protocols and interact with other systems. For example, the plug-in System has been used to allow interoperability with ROS, QoS by channel prioritization [127], and the integration of Port Monitors, which allow accessing data passing though a connection from/to a port for monitoring, filtering, and transforming [128].

Code reuse is also facilitated by the ResourceFinder class, which enables the existence of different configuration files for the same module, so it can implement different behaviors depending on the scenario.

With these elements, YARP successfully addresses the separation of concerns advised for middleware: Computation, by enabling multi-machine distribution; Communication, by enabling agnostic data exchange among modules; Coordination, through the use of port monitors and RPC calls; and Configuration, through the use of ResourceFinder to reconfigure modules in function of the application scenario.
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3.3. Relevant modules

As we saw, any software architecture built on top of YARP middleware is basically composed of interfaces, modules, and the connections between these modules. Due to the longevity and openness of the iCub platform, a large number of modules and applications are already available on the iCub repositories\(^1\), which serve for a variety of purposes, as outlined below.

The core iCub software infrastructure, named \texttt{icub-main}, includes a set of modules which get installed by default on the iCub setup and serve to control its basic functionalities. Some function most of the time in the background, being transparent to the iCub user, such as the \texttt{robotInterface} module, which executes the start-up of the robot, or the modules for calibration and image grabbing from the cameras. Others, however, need to be directly interacted with. In the development of the current PhD the most relevant \texttt{icub-main} modules were the following:

- **Gaze Controller**: By exporting the functionalities implemented in \texttt{iKinGazeCtrl} module, the YARP Gaze Controller interface provides an abstract layer to control the iCub gaze in a bio-plausible way, moving the neck and the eyes independently and performing saccades, pursuit, vergence, OCR (oculo-collic reflex), VOR (vestibulo-ocular reflex) and gaze stabilization relying on inertial data \cite{145}.

- **Cartesian Controller**: The YARP Cartesian controller interface exports the functionalities of the \texttt{iKin} modules, thus enabling the control of the arms and the legs of the robot directly in the operational space (3D position and orientation of end-effector) rather than in the joint space (configuration for all the joints in the corresponding kinematic chain) \cite{133}.

- **actionsRenderingEngine**: This module combines and coordinates multiple libraries and lower-level modules from the iCub repository (such as Gaze and Cartesian controllers) in order to allow the execution of a set of predefined actions (eg. take, push, look, expect, etc), with given parameters or target (coordinates, tracked element, etc).

Moreover, there are some more recent and task-specific modules and applications which are therefore not part of the \texttt{icub-main} software core, but that nevertheless have been used and/or modified for the development of this Thesis. All of them can be found

\(^1\)https://github.com/robotology
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in the iCub-Contrib software repositories.

- **Stereo-vision:** The stereo-vision modules provide libraries and functionalities which enable depth estimation from the iCub’s binocular vision by computing the disparity between the images coming from the cameras in its eyes [131]. The estimated depth perception can be used for tracking, position estimation and, most importantly for the current work, 3D reconstruction.

- **KARMA:** The KARMA application consists in a set of modules which were used to implement the affordance learning experiment published in [174]. The implementation of tool actions and tooltip extension provided in this application served as the basis for the development of similar functionalities that were applied during the present Thesis.

- **Segmentation:** The segmentation repository contains a set of modules which perform segmentation of incoming images based on texture analysis [123], graph methods [43], disparity [131], and edge detection [29], respectively. As we will see below, proper segmentation was a crucial step in order to properly characterize tools for affordance learning.

- **onTheFlyRecognition:** A very recent module which enables “on the fly” learning and recognition of object classes from vision by combining feature extraction from an off-the-shelf Convolutional Neural Network and an online trained linear classifier [130].

Finally, there were some modules that were implemented during the development of this Thesis in order to provide some functionality not yet available that, without being specifically related with the topic of this Thesis, was required to accomplish some of the desired higher order behaviors:

- **Disparity based blob detector (dispBlobber):** This module takes as input a disparity map (grayscale image) and provides as output the closest (brightest) blob, which is generally the object or proto-object of interest in the scene [131]. This simple segmentation algorithm was applied in this Thesis to segment tools in the robot’s hand, but has also been applied for object learning scenarios [130]. An illustration of its function can be observed in Figure 3.2.

- **segmentation-to-pointcloud (seg2cloud):** This module combines disparity and segmentation information in order to retrieve partial view 3D pointclouds of desired segmented objects. An instance of this process can is displayed on Figure 3.3. As
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Figure 3.2.: Example of the dispBlobber module working on the onTheFlyRecognition application. The module receives a camera image (left) and the depth estimation based on disparity (center), performs thresholding and filtering, and returns the blob corresponding to the closest object in the scene (right). This blob can be used, as in the example, to crop the image surrounding the object of interest.

Figure 3.3.: Example of pointcloud reconstruction using the seg2cloud module. The module receives a camera image (left) and corresponding depth estimation (center). Then, after a region of the scene has been segmented (using either color, depth, graph-based or hand selected regions), the depth information is transformed into 3D coordinates by means of the robot kinematics and the corresponding set of 3D points returned as a pointcloud (right).

we will see in Chapter 4, this partial pointcloud reconstructions were very useful to estimate tool orientation, tooltip, and for automatic tool modelling.

The modules and scripts which implemented functionalities directly related to the Thesis topic, i.e. tool representation and affordance learning, will be detailed when their application is described in the following chapters.

3.4. External libraries

OpenCV: OpenCV is an open source library for computer vision and machine learning with implementations in C, MATLAB, Java, and C++, being the latter the one used in this Thesis. It provides over 2500 optimized algorithms, which allow a wide range
of tasks, such as face recognition, object identification, action classification, tracking, depth estimation from stereo cameras, image stitching, scene recognition, etc [71].

**Point Cloud Library (PCL):** The Point Cloud Library is an open and large scale project for 2D/3D image and pointcloud processing [148]. The PCL framework implements numerous state-of-the art algorithms including filtering, feature estimation, surface reconstruction, registration, model fitting or segmentation. These algorithms can be used, for example, to filter outliers from noisy data, stitch 3D point clouds together, segment relevant parts of a scene, extract keypoints or compute descriptors to recognize objects, to name a few.

A *pointcloud* is a data structure commonly used to represent three-dimensional data. In a 3D pointcloud, the points usually represent the X, Y, and Z geometric coordinates of an underlying sampled surface.

**SOM Toolbox:** The SOM Toolbox is a software library for MATLAB that implements several functions related directly to the application of Self-Organized Maps. The functions present in this Toolbox have been contributed by a large number of professionals employed in the Laboratory of Information and Computer Science in the Helsinki University of Technology. The SOM Toolbox is free software licensed under GNU General Public License, so it can be freely acquired at the Toolbox’s website. A complete manual can be also found at the same website [192, 191].

**MATLAB Neural Network Toolbox:** The MathWorks, Inc. creators of MATLAB, have also created an all-purpose neural network environment to provide tools for designing, implementing, visualizing, and simulating neural networks. Neural Network Toolbox software provides comprehensive support for many proven network paradigms, as well as graphical user interfaces (GUIs) that enable the user to design and manage the desired networks. This Toolbox, unlike the previous ones, is not freely available.
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4.1. Overview - Architecture

As stated in the Introduction, we believe that one of the great advantages of building humanoid robots such as the iCub is their potential to take advantage of available tools and devices of human environments. Indeed, robots capable of autonomously achieving a certain level of competence with tool use would be far more versatile than those limited by the design of their effectors or manipulators.

However, a critical problem present in most studies of tool use in robotics is that the actions are performed without considering the geometry or pose of the tool. Instead, most experiments apply standard grasps and assume pre-defined kinematic end-effector extensions that do not take into account the particular pose of the tool in the robot’s hand.

Tikhanoff et al. made an important contribution in this sense, by introducing a method with which the robot was able to automatically estimate the position of the tooltip, and use this information to extend the robot kinematics [174]. During the development of the present Thesis, we improved their method qualitatively and quantitatively, by implementing a series of interconnected methods that enable autonomous, fast and reliable estimation of a tool’s geometry, reach and pose with respect to the iCub’s hand, in order to attach it to the robot’s kinematic chain.

We designate this process as tool incorporation, in order to refer to the two acceptations of the word incorporation: that of including, as in the act of grasping the tool and thus physically adding it to the robot’s body; and that of embodiment (literally, in-corpore), referred to the process of building a representation of the tool with respect to, and included in, the robot’s body representation. Figure 4.1 displays a diagram of the process’ workflow, and provides a detailed description of each of the steps.

In brief, the goal of the tool incorporation process is to obtain a pointcloud repre-
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Figure 4.1: Tool incorporation diagram. The process of tool incorporation begins when a tool is handled to the robot. Once it holds the tool, the first step is to attempt to recognize it, or learn its visual appearance if recognition fails (see Section 4.2, yellow in the diagram). In either case, if there is no available 3D model of the tool, the iCub will perform an autonomous exploration process to reconstruct the tool’s 3D geometry making use of its stereo-vision capabilities (see Section 4.3, blue in the diagram). If no representation of the tool is available to the robot, (its visual appearance or its 3D model), the exploration process can be performed to obtain both simultaneously. As a result of the 3D reconstruction process, an oriented pointcloud model will be obtained, that is, the tool’s pointcloud representation oriented as the actual tool with respect to the robot’s hand reference frame. In this case, if either its pose or tooltip are required explicitly, they can be computed by means of the tool frame estimation method (see Section 4.4, red in the diagram). Once the pose is known, it can be inverted to set the model to its canonical pose (thus called canonization), in order to be saved in the database of tool models. By contrast, if the tool is recognized and its 3D model is available, it will be loaded from the database in its canonical pose. In this case, its pose and tooltip can be estimated by alignment with a partial reconstruction of the actual tool (see Section 4.5, green in the diagram).
sentation of the tool being held by the robot, as well as its position, orientation, and tooltip location. To that end, the first step is to recognize the tool, or learn its visual appearance if it has not been seen before. This process is detailed in Section 4.2, Tool Recognition. In either case, if the tool model is unavailable, the robot will use its stereo-vision capabilities to reconstruct it, as described in Section 4.3, Tool Reconstruction. In this case, the tool tip will be determined through the estimation of the tool’s reference frame, following the methods and definitions introduced in Section 4.4, Tool Frame and Tooltip estimation. By contrast, if the model is available, it will be loaded from memory in a canonical pose, and its pose and tooltip estimated by aligning it to a partial reconstruction of the actual tool, as explained in Section 4.5, Tool Pose estimation.

In addition, the development of the constituent modules of this process led to the formalization of some important concepts in order to enable their proper mathematical treatment, namely tool frame reference, tool planes and tool axes; tool pose and canonical pose; and tooltip, which will be described in their corresponding sections.

4.2. Tool recognition

In the scenarios developed in this Thesis for learning tool affordances, we always assume that the robot starts each trial with a given tool in its hand. Therefore, if the tool is known, the iCub should recognize it in order to load its 3D model for further processing. Otherwise, if the tool is unknown, the iCub should explore it in order to learn its visual appearance and 3D geometry, so that they are available for future attempts. In this section we describe the method applied for the first of the tasks, recognition and learning of the tool’s visual appearance. The methods for reconstruction of its 3D geometry will be explained in Section 4.3.

In particular, we applied a method based on the techniques for visual object recognition described in [130]. Briefly speaking, in the setup proposed in that paper, in order to train a new object to the system, the experimenter held the object in front of the iCub’s cameras and verbally communicated the label of such object to the robot. Then, the robot used a segmentation algorithm based on disparity (dispBlobber, described in Section 3.3), which cropped out the closest object (the one to be learned) from the background and fed the stream of cropped images to a pre-trained CNN (AlexNet trained on imageNet [82]). Finally, the output of the last fully connected layer of the CNN was used as the input for a linear classifier, which associated the high-level features pro-
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Figure 4.2.: Diagram of the iCub’s visual recognition system, from [130]. Details described in the text.

vided by the CNN from the cropped images with the label of that object given by the experimenter. A diagram of this procedure can be observed in Figure 4.2.

On the present Thesis, the methods applied to learn the visual representation of new objects were extended in order to reduce the need of an external teacher. To that end, an autonomous exploration method was implemented, where the only tasks required from the human are to handle the tool to the robot and provide its label.

Once the tool is grasped by the iCub, the exploration process begins. In it, the iCub moves its hand to different poses, so that it can observe the tool from different perspectives. These poses are predefined to utilize the range of iCub’s wrist joints to achieve distinct perspectives, but they can be easily modified by the experimenter. On each of the observed perspectives, the tool is roughly segmented from the rest of the field of view, and the resulting cropped image sent to the onTheFlyRecognition module, which codes and learns the association between the tool visual appearance and the label provided. In order to obtain the most relevant visual information for latter discrimination, the iCub focuses on the effector, understood as the part of the tool that interacts with the environment.

However, as tools vary in size and geometry, after reaching any of the considered poses for exploration, the tool effector might be partially or totally out of the robot’s field of vision. Moreover, at this point the robot has no information about the tool’s geometry
Figure 4.3: Effector localization procedure. When the tool reaches one of the exploration poses the iCub uses the disparity to segment the tool (in green, third row). Then it locates the point of the blob further away from its hand (small red circle over-imposed on segmentation). Finally, it looks at a point (blue red circle) at 3/4 of the distance between the hand reference frame (green red circle) and the detected 2D tooltip (shown in the last row). This process is repeated until the gaze is stable, or until a certain number of iterations is exceeded.

or pose in order to estimate where the effector might be, so other means have to be applied to locate and gaze at the tool effector. Fortunately, the fact that the tool is in its own hand allows the iCub to have a good estimate of where and in which direction to start looking, since tools are always grasped with a similar radial grasp ¹.

Thus, in order to locate the tool, the iCub initially looks just slightly over its hand (10 cm along the X axis and -10 cm along the Y axis of the hand reference frame, that is, along the direction of the extended index and thumb on the palm’s plane, respectively). Then, the iCub locates the tooltip through iteratively extracting the tool outline from the disparity map, and looking at the point in the blob further away from the hand reference frame. This process is repeated until the position of the estimated tooltip is stable, or a given number of iterations has been surpassed. An illustration of the described process can be observed in Figure 4.3.

Once the iCub is correctly gazing at the tool effector, a series of images of the tool are obtained by cropping a region around the tool from the whole visual field. This region is determined by bounding box of the closest blob obtained with dispBlobber, plus a margin of 10 pixels on each side. Finally, as in the original application, the

¹Radial grasp refers to a grasp configuration in which the index and middle fingers curl around the tool with the thumb beginning to oppose and press it, and the tool effector extends along the radial side of the hand.
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Figure 4.4: Learning a tool’s visual appearance. The iCub moves the tool in its hand to different poses, crops the tool using the methods described in the text, and sends the cropped images to the onTheFlyRecognition module, which learns to associate this images with the tool label provided.

cropped images are fed to a CNN whose output feeds in turn a linear classifier which associates them to the user provided tool label. This sequence—tool effector location and subsequent cropping of the tool region to feed the CNN—is repeated for all the exploration poses considered, which provides enough perspectives to recognize the tool in any future pose that it might be grasped in the future. The process and outcome of these steps can be observe in Figure 4.4.

It should be noted that while rendering the process more autonomous, this adaptation from [130] also reduces the number of samples and different perspectives that are captured per object compared to the ones that can be shown by a human experimenter, because of the limited number of poses that the iCub can achieve due to its kinematic restrictions.

It might also be the case, however, that the geometry of the tool is known (a 3D model available from CAD or previous reconstruction, see Section 4.3), but its visual appearance is not. In that case, the same process as described above would be followed to train the system, with the only difference that instead of performing the procedure described to find the tool effector, the tooltip estimation process described below in Section 4.5 would be applied, and the gaze pointed directly at the estimated tooltip.

In either case, after the process of visual appearance learning has been completed by training the classifier with all the desired or available tools, the process of recognition
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is simple. After any tool has been handled to the iCub, it observes it in any of the exploratory poses (typically the first one, with the tool oriented vertically with respect to the robot), and uses the same method to crop it from the rest of the image. The cropped image is in turn sent to the trained classifier (CNN + linear classifier), which returns the estimated label of the tool.

4.3. Tool 3D reconstruction

In some scenarios, such as experimental or factory setups, and obviously, in simulations, it can be assumed that 3D CAD or pointcloud models of the tools that the robot might use are available or can be obtained before the robot has to use them for any particular task. Yet, in many occasions, including most real life scenarios, the robot might need to use tools whose 3D representation is not available. In these cases, it should be able to reconstruct the corresponding 3D model of those tools through exploration.

To that end, we implemented an approach that allows the iCub to autonomously generate 3D pointcloud representations of tools, without the need of external intervention by the experimenter (other than eventually handing over the tool to the robot). Basically, it consists of of iterative segmentation, reconstruction and merge of the tool partial views from different perspectives.

Similar techniques have been presented in many different papers in the recent years [72, 202, 140, 136, 207]. However, implementing autonomous full 3D model reconstruction on the iCub platform presents certain specific challenges that need to be considered. In the first place, iCub’s stereo vision is achieved through the analysis of the disparity between images from its binocular cameras [42, 129], instead of using structured light or other active methods as in most 3D reconstruction studies. Therefore, the resulting depth estimation is generally noisier than those provided by specific 3D sensors. Also, in order to observe the object to be reconstructed from all angles, most of these studies assume either a fixed camera and an object being moved externally (by the user or on a turning table), which could not be considered autonomous; or a fix scene and a moving camera/robot navigating around it, which is unfeasible on the current iCub setup.

In the present study, thus, we decided to apply a more human-like approach, whereby the iCub starts by holding a tool in its hand, and reconstructs its complete pointcloud representation by obtaining partial view reconstructions from different perspectives and incrementally merging them together. This approach, however, means that neither the
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cameras nor the object to be reconstructed stay fixed, hence adding complexity to both the object segmentation and cloud merging tasks. Moreover, aiming at a real life scenario, the whole reconstruction process has to run on-line and on unstructured environments, that is, without markers or otherwise “texturized” surfaces, and independently of the background behind the object to be reconstructed. Finally, the resulting reconstructed model has to be directly applicable for further processing, without the need of human intervention to clean, rotate or otherwise modify it.

While many of the mentioned issues have been tackled separately in the previous literature, we are not aware of any study which considers all of them simultaneously. Yet, in order to overcome the difficulties of such undertaking, we can take advantage of the robot’s embodiment and its own involvement in the reconstruction process. Indeed, the process of observing the tool effector in a set of poses for exploration is analogous to the one described in the previous section for learning the tool’s visual appearance, which used the hand position to direct the gaze towards the tool. And in fact, both processes can be run simultaneously. In the reconstruction process, however, the steps performed at each exploration pose are the following:

- **Segmentation:**
  
  As mentioned above, the process to direct the iCub’s gaze towards the tool effector is exactly analogous to the one described in the previous section to learn the tool’s visual appearance. However, in this case, after the gaze is properly oriented towards the tool effector, instead of just cropping the image, the tool blob is segmented with dispBlobber.

- **Reconstruction:**
  
  After the proper segmentation of the visible part (in terms of perspective) of the tool has been achieved, the list of points corresponding to the tool blob returned by dispBlobber are sent to the seg2cloud module to proceed to their reconstruction. This modules converts the points within the blob into a pointcloud of 3D points in the robot reference frame (as described in Section 3.3).

  A further advantage of the robot embodiment for autonomous tool reconstruction is that irrespective of the perspective of the tool that the iCub is observing, the pose of the tool with respect to the robot’s hand is constant. Thus, the hand provides a coherent reference frame for all the partial reconstructions. Therefore, the pointcloud returned by seg2cloud is transformed from the robot frame to the
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hand’s reference frame using the robot’s kinematics.

Furthermore, normalization to the hand reference frame facilitates filtering the raw reconstruction provided by \texttt{seg2cloud}, as we can safely assume that the tool is connected with the hand, and it does not extend beyond certain boundaries. Therefore, in order to remove any points on the reconstructed pointcloud that might belong to the background or other objects in the scene and not to the tool, the pointcloud is truncated in all three axes of the hand reference frame, removing all the points outside the \((0.0, 0.35)\)m range in the \(X\) axis, \((-0.3, 0.0)\)m range in the \(Y\) axis, and \((-0.15, 0.15)\)m range in the \(Z\) axis. In many cases, the segmentation algorithm is not able to distinguish the tool from the robot’s hand, which is therefore also present in the reconstructed pointcloud. As we are only interested in the tool effector (the “superior” half of the tool), the hand is removed by filtering out all the points in the reconstructed pointcloud which are inside a radius of 10 cm from the origin of the hand reference frame. Finally, the pointcloud is smoothed by applying a statistical filter for outlier removal.

- Merging:

The proposed tool 3D reconstruction method achieves a full representation of the tool by incrementally merging together the partial reconstructions obtained as explained in the previous two points, until the tool has been observed in all the established exploratory poses. Ideally, given that all of them share a coherent reference frame, it would be enough to simply accumulate and downsample the reconstructed pointclouds to end up with a full aligned model. However, there is noise in the kinematic chain estimation, which induces misalignment in among the successive partial reconstructions, and in the depth estimation, which introduces differences in the reconstructed tool surfaces. Therefore, merging is not performed by simple accumulation, but by aligning each new partial reconstruction to the previously reconstructed pointcloud using the Iterative Closest Point algorithm (ICP).

The roto-translation alignment matrix returned by ICP must represent small values both in translation and rotation, as it should only account for the small misalignment introduced by the sources of noise explained above. Therefore, if the returned translation is bigger than 10 cm in any dimension, or the rotation is bigger than 30° around any axis, the partial reconstruction pointcloud is scaled up or down (alternatively) by 10%, and ICP is run again. If the alignment is not successful
Figure 4.5.: Representation of the reconstruction process at several stages. In order to perform the reconstruction of the tool’s geometry autonomously, the iCub iteratively segments it using disparity information, obtains a partial reconstruction, and merges it with the previous one.

After 10 such trials, the pointcloud is rejected and the iCub moves to the next tool exploration pose.

Otherwise, if the alignment step has been successful, the aligned partial reconstruction is combined with the rest of the tool reconstructed so far. Finally, in order to merge overlapping surfaces and reduce noise, the resulting pointcloud is downsampled uniformly using a voxelized grid approach with a leaf side of 2 mm, and the robot moves to the next exploration pose.

After the steps described above have been performed for all the predefined tool exploration poses, the resulting pointcloud is filtered again using a statistical and a neighbors-in-radius filters to further remove outliers and smooth the resulting pointcloud. As a result of the whole process, a pointcloud representation of the tool in the robot’s hand has been produced. An example of the outcome of this process at different stages can be observed in Figure 4.5, while Figure 4.6 displays a few examples of reconstructed tool models obtained with the described method, alongside their corresponding original tools.

It is important to remark that because the reconstructions were obtained with respect to the hand reference frame, the resulting reconstructed pointcloud representation reflects the pose with which the real tool is being held by the iCub. In this case, however, the explicit representation of the tool’s pose (given by the Pose Matrix $P$, detailed in Section 4.5) is not available, i.e., the tool’s orientation with respect to the hand reference frame is only implicit in its pointcloud representation. In Section 4.4 a method to compute the explicit Pose Matrix from the reconstructed cloud is presented. Moreover, there are cases where the pointcloud model of a tool is already available (from CAD or...
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![Figure 4.6: Results of the process of tool reconstruction for a sample of tools. On each example, a picture of the real tool is shown alongside the hand-made CAD model, and the automatically reconstructed model.](image)

a previous reconstruction), but its actual orientation is unknown. For these cases, in Section 4.5 we propose a faster method to determine their pose with respect to the hand reference frame, that avoids having to reconstruct the tool every time.

In order to use consistent terminology in this Chapter and throughout this Thesis, on the remainder, we refer as an oriented pointcloud model to the pointcloud representation of a tool that is oriented with respect to the hand reference frame with the same pose as the actual tool being grasped by the robot.

**4.4. Tool reference frame and tooltip estimation**

The process of tool reconstruction presented in the last section returns an oriented pointcloud model of the tool being held by the robot. However, the information about its orientation is not readily available for the robot, as it is only implicit in the pointcloud representation. In the present section we present a method to make this information explicit, based on the definition and estimation of a reference frame intrinsic to each tool, applicable to the vast majority of man-made tools that could be present in a robotic tool use scenario. This frame of reference, referred to as tool intrinsic reference frame, and denoted as $f$, identifies the effector and handle of the tool, provides its orientation with respect to the hand reference frame, and facilitates the computation of the tooltip’s location. The orientation of the tool is useful to determine how to approach an object.
with the tool as well as to generalize tool affordances for similar grasps (as we will see in Chapter 6), while the tooltip is required to attach the tool as the robot’s new end-effector.

Figure 4.7 illustrates several sets of tools that can be present in a common robotic tool use scenarios, or even in most human ones. If we consider this kind of tools, which we refer to as “radial grasp tools”, we can observe that although they vary wildly in shape and function, almost all of them share at least 3 properties:

- The presence of a handle, situated along the longest tool dimension.
- Symmetry on at least one plane which runs along the handle.
- The tool effector, understood as the part of the tool that interacts with the environment, is located at the opposite side of the tool’s handle, and its tip lies on the plane of symmetry.

Based on these observations, we can define a reference frame which is coherent for all radial grasp tools, and intrinsic to each tool, that is, dependent only on the tool’s geometry. In order to do so, below we identify and define the main planes and axes present in any tool, which characterize the tool’s intrinsic frame of reference $f$. Then, we propose a method to automatically estimate it in the context of tool incorporation, based solely on the tool’s pointcloud representation, and the knowledge that it is expressed with respect to the hand reference frame.

### 4.4.1. Tool reference frame definition

Before presenting the method to estimate the tool intrinsic reference frame $f$, it is required to clarify the meaning of its components, and how they are identified. Although the estimation of $f$ requires knowledge of the hand reference frame, its definition is general and independent of the tool’s pose.

Based on the properties of radial grasp tools stated above, we can define three orthogonal characteristic tool planes, denoted together as a tool’s $L$ planes, for any tool of this kind:

- **Symmetry plane** ($L_{sym}$): It is the plane with respect to which the tool has the maximum symmetry. It runs along the handle and divides the tool into two equal (or almost) longitudinal halves.
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Figure 4.7.: Common radial tools that share the qualities described in the text. Above and center: tool datasets applied in other tool affordance studies (taken from [58] and [115], respectively). Bottom left, center and right: common kitchen, workshop and garden tools, respectively.

- **Handle plane** ($L_{han}$): It is perpendicular to the handle axis, and divides the tool into the effector and the handle sides.

- **Effector plane** ($L_{eff}$): Orthogonal to the two previous planes, usually divides the “forward” and “back” sides of the tool, forward being the side where the effector is.

Moreover, each plane can also be characterized by a point and a normal vector. If the normalized normal vectors to the $L$ planes are chosen so that they share the same origin, are mutually orthogonal, and one of them can be obtained as the cross-product of the other two, they define a right-handed coordinate system which can be applied as a frame of reference intrinsic to the tool, i.e., $\mathbf{f}$.

However, normal vectors to a plane can be defined in two orientations (on each side of the plane). Therefore, although the direction of $\mathbf{f}$’s axes is determined by the $L$ planes normal vectors, the orientation of each axis (the side on which their values become more
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Figure 4.8.: Planes and axes that determine the tool’s intrinsic reference frame. Leftmost: Tool model divided by its three characteristic \( L \) planes. Center left: Handle plane. Center right: Symmetry plane. Rightmost: Effector plane. The reference frame in all figures shows \( \mathbf{f}_{\text{eff}} \) in red, \( \mathbf{f}_{\text{han}} \) in green, and \( \mathbf{f}_{\text{sym}} \) in blue.

positive) needs to be determined. In order to do so while keeping the orthogonality and right-handedness requirement we define the orientation of the axes in the following way, so that \( \mathbf{f} \) is coherent among all tools and it indicates clearly the position and orientation of the different elements of the tool:

- **Effector axis** (\( X \) (\( \mathbf{f}_{\text{eff}} \))): It is positive in the direction of the effector, i.e, towards the “forward” side of the tool.

- **Handle axis** (\( Y \) (\( \mathbf{f}_{\text{han}} \))): Is positive in the direction towards the handle, and negative in the direction towards the effector side of the tool.

- **Symmetry axis** (\( Z \) (\( \mathbf{f}_{\text{sym}} \))): The symmetry basis vector is obtained as the outer product of the other two to ensure orthogonality, so it is positive on the “left” side of the tool, if the effector is looking “forward”.

For clarity, Figure 4.8 shows a schematic visualization of the axes and planes defined above, and the divisions that they introduce in an example tool pointcloud.

4.4.2. Tool reference frame estimation

On the previous section we proposed a set of definitions to characterize the elements of the tool intrinsic reference frame \( \mathbf{f} \). On the following, we propose a method to automatically estimate the it, relying solely on the pointcloud representation of the tool.
expressed with respect to the hand reference frame of the robot.

In the particular application of tool incorporation, we can safely assume that the pointcloud representation of the tool will be expressed in a reference frame which represents the robot’s hand, because it is either self-reconstructed by the robot or obtained from an existing CAD model. In the first case, tools are reconstructed with respect to the hand reference frame as described in Section 4.3, so no further modification is needed. In the second case, we can assume that the reference frame can be located at will when constructing or formatting the model. For coherence and convenience, in this study we located the reference frame of the CAD tool models so that it matched the position of the hand reference frame when the tool is being grasped in its canonical position (described in Section 4.5).

Considering the previous information, the method to estimate the intrinsic reference frame of a tool’s pointcloud representation $W$, consists of the following steps:

1. Find the model’s main axes: The direction of the tool’s intrinsic reference frame $f$ axes, as well as the location of its origin with respect to the tool itself is estimated by computing the covariance matrix of the pointcloud $W$, from which its center of mass $o$, eigenvalues $\lambda$ and eigenvectors $\mathbf{v}$ are extracted. The first 3 eigenvectors correspond to the pointcloud’s main axes, while the eigenvalues correspond to their relative size, and the center of mass to a common reference point for the 3 eigenvectors. Mathematically:

$$ C = \text{cov}(W), $$

$$ C \mathbf{v} = \lambda \mathbf{v}, $$

$$ L[i] \perp v[i], i \in \{0, 1, 2\}. $$

This set of orthogonal vectors $\mathbf{v}$ provides the direction of the axes of the tool’s intrinsic reference frame, whose origin is determined at the center of mass $o$, but their correspondences to the specific tool axes $f_{eff}$, $f_{han}$ and $f_{sym}$ need to be determined to fully characterize $f$. The process to identify the planes first, and properly orient the axes later, is detailed on the following steps.

2. Find Handle plane $L_{han}$: According to the first of the qualities of radial grasp tools stated above, the handle is situated along the longest tool dimension. Thus, the eigenvector with largest eigenvalue indicates the direction of the handle axis,
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normal to the Handle plane. That is,

\[ v_{han} = v[n], \text{ where } n = \arg \max_{i \in \{0,1,2\}} (\lambda[i]), \]  

\[ \text{accordingly, } L_{han} = L[n] \]  

(4.4)

(4.5)

3. Find Symmetry plane \(L_{sym}\): The symmetry of the tool’s pointcloud representation \(W\) with respect to each plane \(L\) is computed by measuring the average distance between the points on one side of the plane with the mirrored projection of the points on the other side of the plane. \(L_{sym}\) is selected as the plane for which this distance is smaller, that is, the symmetry is larger.

\[ L_{sym} = L[m], \text{ where } m = \arg \max_{j \in \{0,1,2\} \neq n} (\text{sym}(L[j])). \]  

(4.6)

It should be noted that in order for the result of this step to actually represent the plane running along the handle that separates the tool into two longitudinal halves, the pointcloud representation does not necessarily have to be perfectly symmetrical with respect to \(L_{sym}\), and indeed it rarely is. Even in representations with a high amount of noise, or in tools which are not perfectly symmetrical, as for example some spatulas, \(L_{sym}\) still corresponds to the plane that runs along the handle dividing the tool into the two most similar halves.

4. Find Effector plane \(L_{eff}\): The effector plane does not have an intrinsic clear mathematical definition like the previous two. Instead, it is defined and computed in relation to them, as the plane orthogonal to both the Handle and the Symmetry plane:

\[ L_{eff} = L[k], \text{ where } k \in 0,1,2 \neq n, m \]  

\[ L_{eff} \perp L_{sym} \perp L_{han} \]  

(4.7)

(4.8)

After the tool intrinsic planes \(L\) have been computed and identified, the orientation of each axis needs to be determined.

5. Find orientation of handle axis \(f_{han}\): As stated above, the orientation of the handle axis \(f_{han}\) is determined such that it is positive in direction towards the handle from the center of the tool. Therefore, the task at this step is to determine which side of the Handle plane \(L_{han}\) corresponds to the handle. Contrary to the previous steps, given the large variation in geometry between different handles and effectors, there
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is no general assumption on which we can rely for this task that will provide a good solution in at least the large majority of cases.

Nevertheless, when the estimation of the orientation of $f_{han}$ is part of the process of tool incorporation, we can take advantage of the fact that the pointcloud representation is expressed with respect to the hand reference frame. In this case, under the safe assumption that the robot is holding the tool by the handle while performing its 3D reconstruction, it can be certainly determined that the side of $L_{han}$ where the handle lies is the side that contains the origin of the pointcloud representation, i.e., the hand reference frame. The other side of the tool’s pointcloud representation corresponds, by process of elimination, to the effector. Thus, the orientation of $f_{han}$ is set so that the positive values correspond to the handle side of the Handle plane.

6. Find orientation of effector axis $f_{eff}$: In order to determine the direction that corresponds with “forward” in a tool, we consider the saliency of features on each side of the effector plane. Specifically, the “forward” side of the pointcloud $W$ is defined as the side where the effector half of the tool (determined in the previous step) contains points further away from the tool’s reference frame origin $o$. Thus, the orientation of the effector axis $f_{eff}$ (perpendicular to the effector plane) is set such that the positive values take place on this side of the effector plane.

7. Find orientation of symmetry axis $f_{sym}$: Given that the two main elements of the tool, handle and effector, have been determined in the previous step the orientation of the symmetry axis is defined as the orientation of the cross product between the handle and effector axes basis vectors.

Given that the orientation of the two other main axes $f_{eff}$ and $f_{han}$ has already been determined, and that the goal is to set the orientation of $v$ so that it corresponds to a right-handed coordinate system that can be used as the tool’s reference frame $f$, the orientation of $f_{sym}$ is chosen so that the set of axes defined by $v$ corresponds to a right-handed coordinate system. Thus, it is computed as the cross product between the handle and effector axes basis vectors:

$$f_{sym} = f_{han} \times f_{eff} \tag{4.9}$$

The tool intrinsic reference frame $f$ is actually expressed on the same frame of reference that the pointcloud reconstruction from which it is estimated, that is, the hand reference frame. Thus, the equations of the frame’s axes represent explicitly the orientation of
the tool in any of its three axes. Generally, the orientation of the handle axis represents how tilted the tool is with respect to the hand, while the orientation of the effector axis represents, naturally, where the effector of the tool is pointing with respect to the direction of the hand’s palm.

One of the strengths of this approach to estimate the tool’s frame of reference is that it relies on very few assumptions to be met in order to work successfully. Indeed, the main assumptions that the method makes are that the tool’s handle axis is longer than any other axis, and that the tool has a certain degree of symmetry along a plane that contains that axis. In some situations this premise might not be met, such as when analyzing very wide tools like a wide rakes, or very asymmetrical tools, such as a branch. When analyzing these kinds of tools, the estimation of the Handle plane, and in turn, of the Effector plane, will likely be incorrect, but they correspond to fringe cases, not commonly found among radial grasp tools usually found in robotic scenarios.

Moreover, the method is also very robust to noise in the 3D representation of the tool, since all the computations required throughout the process of determining have a high tolerance to noise. Indeed, as most of the decisions are made in terms of comparison (symmetry between two sides of a plane, longest axis, furthest away point), if noise affects the whole point cloud similarly, it would not modify their outcome. Outlier points would indeed have more influence in this outcome, but none should be left after the thorough filtering process applied during 3D reconstruction.

### 4.4.3. Tooltip estimation

As stated above, one of the main applications enabled by the knowledge of the tool reference frame is the precise estimation of the tooltip, required to perform the extension of the robot’s kinematic chain to the new end-effector provided by the tool.

To that end, in the first place we need to define what the tooltip is, with respect to the tool’s geometry only. Our proposed definition is the following:

**Tooltip:** Location on the tool represented by the point on the Symmetry plane of the tool, above the Handle plane (i.e. on the effector side), furthest away from the Effector plane, on the positive side of the effector axis.

The main advantage of this definition over other possible ones that define the tooltip with respect to the hand reference frame, is that the present is independent of the tool
orientation. Thus, even if the tool is rotated with respect to the robot’s hand, the result will be coherent.

Indeed, the application of this definition to many different tool pointcloud representations, obtained either from CAD or through the autonomous reconstruction procedure described in 4.3, returns in the large majority of the cases a location for the tooltip that coincides to what most people would consider to be the tooltip of those tools. This can be observed in Figure 4.9, where the tooltip location is displayed for a large sample of these tools.

Moreover, as it is directly based on information provided by the tool’s reference frame $f$, the accuracy of the tooltip estimation also validates the tool frame estimation process by means of the steps detailed above.
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Figure 4.10: Graphical representation of the definition of the Pose Matrix $P$. The tool’s reference frame ($<T>$, orange origin, center) corresponds to $b$, described in the text. The hand reference frame ($<H>$, blue origin, left) is defined by the robot kinematics. The Pose Matrix $P$ is thus defined as the roto-translation matrix required to align $<H>$ with $<T>$, so that $<T> = P <H>$.

4.5. Tool pose estimation

As stated in this Chapter’s introduction, we refer to tool incorporation as the process whereby the iCub obtains a representation of the geometry, pose and reach of a tool which it is grasping. The 3D reconstruction method described in Section 4.3 provides an explicit representation of the geometry, and implicitly, as noted, also the pose of the tool. On Section 4.4, we described how to make the implicit pose explicit, by determining the tool’s reference frame $f$.

However, it is a time consuming approach that is not necessary if a 3D pointcloud model of the tool is already available, either from a CAD model or from a previous reconstruction. For these cases, in this section we introduce a fast and reliable method for pose estimation, based on the alignment of the available model with a single partial view reconstruction to the tool in the hand. However, before dwelling into the details of the method to estimate the tool pose, we need to formally define it.

4.5.1. Pose Matrix

Qualitatively, the tool pose represents the way in which the tool is being grasped with respect to the hand’s reference frame. Numerically, we can express the tool pose in terms of the $4 \times 4$ roto-translation Pose Matrix $P$ required to transform the hand reference
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Figure 4.11: Example of the representation of the tool base reference frame b (left) and the tool intrinsic reference frame f (right) with respect to a pointcloud representation.

frame $< H >$ frame to any reference frame intrinsic to the tool $< T >$, that is,

$$< T > = P < H >$$  \hspace{1cm} (4.10)

The hand reference frame $< H >$ is defined by the robot kinematics. The tool reference frame $< T >$ applied can be arbitrarily chosen, as long as it is coherent among all the tools that can be considered, as the Pose is expressed in relative terms. For clarity, Figure 4.10 displays a graphical description of the elements relevant to the definition of $P$.

Accordingly, we define a canonical pose as the pose represented by the identity matrix, $P^{\text{can}} = I$; When the tool is oriented in the canonical pose, the hand reference frame and the tool reference frame are aligned:

$$\text{if } P = P^{\text{can}} = I,$$

$$< T >=< H >$$  \hspace{1cm} (4.11)

$$< T >=< H >$$  \hspace{1cm} (4.12)

In order to simplify the definition of $P$, and make its computation more consistent among tools, we define a new reference frame intrinsic to the tool which we refer to as tool base reference frame and denote as b. The reference frame b has the same orientation as f, but its origin is not situated on the center of mass of the tool. Instead, it is located on the tool’s base, defined as the location of the most positive point along the handle axis (Y). Figure 4.11 illustrates the relationship between the two frames.
The decision to define and apply a new reference frame rather than just using $f$ was taken for two main reasons. On the one hand, in order to set the reference frame on CAD models, the center of mass is difficult to estimate, while locating the center of the basis is quite straight-forward. At the same time, translating $f$ to the tool’s base is also easy when using reconstructed models. Therefore, the definition of $b$ made much easier to have a coherent reference frame that is valid for all pointclouds, independently of whether they were obtained from CAD models or reconstructed.

Thus, we assume and enforce that all the saved tool pointcloud representations are expressed with respect to their base reference frame $b$. In the case of CAD models, this is simply done by orienting them correspondingly before transforming them in to pointclouds. In the case of reconstructed pointcloud models, the tool intrinsic reference frame $f$ is estimated applying the method described in Section 4.4. Then, $b$ is computed by translating $f$, without modifying the orientation, to the coordinates of the most positive point along the handle axis. Finally, the pointcloud is transformed so that it is expressed with respect to $b$. This last step is actually equivalent, assuming that the reconstructed pointcloud orientation corresponded to a grasp on pose $P$, to perform the inverse transformation from the tool reference frame to the hand reference frame $P^{-1} < H > = < T >$. This step, as it transforms the oriented pointcloud model to its canonical pose, is referred to as canonization.

By knowing the geometry and the pose of a tool, represented by the pointcloud representation and the Pose Matrix $P$, respectively, the robot has precise information of how a tool is being grasped. The model of the tool oriented with respect to the hand reference frame in the same ways as the robot is actually grasping the tool, that is, oriented according to $P$, corresponds hence to the oriented pointcloud model.

### 4.5.2. Pose estimation by means of alignment

As stated above, the Pose Matrix $P$ is defined as the transformation required to align $< H >$ with $< T >$, i.e. $< T > = P < H >$. Given that when a tool grasped in its canonical position $P^\text{can}$, then $< T > = < H >$, if we refer to $< T >$ when $P = P^\text{can}$ as $< T >^\text{can}$, we can clearly see that if

$$< T > = P < H >$$

(4.13)

when $P = P^\text{can}$,

$$< T > = P < T >^\text{can}$$

(4.14)
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Figure 4.12.: Example of the tool pose estimation through alignment process. (a) Load 3D pointcloud model on canonical pose. (b) Extract partial reconstruction using \texttt{seg2cloud} model (segmentation + depth estimation). (c) Find Pose Matrix $P$ by aligning 3D model to partial reconstruction. (d) Obtain oriented pointcloud model by applying $P$ to the 3D model.

In other words, this means that $P$ can also be understood as the required transformation to align a tool 3D model from its canonical pose to its actual pose, given by the oriented pointcloud model.

In development of the present Thesis, we applied the previous corollary in order to implement a method for fast and reliable pose estimation (for the cases where a complete pointcloud model of the tool is already available). For that, we assume (and enforce, as we stated above), that the available pointcloud model is expressed with respect to the base reference frame $b$, that is, in its canonical pose.

If the previous conditions are met, the method for automatic pose estimation consists of the following steps, displayed graphically on Figure 4.12:

1. Load the complete pointcloud model from memory: Applying the methods described in Section 4.2 the tool in hand is recognized and its corresponding full pointcloud model loaded.

2. Extract a partial reconstruction of the observed part of the tool: Once the pointcloud model of the tool in hand has been loaded in its canonical pose, iCub performs the methods described in Sections 4.2 and 4.3 in order to fix the gaze on the tool effector and extract a partial reconstruction of the observed part of the tool. As described in the referred sections, the partial view reconstruction is oriented with
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respect to the hand reference frame in the way that the actual tool being held is.

3. Estimate the alignment matrix between the full pointcloud model and the partial reconstruction: ICP algorithm is applied in order to align the pointcloud model loaded from memory to the partial reconstruction just obtained.

4. Check grasp feasibility of the alignment matrix: similar to the case of the merging step of the tool reconstruction process, which was also based on ICP to align partial views together, there are cases where the alignment estimated by ICP does not correspond to a feasible grasp, and thus should be rejected. Specifically, the alignment is rejected if:

- Translation on any dimension is higher than 10 cm, as it would represent that the base of the tool is further than 10 cm from the hand reference frame, ergo, not in the hand.

- Rotation on the Z axis \( f_{sym} \) (how tilted the tool is) is outside of the \((0, 90)\) degree range, since it would mean that the tool is pointing out of the fingers or behind the thumb.

- Rotation on the X axis \( f_{eff} \) is outside the \((-45, 45)\) degree range, as it would mean that the tool is too inclined sideways to actually represent any feasible grasp.

If the alignment matrix satisfies any of the conditions above, the alignment it is rejected, and the pose estimation process restarted from step 2. If the alignment is unsuccessful more than a given number of times (set to 10 by default), the process is stopped and the iCub announces that it has not been able to estimate the pose. Otherwise, the method proceeds to the next step.

5. If the alignment estimated by ICP corresponds to a feasible grasp, then the returned alignment matrix is assigned to \( P \), and applied to transform the canonical pointcloud model in order to obtain the oriented pointcloud model.

In cases such as the one displayed, where alignment is successful, at the end of the pose estimation process the iCub has explicit information about the precise geometry and pose of the tool in its hand, as well as the corresponding oriented pointcloud model. Therefore, it can apply the method described in Section 4.4.3 to determine the position of the tooltip with respect to the robot’s hand reference frame, and hence extend the kinematics of the robot to incorporate the tip of the tool as the new end-effector for
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further action execution. Moreover, as in the situation after reconstruction, the oriented
pointcloud model can also be used to estimate the affordances of the tool in hand, as
described in Chapter 6.
5. Functional Features

5.1. Introduction

Once the robot has incorporated the tool by means of the methods presented in the previous chapter, its reach and pose are known to the robot and hence it is ready to use the tool for interacting with its environment. However, in order to learn the regularities of this interaction that depend on the tool, i.e., the tool affordances, it should be represented in terms of certain descriptors that capture its intrinsic properties relevant to such interaction.

The present work adheres to the notion described in Section 2.3 that affordance detection occurs by means of the perception and analysis of the functional features of objects or entities, preceded by a “phase of learning their relationship with the environment and the way in with they are employed”, paraphrasing Bogoni [17]. Functional features, thus, represent the properties of objects which correlate with the way in which they behave during interaction, while the learning process should find these correlations and use them to predict the consequences of such interaction.

As stated above, tools are a particular type of object in that they represent objects that an agent can act with, rather than act upon. In other words, tools are embodied and incorporated by the robot, while other objects remain external to the robot during action execution. This contrast should also be reflected in the way objects are represented when being used as tools, in contrast to when they are not. In fact, there is neuroscientific evidence that different representations of tool and non-tool objects also occur in primate brains [101, 7, 11].

According with this perspective, in this chapter we present two sets of robot-centric tool functional features, based on 2D and 3D geometry descriptors (Section 5.2 and 5.3, respectively). The proposed features are robot-centric insofar as they are extracted from tool representations which are normalized with respect to the robot’s hand reference.
frame. Moreover, they are tool specific because they are devised to describe grasped objects (tools) and encode their pose and orientation. Admittedly, other properties than geometry, such as stiffness, hardness, etc, could influence the behavior of the tool, but geometry is in all cases relevant, and, given the state-of-the-art in computer vision, easier than other sensor modalities to extract and analyse automatically on a robotic setup.

Thus, during the development of this Thesis, we focused on tasks for which the tool’s function depended solely on its geometry, or in other words, in tools whose functionality depended only on their geometry. In these cases, it applies that different tools can afford similar functionality if (but not only if) they share some common geometrical features. This is indeed an essential condition to enable the generalization of learned affordances among similar tools based on their functional features. Moreover, the effect that can be achieved with a tool depends as much on the action performed as on the way in which it is grasped. Therefore, we need a way to represent tools which takes into account both aspects, geometry and pose. This approach is also in line with recent neuroscientific studies which suggest that context and pose influence the way in which tools are perceived in the brain, because of the different functionality a tool might offer depending on the way it is grasped [119].

For convenience, we use the term tool-pose to specify a particular tool in a given pose, following the nomenclature in [19]. Not to be confused with the tool pose, without the hyphen. A tool-pose is a specific tool in a specific pose, while the pose of a tool, which we denote as $P$, determines its position and orientation with respect to the hand reference frame. In other words, even if tool A and tool B share the same pose, they will correspond to 2 different tool-poses. Similarly, the same tool in 2 different poses $P_1$ and $P_2$ also corresponds to 2 different tool-poses.

### 5.2. 2D Shape Features

Our first approach towards the characterization of tool functional features for affordance learning was based on 2D geometrical features of the grasped tool. These were extracted from the observed contour from the robot’s perspective when looking at the tool, normalized with respect to the robot’s hand. An example of the image processing at different stages of the feature extraction pipeline can be observed in Figure 5.1.

In order to begin the feature extraction process, the first step is to determine the
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Figure 5.1.: Visual feature extraction processing pipeline. After the robot grasped the tool, it looks at by applying the methods described in Section 4.2. Then, a graph-based segmentation algorithm is used to obtain the clean contour of the tool, whose orientation is normalized w.r.t the hand reference frame, and cropped to retain a region of interest around the tool effector. Finally, the set of 75 geometrical features described in the text is extracted from the contour of the resulting blob.

location of the tool-pose effector in order to look at it, and the tooltip to select the appropriate region for segmentation. To this end, the methods presented in Chapter 4 can be applied if stereo-vision or other methods for depth estimation are available on the robot. However, given that this set of features is based on 2D information only, it can also be implemented in robots without 3D vision systems. In such cases, the method developed in Tikhanoff et al. [174] can be applied to automatically estimate the tooltip position. This method involves a discovery procedure in which the robot swings the grasped tool in different positions, while the generated motion is detected by a variant of the Lucas-Kanade optical flow algorithm extended to compensate for ego-motion [27]. An optimization technique analyzes the motion data to reliably establish the tooltip position based on the minimum error between the predicted position of the tooltip and the observed one. In either case, when the position of the tooltip with respect to the hand is found, it is annexed to the arm’s forward kinematics so it can be used as an end-effector and retrieved at any moment.

Once the robot has the tool in its visual field, its precise contour is extracted by means of a graph-based segmentation (GBS) algorithm that splits the images from the robot’s left camera into uniform regions [43]. The 2D projection of the tooltip in the image plane is used as the seed for the segmentation to extract the region that corresponds to the tool, i.e., the tool blob.

After the region representing the view of the tool has been isolated from the rest of the image, its orientation is normalized with respect to the hand reference frame. This is accomplished by computing the angle between the tooltip and the hand reference frame (computed from the robot’s kinematics), and rotating the tool blob the same amount, but on the opposite direction. This way, the normalized tooltip projection is always
vertical with respect to the hand reference frame.

As it happens with the segmentation methods described in Chapter 4, sometimes the 2D GBS method also includes the hand within the tool region. Thus, in order to represent the tool only in function of its end effector, which is the part that differentiates among tools and poses, a region of interest between the tooltip and about 3/4 of the distance between the tooltip and the hand center is selected, and cropped out from the rest of the image.

Finally, after the segmentation and normalization processes, the following set of geometrical features is extracted from the contour of the resulting blob. References on the list cite previous works that have used them, if any. The number in parenthesis corresponds to the number of values used to represent that feature:

• Based on convex hull:
  – Area of the convex hull (1): Smallest convex area that contains all points in the contour.
  – Solidity (1): Contour area / convex hull area.
  – Depth of the 5 larger convexity defects (5): The 5 biggest areas inside the convex hull, but outside the object’s contour, i.e. concave inner corners.
  – Histogram of bisector angles at convexity defects (8): Represents the frequency of “inner corners” in function of their bisecting direction.

• Based on thinning/skeletonization (from [206]):
  – Number of skeleton bifurcations to the left, right, under and above the segmented region’s center of mass, respectively (4).
  – Number of skeleton endings to the left, right, under and above the segmented region’s center of mass, respectively (4).

• Moments:
  – Normalized central moments $\nu_{11}$, $\nu_{02}$ and $\nu_{02}$ (3).

• Shape descriptors (inspired by [203] and [204]):
  – Contour Area (1).
  – Contour Perimeter (1).
  – Compactness: ratio of area to perimeter (1).
  – Length: major principal axis (1).
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- Width: minor principal axis (1).
- Aspect ratio: bounding rectangle width/height (1).
- Extension to the right w.r.t. the center of mass (1).
- Extension to the left w.r.t. the center of mass (1).
- Elongation: length/width (1).
- Rectangularity: area/(length×width) (1).

- From the angle signature, i.e., the outwards pointing normal angle between each two points in the contour (based on [204]):
  - Bending energy: sum of squares of the angle variation along the contour, divided by the number of points in the contour (1).
  - Angle signature histogram (8).

- Domain transformations from the distance to the centroid signature (from [204]):
  - Fourier coefficients (15).
  - Wavelet coefficients (15).

It should be noted that the due to the wide array of different features that the described set includes, their values comprehend several orders of magnitude. For example, some features such as solidity have a maximum value of 1, while others like area or bending energy can take values of $10^6$ or larger. In order to prevent numerical problems on further processing steps that this disparity could cause, the feature values should be normalized so they all span a similar range.

On the experiments conducted as part of the present Thesis where this feature set was applied (described in Section 6.2), the mean and variance of each feature along the training subset of the data were computed. On any incoming test feature vector, each extracted feature was normalized by subtracting the corresponding training data mean and dividing by the training data variance.

The suggested feature vector comprises a large set of contour shape descriptors, larger than any other approach in the literature, to the best of our knowledge. The rationale behind this approach is in line with ideas of Eleanor Gibson, who suggested that agents learned to perceive affordances by being increasingly able to discriminate the information relevant to particular tasks out of the plentiful mass of stimulus properties that emanate from a set of objects [50]. A large set of shape features that describes the tool shape in many different ways is more likely to include relevant features for any task at hand.
However, in principle we do not know which features are relevant for each particular task at hand, or in fact, we should not make use of this knowledge in a developmental approach, as it is for the robot to discover them. In practice, the relevance of each feature for each particular task will be implicitly pondered in the training process of the machine learning algorithm chosen to predict affordances from the given set of features.

5.3. 3D features: Oriented Multi-Scale Extended Gaussian Image

In the context of tool affordance learning, the way in which tools are represented determines the generalization capabilities of the proposed method. For example, a method which represents objects solely by given labels (as in the early work by Fitzpatrick [48] and Stoytchev [168]), will not be able to generalize the learned affordances to any object outside the initial training set. As we saw, some authors tackled this problem by describing objects and tools by means of functional features. However, to the best of our knowledge, all studies on tool affordance learning that involved interaction with the environment apply only 2D information [75, 58, 97].

And yet, real world objects functionality depends on, and in many cases emerges directly from, their 3D geometry. Therefore we argue that moving from 2D to 3D features to describe tools in affordance studies is a desirable step. On the one hand, doing so will spare us many of the most common drawbacks of 2D image analysis, such as the object representation dependence on perspective, or occlusion induced errors. On the other, it can also provide much richer information about the actual functionality of tools.

Within the fields of robotics and computer vision, 3D features are mainly applied for object retrieval or recognition/classification [205, 172, 5, 138, 201]. Accordingly, they are usually designed to be similar for similar objects, and also, as opposite of desired in interaction scenarios, independent of the object’s pose. This is also true in the few published computer vision approaches for tool affordance learning that apply 3D information [1, 208].

Therefore, on [96] we introduced the Oriented Multi-Scale Extended Gaussian Image (OMS-EGI), a holistic descriptor devised to represent grasped radial tools in interaction scenarios. OMS-EGI encapsulates in a compact way the geometrical properties
Figure 5.2.: OMS-EGI Computation Steps: First, the 3D pointcloud model of the tool grasped by the robot is loaded from memory and rotated to obtain the oriented pointcloud model (a). Then, the oriented pointcloud model’s Axis-Aligned Bounding Box (AABB) is computed w.r.t. the hand reference frame axes (represented in the figure by the axes at the base of the tool pointclouds) (b). At the same time, the orientation of the surface normals is computed for the whole pointcloud (c). On the next step, the volume enclosed by the AABB is iteratively divided into octants $D$ times, generating voxels of different resolution levels $l$ (d). Then, a histogram of the normal orientations of the surface enclosed in each voxel is computed (e). Finally, all histograms are concatenated in order to build the OMS-EGI feature vector. For visualization purposes, only one resolution scale is displayed. Normal values and normal histograms are represented with colors by mapping XYZ angular values to RGB color values, and XYZ histograms to RGB histograms and averaging over color space.

of a tool on a particular grasp configuration as a whole, simultaneously encoding information about its spatial occupation with respect to the hand, and its surface geometry. In a nutshell, the OMS-EGI representation of any tool-pose is obtained by computing voxel-wise normal histograms from iterative octree divisions of its Axis Aligned Bounding Box (AABB). The pseudo code of the process is reported in Algorithm 1, while a visual representation and description of the steps taken is displayed in Figure 5.2.

The OMS-EGI descriptor is a modification and extension of the Extended Gaussian Image (EGI), proposed by Horn in 1984 [69]. The original EGI represents any 3D model in polygon mesh format as a histogram on the spherical space of the normal orientations of the model, weighted by the area of the faces with such normals. The most important variation in the OMS-EGI with respect to the original EGI formulation is that instead of taking a single normal sphere histogram representing the whole model, the OMS-EGI consists of a concatenation of voxel-based EGIs computed at different resolution scales. We refer by voxel-based EGI as the normalized normal histograms computed from the
Algorithm 1 OMS-EGI Feature Extraction

1: \texttt{oms-egi} = \texttt{compute}_omsegi\texttt{(model\_or, D, N)}, where  
2: \text{model\_or} = \text{oriented pointcloud model}, D = \text{Depth}, N = \#bins per histogram.  
3: \textbf{initialization:}  
4: \texttt{AABB} ← \texttt{findAABB\texttt{(model\_or)}}  
5: \texttt{normals} ← \texttt{compute\_normals\texttt{(model\_or)}} \quad \triangleright \text{Find the normals of the whole model.}  
6: \texttt{oms-egi} ← []  
7: \textbf{loop:}  
8: \texttt{for level = 0 → D do} \quad \triangleright \text{Compute sub-EGIs at different scales of granularity}  
9: \texttt{voxel\_list} ← \texttt{compute\_voxel\_grid\texttt{(AABB, level)}}  
10: \texttt{for all} \quad \texttt{v} \in \texttt{voxel\_list} & \quad \triangleright \text{Loop through all voxels in Bounding Box}  
11: \quad \text{if} \texttt{is\_empty\texttt{(v)}} \texttt{then}  
12: \quad \texttt{oms-egi} ← \texttt{concatenate\texttt{(oms-egi, zeros(1, N^3))}}  
13: \quad \text{else}  
14: \quad \texttt{norm\_hist} ← \texttt{comp\_norm\_hist\texttt{(normals, v, N)}} \quad \triangleright \text{Compute voxel-based EGI.}  
15: \quad \texttt{oms-egi} ← \texttt{concatenate\texttt{(oms-egi, norm\_hist)}}  
16: \quad \text{end if}  
17: \texttt{end for} \quad \triangleright \text{End voxel loop}  
18: \texttt{end for} \quad \triangleright \text{End depth level loop}

portion of the model enclosed in a particular voxel, whereas \textit{scale} corresponds to the size and number of voxels from which the voxel-based EGIs are computed.

The other determining aspect of OMS-EGIs is that voxels are computed from octree subdivisions of the pointcloud’s axis-aligned bounding box (AABB) with respect to the robot’s hand reference frame. Considering that OMS-EGI is computed from a representation of the tool in its actual grasping pose, that is, its oriented pointcloud model, as defined in 4.3, this characteristic ensures that the information on the OMS-EGI is relative to the current tool-pose. Therefore, the same tool in different poses will produce different OMS-EGI vectors. This fact also helps bypassing the necessity of an initial pose estimation, present in all other non-pose invariant 3D features. Nevertheless, if an actual canonical or preferred pose exists for the model, its OMS-EGI can naturally be computed in such pose, which would enable further analysis in absence of any particular grasp.

Moreover, as discussed before, the relevant part of a tool in order to characterize it and determine its functionality is the effector, which we consider as the half along the handle axis further away from the hand when the tool is grasped (Section 4.4).
Therefore, rather than computing the OMS-EGI from the complete AABB, we obtain the voxel-based EGIs only from those voxels contained in the effector half of the AABB. An additional advantage is that the length of the resulting OMS-EGI vector is halved.

When dealing with pointclouds instead of surface meshes, as is the case in the present approach, there are slight approximations to be made with respect to the original EGI formulation. As “faces” do not exist on pointcloud representations, normals can not be computed from them, but rather estimated from the surrounding point neighborhood support of the point (also called k-neighborhood) [147]. Therefore, the voxel-based EGIs can not be weighted by the area of the faces. Instead, under the safe assumption that points in the pointcloud are reasonably uniformly distributed along the model’s surface, we normalized each voxel-based EGI by the number of points (each corresponding to one normal) enclosed in the voxel, in such a way that the sum of all the values of each voxel-based EGI histogram is 1.

Furthermore, the information about the tool’s pose and geometry is conveyed in terms of surface information and spatial occupation, the former encoded in the normal histograms and the latter represented by which voxels contain histogram data and which are empty. These two sources of information are weighted in function of the values of the following parameters, which also determine the size of the OMS-EGI feature vector:

- $N$: The number of bins into which the possible values of the angular directions of the surface normal in each dimension $X, Y, Z$ are divided to form the voxel-wise histograms. It reflects the accuracy with which each voxel-based EGI will represent the normals contained in its corresponding voxel. Thus, each voxel-based EGI is represented by $N^3$ values.

- $D$: Depth represents how many times the AABB is divided into octants to form voxels. At each resolution level $l = 0, \ldots, D$, the number of voxels resulting from the division of the AABB is $8^l$ (thus the name "octant"), and hence, $\frac{1}{2}8^l$ belong to the effector half. $N$ represents thus the resolution at which the voxel-based EGIs will be computed, by controlling the number and size of these voxels.

Therefore, the total size $S$ of the OMS-EGI vector is given by the number of voxels in the upper half of the axis aligned bounding box times the size of the histogram on each voxel, plus 1 because at level 0 only one voxel is considered ($8^0$), which corresponds to the whole aligned bounding box of the tool-pose and thus can not be halved:
5. Functional Features

\[ S = \left( 1 + \frac{1}{2} \sum_{l=1}^{D} (8^l) \right) \cdot N^3, \text{ where } l: \text{octree level.} \]  

(5.1)

Therefore, by setting different values to this pair of parameters, the OMS-EGI descriptor can be applied to represent tool-poses in terms of their spatial information (high \( D \) and low \( N \)), surface information (low \( D \) and high \( N \)), or a balanced combination of both (similar values to \( D \) and \( N \)). On the development of this Thesis, the comparison of which kind of information was better suited to represent affordances was conducted by evaluating the following 3 parameter settings:

- **Balanced information (BALAN)**: Setting \( N = 2 \) and \( D = 2 \), the feature vector corresponds to a balanced OMS-EGI, as applied in [96], where both spatial and surface information are represented. In this case, the length of the resulting feature vector is \( S_{BALAN} = 296 \).

- **Spatial information (OCCUP)**: If \( N = 1 \), all normals in each voxel are assigned to the same bin irrespective of their orientation, and therefore each voxel-wise EGI can be subsumed to a single value. On voxels where any point of the oriented pointcloud model is present, this value is 1, while on empty voxels the value is 0. Therefore, setting \( N = 1 \) transforms the OMS-EGI into a axis aligned binary occupancy grid. In the present study, \( D \) is set to 3 so that the total length of the feature vector is similar to the BALAN setting: \( S_{OCCUP} = 293 \).

- **Surface information (EGI)**: When \( D = 0 \), the only voxel considered is actually the tool-pose aligned bounding box, without further subdivisions. In this case, which is equivalent to the original formulation of the EGI descriptor [69], the OMS-EGI represents a normal histogram of the tool-pose, provided a certain histogram resolution function of \( N \). In this case, \( N \) is set to 6 so that the length of the feature vector is \( S_{EGI} = 216 \) in a similar range of the other settings.
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6.1. Introduction

In previous Chapters we have introduced methods that enable the iCub to autonomously incorporate tools (Chapter 4) and to represent them in terms of robot-centric functional features (Chapter 5). In the current Chapter, we will present a series of learning architectures which, making use of the previously described techniques, allow the iCub to learn tool affordances from interaction.

Together, these architectures represent an incremental development towards more capable methods for tool affordance prediction, in terms of both accuracy and generalization. While some general elements are shared among all these architectures, the focus of each approach varies, as well as the machine learning techniques applied and the way in which the elements of an affordance are characterized and connected. At the same time, the proposed experiments serve not only to evaluate these learning architectures, but also to assess the suitability and potential of the functional features presented in Chapter 5.

In particular, on our first approach, published in [97], affordances are categorized through K-means clustering, and then tool-poses classified in function of the affordance they had generated. Thus, it emphasises the discovery of affordance types, while tool(-poses) are only grouped in terms of the effects they are able to elicit. In this approach, tools are represented by the 2D feature set described in Section 5.2, itself an extension of previous sets of 2D features, but applied here for the first time to consider the tool's pose.

On the second approach, published in [96], the focus is by contrast on discovering similarities among tools based on their functional features, and subsequently learning
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an affordance model for each of the discovered tool categories. Tools are represented by the holistic 3D descriptor OMS-EGI detailed in Section 5.3, whose performance is assessed alongside the convenience of representing the tool’s pose implicitly or explicitly.

The last approach developed during this Thesis, submitted to [98, 99], improves on the previous ones by introducing a gradual representation of both tools and affordances. This way, it avoids the imposition of categories onto spaces that actually vary in a smooth fashion. At the same time, it investigates what part of the information encapsulated in the OMS-EGI descriptor, surface or spatial, is more relevant for an interaction scenario such as the one considered in this Thesis.

Despite the shift in focus of the presented studies, they share some general aspects, which serve as a common ground to base and compare them. Specifically, they all apply the same formulation of the concept of affordances, and follow a generic common workflow. These elements will be presented next, before moving on to the detailed description of the individual experiments on subsequent sections.

6.1.1. Formalization

According to its most accepted definition [26, 48, 112, 150], affordances are the relationships between the elements of the tuple:

\[
\{\text{Action, Object, Effect}\}.
\]  

In the cited studies the robot used its own manipulator to interact with objects, and observed the effect of its actions upon them. However, the manipulator itself was not considered as part of the affordance tuple. Therefore, this definition, while useful and enough for simple interaction scenarios, requires extension when considering any modification to the elements that the agent uses to interact with the environment; depending on the particular embodiment of the agent (including incorporated tools), the effect that an action has on an object, that is, the affordance, will vary. Indeed, the manipulator, and more generally, the body, places a crucial role in determining which affordances an entity provides to an agent. For example, a grasping affordance would never be available for a robot without arms, or the traversability one for a static robot.

Therefore, in recent studies on tool affordances in robotics, the previous formalization has been extended to consider further elements that can influence an agent’s interactions with its environment, such as tool use or multiple objects. However, the problem with
defining and learning tool affordances is that different actions with different tools grasped in different ways upon different objects can generate different effects. If all these elements are represented in a single tuple, it would consist of 5 or even more elements, and the search space to prove and test all the possible combinations would be unfeasibly large, specially when dealing with actual robotic implementations, where exploration takes a non-negligible amount of time and physical resources.

Therefore, lacking a formal definition that encompasses all these elements, most extensions have been tailored to the particular requirements of each study. For example, on their work on tool affordance learning [74, 75], Jain & Inamura defined affordances as “The relational instance \{effect, (state, tool-part, action)\} i.e. potential to generate some effect, through application of some action using certain part of the tool given a certain environmental state”. In their work, the environmental state refers to the features of a possible target object, but it is omitted during learning for simplicity. In fact, this is a common practice in many tool use studies, as it can be assumed that the object affordances can be learned beforehand as in [174]. In some cases, simplifying the target object representation also allows a feasible exploration of further degrees of freedom on the affordance tuple, such as the grasp, which would mean that the considered affordance elements are those belonging to the tuple \{Tool, Grasp, Action, Effect\} [199].

On the other hand, on [58, 34] tools are represented with the same features as objects, so the formalization could be written as \{Object1, Object2, Action, Effect\}, where the decision of which object corresponds to the tool is discovered through the relational structure, (Bayesian Network in [59], deep AutoEncoder in [34]). Other studies propose implementations where the applied formalization is not clear, such as in [171], where the tool is represented simultaneously as part of the body map (implemented with Multiple Time Recurrent Neural Networks), and on a visual representation which includes the target object and the arm too.

In the present work, as stated in Section 2.2.4, we consider that tools correspond to objects or elements that the action is performed with rather than upon, which are attached to and extend the robot's own manipulator. Thus, tool affordances should not be understood just as the effects that an agent can achieve on a certain object with another object, but as the functionalities that intermediate embodied objects, through an action on an external entity, enable the agent to achieve.

According to this definition, and aiming at unifying the formalization applied for tool affordance studies, we propose that a more comprehensive and general definition of affor-
dance should explicitly include the agent’s embodiment, thus becoming the relationship of the elements in the tuple:

\[ \{\text{Body, Action, Object(s), Effect}\}, \tag{6.2} \]

as it is the body which mediates all other possible interactions, and may also be modified. In fact, all studies on tool affordances where these are learned by the robot through interaction (that is, not applying solely computer vision approaches), are implicitly considering the agent’s embodiment. Indeed, there is a large number of papers which study how affordances depend on the body, the body scale, etc, [197, 198, 26]. However, almost surprisingly, embodiment was never, to the best of our knowledge, explicitly stated on a formalization of affordances.

The proposed definition allows to clearly differentiate the role and formalization of tools from that of other objects. In this formalization, the Objects element represents the external entities to which the action is directed upon, while tools are comprised in the Body element, which encapsulates the elements that the action is performed with. It also makes the implicit assumption that tools are incorporated into the body schema, which is supported by a large body of studies in neuroscience [100, 44, 119, 11], as well as in many other robotic studies [116, 103, 122, 171].

Furthermore, if we observe this general definition closer, we can realize the intrinsic relationship between the two pairs of elements \{body, action\} and \{object, effect\}:

\[
\begin{align*}
\text{action} &= f(\text{body}) \tag{6.3a} \\
\text{effect} &= g(\text{object}), \tag{6.3b}
\end{align*}
\]

where \(f()\) and \(g()\) represent generic functions that imply a change on the state of their argument. Indeed, actions are changes in the state of the body, the same way effects represent changes in the state of the object, as perceived by the agent. Thus, the previous formalization can be further compacted in the following tuple:

\[ \{\text{body, } f(\text{body}), \text{ object, } g(\text{object})\}, \tag{6.4} \]

This succinct definition reduces the number of independent elements in the definition of affordances, while simultaneously being more general that the prevalent \{Object, Action, Effect\} definition. Moreover, this new definition automatically takes into account all the possible modifications and extensions to the agent’s body, including the inclusion of extra parts or tools, and the parameters relevant to these, such as the grasp.
6.1.2. Affordance vectors

In all the experiments conducted during the development of the present Thesis, the elements of the affordance tuple were represented in the following way:

- **Body**: The embodiment is represented in terms of the tool-pose functional features described in Chapter 5.

- **Action**: Actions are implemented as set of parametrized motor primitives, and thus represented by the values given to the controlling parameters.

- **Object**: For simplicity, in terms of reducing the search space resulting from the combination of all the possible actions, tools, poses, objects and effects, we always apply the same target object and limit its representation to its location with respect to robot’s reference frame, disregarding any properties such as geometry or material. We acknowledge, as stated above, that these properties do influence the effect of actions on the object, that is, the affordance, but as in the previous literature, we assume that it can or has been learned in previous stages of the robot development.

- **Effect**: Given that the target object is represented in terms of its location, the effect is measured in terms of the displacement that the tool action achieves on it.

Thus, in the practical implementation of the affordance formalization described in the previous section, the representation of the embodiment corresponds to the functional features that characterize the tool-pose, and the object element can be removed, given that it is constant for each experiment and hence does not influence the relationship among the rest of the terms. Accordingly, the actual implementation of affordance knowledge during the development of this Thesis was as the relationship between the representation of the terms

\[ \{\text{tool-pose, action, effect}\}. \]  

(6.5)

Yet, in an interactive approach to tool affordance learning such as the present one, for every tool-pose grasped by the robot, a map which relates action and effect could be obtained by exploring the action repertoire. This map, in essence, represents the expected effect that that tool-pose can achieve in function of the action parameters (assuming that the target object is constant), or in other words, the affordance for that particular tool-pose for the given action repertoire.

In the general case, affordance maps can be applied when the effect can be repre-
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(a) Example of 2D affordance map.  
(b) Example of 1D affordance map.

Figure 6.1.1.: Generic examples of affordance maps, where the number of parameters \( N \) controlling the action is 2 in (a) and 1 in (b).

...sent as one value per action, and the action described by \( N \) parameters that can be discretized. Then, an affordance map takes the form of a \( N \)-dimensional matrix where the discretized values of each of the parameters are represented by the indices of the matrix on each of the \( N \) dimensions, and the value at each combination of indices is given by the effect achieved by performing the action with the parameters corresponding to those indices. On Figure 6.1.1a, we can see an example where the action is represented by parameters \( \alpha \) and \( \beta \) discretizable in values \( \alpha_i \) and \( \beta_j \). Thus, the affordance map corresponds to a 2D matrix where the axes indices correspond to \( \alpha_i \) and \( \beta_j \), and the value on each coordinate \( e_{i,j} \) to the effect achieved by the action performed with those parameters: \( e_{i,j} = f(\text{action}(\alpha_i, \beta_j)) \).

In particular, in the present Thesis the action repertoire of all the experiments carried out is determined by one parameter, thus \( N = 1 \), and the map is therefore a vector, such as the example illustrated in Figure 6.1.1b. Thus, in the remainder we refer by Affordance Vector to the representation of the effect that can be achieved with a tool-pose in function of the applied action. This representation was applied in Tikhanoff et al. [174], where each considered object and tool was identified by a label and had an associated affordance vector obtained from interaction. However, assuming that similar tools have similar affordances (as discussed in Section 5.1), this approach can be extended to simplify the implementation of affordances, transforming the generic relationship between the elements \{tool-pose, action, effect\} to the specific mapping between the space of functional features (which represent tool and pose) and the space...
of affordance vectors (which represent action and effect):

\[ \text{affordance vector} = f(\text{functional features}) \]  \hspace{1cm} (6.6)

This approach is advantageous for the actual implementation of tool affordance learning systems, given that most machine learning techniques available function as input-output, and only a few exist that can seamlessly learn relationships between 3 or more elements (as for example Bayesian Networks, applied in [112]), but they have other drawbacks. Moreover, it does not suppose any loss of generality, as affordance exploration is actually carried by a discrete set of tools (or tool-poses) so each of them can be associated with a prototype affordance vector from which the affordances of similar tools can be generalized.

### 6.1.3. Workflow

Despite their differences in focus and machine learning techniques applied, the general workflow is common among all the learning architectures that will be detailed in the following sections. A diagram describing this workflow can be observed on Figure 6.1.2.

In particular, all the performed experiments consists of three phases, data gathering, training and testing. Each trial of the data gathering phase starts with the robot grasping a tool in a particular pose. Then, the resulting tool-pose is observed and incorporated following the methods explained in Chapter 4 and its functional features extracted, as described in Chapter 5. Next, the robot localizes the target object and executes an action upon it using the tool, and after it is completed, observes the achieved effect on the object. For each tool-pose, the action is repeated with all the considered values of the action parameter, so that the full Affordance Vector corresponding to the tool-pose being grasped can be recorded.

Ergo, each trial of the data gathering phase consists in the execution of all the actions in the repertoire (determined by the possible values of the action parameter) for a given tool-pose, whereby the functional features of the given tool-pose and its corresponding affordance vector are recorded. In order to gather enough information to enable learning and generalization among different tool-poses, several trials are recorded for each tool-pose, and the process is repeated for a large number of different tool-poses. On the next phase, once all the data has been gathered, the affordance models are trained using these data in order to learn the general function that maps functional features to affordance
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Figure 6.1.2.: Common workflow of proposed tool affordance learning architectures. During the data gathering phase (black arrows), the robot grasps the tools in the training set a number of poses, and for each tool-pose performs the actions in its repertoire, observing the resulting effect after each action. This way, for each tool-pose, its functional features and associated affordance vector are recorded. These data is then used to train an affordance model. On the test phase (red arrows), the model is queried to predict, given the functional features extracted from a tool-pose, the effect of all the actions in the repertoire. This prediction can be applied to test the learning and generalization capabilities of the system, for action selection, or to select another tool if no available action is adequate enough.

Vectors, i.e. \( f(\text{functional features}) = \text{affordance vector} \), and be thereby able to predict, given a tool-pose, the effect of all the actions in the repertoire.

On the test phase, the generalization capabilities of the trained system are evaluated by means of two possible procedures. On the first one, employed to assess the general prediction capabilities of the system, the gathered data is separated into training and test sets. Data from the former set is used to train the model, while from the second, the functional features are fed to the system to obtain predictions of the corresponding affordance vectors. In this testing procedure, the prediction performance is assessed by comparing the predictions returned by the model to the previously recorded affordance vectors.

The second evaluation procedure serves to evaluate the suitability of the proposed system for action selection. It is achieved by having the robot grasp a tool that has not been used for training the system, and incorporate it and extract its functional features as in the data gathering phase. In this case, though, instead of performing all
the actions, the extracted functional features are fed to the system, which returns the predicted affordance vector. Then, given a certain task, the robot either performs the action with the best predicted effect, or, if none is adequate enough, selects a different tool.

On the following sections we will describe in detail the different specific implementations and experiments that were carried out to test the paradigms presented in this Section. Each of them corresponds to a published paper; Section 6.2 to [97], Section 6.3 to [96] and Section 6.4 to [98] (and [99], accepted).
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6.2. Discovering effect categories

6.2.1. Introduction

In the current Section we will describe the work presented in the article “Self-supervised learning of grasp dependent tool affordances on the iCub Humanoid robot” [97]. The proposed approach represents the first of the incremental steps at tool affordance learning developed during this Thesis.

In this study tools were represented by the extended set of 2D functional features described in Section 5.2, and affordance vectors were applied to represent the effect of tool use. Together, they implicitly accounted for all the elements of the affordance tuple, as we saw in the Section 6.1. In particular, the pull-affordance of several tools was learned, taking also into account the way in which their effector was oriented.

Learning happened in a self-supervised manner, where first, the robot autonomously discovered the affordance categories of the tools by clustering the effect of their usage. These categories were subsequently used as a teaching signal to associate the 2D functional features to the expected tool’s affordance. The advantage of this approach is that the tools are categorized visually depending on their effect, i.e., on the corresponding affordance vector. On the following, we describe the specific details of the proposed method, and the experiments conducted to evaluate it.

6.2.2. Experimental setup

The experiments carried out in this study were performed using the iCub humanoid robot as well as its simulator, both described in Chapter 3. All modules concerning robot motor actions as well as sensory extraction and processing were written in C++, with extensive use of the OpenCV library for feature extraction. The data analysis and learning processes were programmed in MATLAB, making use of the third party libSVM library [23] to implement SVM learning algorithms.

4 different tools were used for the experiments on the real robot, and 7 tools for those on the simulator, which can be observed in Figures 6.2.1a and 6.2.1b, respectively. In order to study how the way in which a tool is grasped affects what it affords, 3 different tool-poses were considered for each tool: either to the front, to the right, or to the left, as shown on Figure 6.2.2. Therefore, 12 tool-poses were considered in the real robot and
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(a) Real Tools. (b) Simulated Tools.

Figure 6.2.1.: Tools used on the experiment on the real robot (a) and simulation (b).

(a) Real robot. (b) Simulation.

Figure 6.2.2.: Visualization of the considered tool orientations on the real robot (a) and the simulator (b): left, center and right.

21 in the simulator. Actions with those tool-poses were performed upon a small cube of around 6 cm in side, placed on a table in front of the robot.

6.2.3. Discovering and learning pull affordances

The method used in the present study divides the affordance learning process in the following three stages:

1. Gather affordance data through interaction and observation of the effects.

2. Discover affordances by clustering the observed effects.
3. Mapping functional features to the discovered affordances.

As discussed in Section 6.1.3, each trial on the data gathering stage consists of three consecutive steps, feature extraction, action execution, and effect observation. In this study, feature extraction is performed as described in Section 5.2, using only 2D information from a single camera. This process also returns the estimated tooltip, which is attached to the robot kinematics so that it can be applied as the new end-effector. It should be noted that while the pose that the robot adopts in order to observe the tool and extract its features is always such that the whole tool is within its visual field, the specific position and orientation of the hand are slightly randomized so that no two sets of extracted features will be the same, even if the robot is holding the same tool in the same orientation in several observations. Examples of this process, on the real and simulated scenario, can be observed in Figure 6.2.3.

After the features have been extracted, in order to observe the pull affordance of the tool-pose being held, the robot performs a series of executions of a pull action upon the target object. An instance of one of these executions at different stages can be observed in Figure 6.2.4. These pull action is parametrized by $\alpha$, which represents how much on top of the object or to either side of it the action is done, on integer centimeter values. Specifically, each training trial of the present study consists on 11 pull executions, corresponding to values of $\alpha$ from -5 to 5 cm to either side of the object. When reaching for the object, the tooltip is not directed exactly to the coordinates where the object is detected, but 3 cm behind, so that the end-effector is able, if the approach parameter is adequate, to grab the object during the pull action, which has a constant length of
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Figure 6.2.4.: Example of an instance of a single pull action at different stages.

20 cm. A diagram of the pull action with respect to the approach parameter can be observed in Figure 6.2.5.

In order to perform this task, a tracker module is applied to constantly locate the target object within the field of view, by making use of a particle filter which is initialized at the beginning of the experiment with a user provided template of the desired target object [68]. This way, it is able to reliably provide at any time the position of the pixel in the robot camera where the center of the target object is located. The transformation from the 2D coordinates in the image to the 3D coordinates in the robot’s coordinate frame is achieved by the Gaze Controller module [132, 145], which takes advantage of the robot’s kinematics to determine the direction of the gaze and project the point on the plane of the table, whose height with respect to the robot is known. Therefore, in order to execute a pull, the only required parameter is the approach position with respect to the object, as the object position is tracked automatically and the actions required to reach and pull are estimated and performed by the iCub’s Cartesian Controller module.

Figure 6.2.5.: Pull action sequence: The iCub performs pull actions parametrized by $\alpha$, the horizontal distance of the approach to the center of the object, from -5 to 5 cm. On the right side a possible resulting affordance vector is displayed.
For each pull execution, the effect of the action is computed as the distance between the position of the object before and after the action, as provided by the tracker. If the object has been displaced, it is put back after the computation of the effect on approximately the same position as it was before the action. The 11 \{action, effect\} value pairs obtained by this process represent the affordance vector which describes how well a particular tool-pose affords pulling as a function of the approach position with respect to the object, as the example illustrated in Figure 6.2.5.

On the second stage of learning, the aim is to enable the iCub to autonomously discover how the individual affordance vectors recorded in the previous stage are distributed in certain categories, and to observe whether these might be commonly shared among different tool-poses.

To that end, we performed a series of $K$-means clustering runs among all the affordance vectors, regardless of the tool-pose that generated them. Because $K$-means does not yield an optimal number of clusters, we evaluated the clustering performance with a range of number of clusters $K$, ranging from the minimum ($K = 2$) to half of the number of the considered tool-poses, that is, to $K = 11$ for simulation data and $K = 6$ for real robot data. For each run, the quality of the clustering is assessed with the Davies-Bouldin clustering index [32], which measures how well separated the clusters are as the ratio between the average of the mean scatter of the points in each cluster and the average distance among their centroids. Thus, the number of clusters that better separated the affordance vectors could be determined as the $K$ which produced the lowest DB-index, $K_{\text{best}}$.

This clustering procedure provided two valuable results for the next learning stage. On one hand, the cluster index given to each affordance vector served as a class label to classify the feature vectors. On the other, the centroid vector of each cluster also represented the prototype vector of the corresponding affordance category, which could be later used to evaluate the learning process as well as to compute the best action parameter.

The third learning stage deals with learning the mapping between the feature vectors extracted from the tool-pose contour and the affordance cluster to which their corresponding affordance vectors belong. To this end we applied Support Vector Machine classifiers, due to their good performance and readily available implementations [190].

In all the training schemes that have been carried out, the SVMs are batch trained offline using the full normalized feature matrix as input and the corresponding cluster
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Figure 6.2.6.: Diagram of the proposed affordance learning and prediction method. Black and red arrows represent the flow of information in the training and prediction phases, respectively. The three stages of the training procedure are indicated by the circled numbers as follow: (1) Gathering of tool use data through explorative actions and observation of the effects; (2) Discovering affordance types by clustering the observed effects; (3) Mapping functional features to the discovered affordance classes. On the test phase (red arrows), after the functional features of a new tool-pose are extracted, they are fed to the trained SVM, which returns its predicted affordance class. The centroid of the predicted class is retrieved from the K-means, and the action for which the predicted effect is larger is executed.

indexes determined in the previous stage as target. As SVMs are always binary classifiers, $K_{best}$ SVM classifiers are trained on one-versus-all discrimination. The SVM $c$ and $\gamma$ parameters are estimated using recursive grid search based on cross-validation results on a training subset. The parameters for which the average cross-validation accuracy is highest are used to train the SVM model. When evaluating the model, a fraction of the data is kept apart only for testing, while the rest is used to carry out the training processes just described.

A schematic diagram representing the flow of information and the modules involved in the process of discovering and learning affordances described above is shown on Figure 6.2.6 with black arrows.

6.2.4. Affordance prediction and action selection

After the training process, the robot has learned the mapping between the functional features of the different tool-poses and the category of the affordance that they are likely to achieve. Thereby, when holding a new tool-pose, the robot is able to compute the expected effect for each of the possible values of the approach parameter $\alpha$, by retrieving the prototype vector of the predicted affordance category.
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Based on this information, the parameter value that is expected to maximize the displacement of the object is chosen and the respective pulling action subsequently performed. This process is shown on Figure 6.2.6 superimposed on red to the diagram of the training process, on which it relies. The effect caused on the object by the robot’s action is measured as in the training trials, by retrieving the coordinates of the object before and after the action has been performed, and measuring the euclidean distance between them. A video presenting a condensed version of the whole experiment can be watched at: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=neiX_eP4qq4.

6.2.5. Results

6.2.5.a. Discovering affordances

In the current study, between 20 and 25 affordance vectors were recorded for each of the tool-poses considered in simulation, and around 10 vectors for each of the tool-poses considered on the real robot, making up a total of 567 vectors (6237 pulls) on simulation and 138 vectors (1518 pulls) on the real robot.

After the data gathering stage had concluded, the existing affordance categories were discovered by clustering all the recorded affordance vectors by means of \(K\)-means algorithm, run with increasing \(K\)’s. However, due to the random initialization of \(K\)-means, the \(K_{\text{best}}\) number of clusters which minimizes the DB-index can vary significantly from run to run. In order to cope with this inconsistency, we ran 1000 times the procedure to find \(K_{\text{best}}\) described above, whose results are displayed on Figure 6.2.7. The prototype vectors of each affordance cluster, as represented by their centroids, are shown on Figure 6.2.8.

6.2.5.b. Affordance prediction and generalization

The assessment of the prediction performance of our system has been carried out in two different ways. On one hand, we measured how well the robot was able to predict the affordance from tool-poses which it had already experienced, while on the other we wanted to evaluate the generalization capability of this method to predict the affordance of previously unseen tool-poses, based only on their functional features.

Accordingly, on the first test the training subset is built by randomly gathering 3/4 of the vectors obtained with each tool-pose, while the test subset contains the remaining
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Figure 6.2.7.: The histogram shows the number of times that each possible $K$ was $K_{best}$ based on the Davies-Bouldin index (left: simulated data, right: real robot).

Figure 6.2.8.: Prototype Vectors from the affordances discovered by K-means.

1/4 of the vectors. The training dataset is subsequently fed to the SVM classifier to learn the mapping between the set of tool-pose functional features of each training trial and the affordance category to which their corresponding affordance vectors had been clustered. For testing, the SVM classifier is presented only the feature vectors of the testing subset, for which it returns the indices of the predicted affordance categories.

By comparing the indices predicted by the SVM classifier with the ones that the recorded affordance vectors were assigned to, we can quantify the prediction accuracy. Moreover, by confronting the prototype affordance of the predicted cluster with the real affordance vector recorded during the experiment, we can graphically assess if the predicted affordance resembles the recorded one, and compute the mean square error from the distance between them. Table 6.2.1 shows the resulting values of accuracy and rooted mean square error (rMSE) obtained on this test with simulated data as well as with data from the real robot.

The second test determines how well the system is able to predict the affordance of previously unseen tool-poses. To this end, we performed a leave-one-out test, whereby data from one tool-pose at a time is used to test an SVM classifier which has been trained with all the data of all the remaining tool-poses. Therefore, this test involves
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<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Test</th>
<th>Env.</th>
<th>Class. Acc. (%)</th>
<th>rMSE [cm]</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Prediction</td>
<td>Sim.</td>
<td>81.9 %</td>
<td>6.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Prediction</td>
<td>Robot</td>
<td>64.1 %</td>
<td>5.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Leave-One-Out</td>
<td>Sim.</td>
<td>56.9 %</td>
<td>7.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Leave-One-Out</td>
<td>Robot</td>
<td>53.9 %</td>
<td>5.4</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Table 6.2.1.:** Prediction Performance for known (prediction) and unknown (Leave-One-Out) tools.

training and evaluating as many SVM classifiers as tool-poses are being considered, so the overall performance displayed in Table 6.2.1 is measured by averaging across them.

6.2.5.c. Affordance based action execution

The last experiment that was carried out to evaluate our method consisted in applying everything that the iCub had learned so far in order to steer its behavior online. The procedure involved the iCub holding a tool in its hand and visually extracting its geometrical features, using them to perform online prediction of the affordance category of the tool, selecting the best action for the aim of displacing the object, and finally performing the action.

In this scenario there is no ground truth or labels against which to compute the performance accuracy, so instead we used two measures to assess the performance: On one hand, the amount by which the goal of displacing the object is achieved is measured by the percentage of trials in which the object was actually displaced (i.e. the distance measured by the tracker is more than 5 cm, to account for tracking error). On the other hand, the error in prediction performance was computed as the average of the absolute difference between the predicted effect of the action and the measured object displacement after the robot’s action was performed.

In order to carry out this evaluation, 6 trials were performed with each tool-pose on simulation, while the real robot performed 3 trials per tool-pose, thus having a total of 126 trials in simulation and 36 trials on the real robot. Results can be observed in Table 6.2.2.
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<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Environment</th>
<th>Goal Acc. (%)</th>
<th>Avg. Diff [cm]</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Simulation</td>
<td>86.51 %</td>
<td>6.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Robot</td>
<td>86.11 %</td>
<td>5.6</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 6.2.2: Action Selection Results

6.2.6. Discussion

This study presented a novel approach for the study of tool affordances in robotics, introducing several contributions to the state of the art. In it, we expanded the application of functional features for tool representation beyond the limited sets used before. We applied a comprehensive set of geometrical features extracted from vision which is not task-specific and whose features might relate to a number of different functions, as well as enable generalization among geometrically similar tools, while simultaneously taking into account how the tool is being grasped. Furthermore, tool-pose affordances were discovered by evaluating the effects of the robot actions, considering a set of effects generated by a parametrized action as a single affordance entity. This allowed the robot to predict not only a single effect for a particular action, but a whole set of them which can be used then to select the best action. Moreover, the proposed system learns tool affordances without the need for external labeling or supervision for classification, based only on the observation of the effects of tool use.

In particular, the results from the affordance discovery, Section 6.2.5.a, show that the discovered affordance categories resemble the different effects that one would expect to find. Indeed, if we look at the results in Figure 6.2.7 we can observe that the number of clusters which was more likely to be $K_{best}$ was 3. This means that the effects that the different tool-poses achieve on the object naturally grouped into 3 affordance categories, both in real and simulated experiments. Moreover, as can be seen in Figure 6.2.8, the prototype vectors of each affordance cluster, as represented by their centroids, display large effect when the approach is either on the right, the center or the left of the object, respectively, coinciding with the three tool orientations that were considered.

In is also noteworthy that the prototype vectors from simulated data represent more distinct behaviors than those from robot data. This is due to the larger noise in the effect of real robot actions, which leads to smeared out centroids, and the fact that due to the angle of approach, the object was only seldom displaced when the approach position was to its right, even if the tool end-effector was oriented to the left.
Moreover, results on Section 6.2.5.b show that the method allows the iCub to predict quite reliably the affordance category of tool-poses that have been previously observed, based only on its visual features. On Table 6.2.1, we can observe that results for prediction of the affordance of known tools obtained for simulation are almost as high as we could expect, given the self-supervised nature of the method, which already introduces inaccuracies on the target signal. On data from the real robot, however, while accuracy is still almost double over chance, it is considerably lower than on the simulator. This decrease in performance can be explained by the fact that both affordance vectors and segmented tool blobs on the real robot experiments are noisier than those on simulation, as well as by the smaller amount of data available to train the classifier.

Results yielded by the leave-one-out test are slightly worse, but still about 20% over chance, which means that although there is plenty of room for improving the method, it already allows the robot to generalize its knowledge to previously unseen tools. One of the issues that drove down the performance of the classifiers, other than inaccuracies in the blob extraction and clustering procedures, is class imbalance, meaning that one of the affordance clusters usually dominated over the remaining. This led the classifiers to disproportionately classify feature vectors as corresponding to the dominating affordance category.

Nevertheless, when applying the learned methods in order to steer the robot based on its affordance knowledge, results in Table 6.2.2 show that for a large majority of trials, the robot achieves its goal of moving the object with the tool, and does so with an average error very similar to the one achieved in the off-line experiment for affordance prediction on known tools. It is noteworthy that the accuracy in achieving the displacement of the object is higher than the affordance prediction accuracy. This can be supported by the fact that, sometimes, even if the affordance category is wrong, it is usually close enough to the correct one that the maximum values of its prototype vector leads to an action that still achieves the goal.

Overall, results demonstrate that although the approach has some shortcomings that should be addressed, it is possible to predict the affordances of radial grasp tools from their 2D geometry taking into account the way in which they are grasped.
6.3. Discovering tool categories

6.3.1. Introduction

In this Section we will present the work carried out for the article “Multi-model approach based on 3D functional features for tool affordance learning in robotics” [96]. The main aim of this paper is to investigate the effect of geometrical features on the tool affordance. To that end, we introduced substantial changes with respect to the approach detailed in the previous section, and switched the focus towards studying the prediction of affordances based on the similarity among tools in terms of their geometrical features, rather than only effect categories.

In particular, we introduced the Oriented Multi-Scale Extended Gaussian Image (OMS-EGI), a set of 3D features devised to describe tools in interaction scenarios, able to encapsulate in a general and compact way the geometrical properties of a tool relative to the way in which it is grasped, described in detail in Section 5.3. In order to provide more insight on the possible applications of the OMS-EGI features, we compared their performance when the tool was represented in a canonical pose against the case where the tool was represented by the oriented pointcloud model.

Then, we proposed an approach to learn and predict tool affordances whereby the robot first discovered the available tool-pose categories of a set of radial tools, based on their OMS-EGI features, and then learned a distinct affordance model for each of the discovered tool-pose categories. We argued that in order to ease learning and enable more precise affordance predictions for tool use scenarios, instead of learning a single model that tries to relate all the possible variables in an affordance, the robot should learn a separate affordance model for each set of tool-poses sharing common functionality.

6.3.2. Experimental setup

The experiments carried out in the present study were performed using only the iCub simulator, fully described in Section 3. The processing of 3D models and feature extraction was implemented using the Point Cloud Library [148], while experimental data analysis including learning and visualization was implemented in MATLAB, relying on the third party SOM_Toolbox [192] for Self-Organized Map analysis and on the built-in Neural Network Toolbox for regression analysis.
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(a) Tool Dataset

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Tool</th>
<th>Dataset</th>
<th>Tool Dataset</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>hoe</td>
<td><img src="image" alt="hose" /></td>
<td><img src="image" alt="hose" /></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>book</td>
<td><img src="image" alt="book" /></td>
<td><img src="image" alt="book" /></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>rake</td>
<td><img src="image" alt="rake" /></td>
<td><img src="image" alt="rake" /></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>shovel</td>
<td><img src="image" alt="shovel" /></td>
<td><img src="image" alt="shovel" /></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>stick</td>
<td><img src="image" alt="stick" /></td>
<td><img src="image" alt="stick" /></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>misc.</td>
<td><img src="image" alt="misc" /></td>
<td><img src="image" alt="misc" /></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

(b) Grasp parameters. $\varphi$ controls the rotation around the tool’s handle axis, while $\Delta$ controls the displacement respective to the hand on the same axis.

Figure 6.3.1.: (a) Dataset of tools used in the current study. (b) Visualization of parameters controlling the pose of each tool on the experimental trials.

As for the experiment itself, we have used 44 different virtual tools which roughly correspond to 6 different categories, as can be observed in Figure 6.3.1a. The pose with which each tool was grasped for each trial was determined by the following parameters:

- **Grasp orientation ($\varphi$)**: Controls the angle with which the end effector is rotated around the tool’s longitudinal axis. At $\varphi = 0$, the end effector is looking to the front with respect to the hand, i.e., in the direction of the extended index finger (or along the X axis in the iCub’s hand coordinate frame). $\varphi = 90$ corresponds to the end effector oriented to the left (along the Z axis of the hand reference frame), while $\varphi = -90$ represents the end effector oriented to the right (-Z axis hand reference frame).

- **Grasp displacement ($\Delta$)**: Controls the position of the grasp along the handle, in cm. At $\Delta = 0$, the base of the tool is at the height of the little finger, which corresponds to the Y axis origin of the iCub hand reference frame. Positive values for $\Delta$ correspond to the tool being in the direction of the extended thumb (-Y axis hand reference frame in the simulator), while negative $\Delta$ values mean that the tool is grasped from a position in the handle closer to the effector end.

The set of actions that the robot could perform in the current experiment was limited.
to a drag action parametrized by $\theta \in \{0, 360\}$. $\theta$ corresponds to the angle (in degrees), along which the robot tries to drag the object, as displayed in Figure 6.3.2a. The tooltip is initially placed slightly behind the object, and then the tool is displaced 15 cm along the radial direction given by $\theta$. We implemented this set of actions so that it is simple to represent (defined by a small number of parameters) while still being able to discriminate between different tools and different grasps. In other words, so that different tool-poses would generate different effects. This allowed us to focus on the study of the suitability of the features and tool type discovery strategy, which were the main aim of the study. Also, this kind of drag action resembles the one commonly used in psychological experiments to assess the ability of macaques or babies to perform tool use [73, 193, 189].

The target object was a cube whose initial position before each drag action was fixed at 40 cm in front of the iCub and 10 cm to the right side of the robot’s sagittal plane on a virtual table of known height, so that the iCub will always use the right arm holding the tool to perform the action. The setup can be observed in Figure 6.3.2b.
6.3.3. Learning architecture

6.3.3.a. Functional tool-pose clustering

The main goal of this paper is to study how could a robot benefit from the fact that similar tool-poses have similar affordances. To that end, we applied here the OMS-EGI features (detailed in Section 5.3), which were devised as a means to encapsulate the geometry and pose of a handled tool. Moreover, in this study we wanted to assess whether affordance prediction was more accurate when the tool pose information was provided explicitly as an input to the affordance model, or rather implicit as part of the tool representation.

Therefore, for every tool-pose observed on the data gathering part of the experiment (following the workflow described in Section 6.1.3), two different sets of OMS-EGI features were extracted. In the first schema, which we refer to as Oriented features, the OMS-EGI descriptor was computed from the oriented pointcloud model, that is, the tool representation in the actual pose it was being held by the robot to interact with the environment. Thus, the Oriented Features OMS-EGI implicitly encode grasp information.

In the second schema, referred to as Canonical features, OMS-EGI features were extracted from the pointcloud model of the tool being oriented in its canonical pose (described in Section 4.5), therefore not matching the pose of the actual tool in the simulator. The grasp information is thus not encoded by the Canonical Features OMS-EGI, since it is constant for each considered tool, independently of how it is being grasped by the robot.

In order to make sense of these features, however, the robot needs to analyse a large set of tool-poses and find out the eventual common characteristics among them, thus discovering the available tool-pose categories. To that end, unsupervised clustering was applied on both OMS-EGI datasets. The method chosen to do so was Self-Organized Maps based $K$-Means (SOM $K$-means), due to the relative high-dimensionality of the feature vector when compared with the available number of samples, which cause simple $K$-means to yield very irregular and unbalanced results.

SOMs provide a lower dimensional representation of the input data based on an iterative method of vector quantization [81], on which $K$-means can be performed without the issues appearing when applying it directly on the higher dimensional data. Still, $K$-means is very sensitive to the initialization conditions, and does not provide an auto-
matic way of selecting $K$. In this study, we improved the way of selecting $K$ by applying a cluster quality index $Q$, which combines the Davies-Bouldin index applied in the previous study with another term to promote cluster balance. Specifically, the cluster quality index $Q$ is defined as

$$Q = d + 2b$$

(6.7)

where $d$ corresponds to the Davies-Bouldin index [32], which represents the ratio of of within-cluster and between-cluster distances:

$$d = 1/k \sum_{i=1}^{k} (\max_{i \neq j} \{D_{i,j}\})$$

(6.8)

$$D_{i,j} = \frac{\text{intraDist}_i + \text{intraDist}_j}{\text{interDist}_{i,j}}$$

(6.9)

The term to promote cluster balance, $b$, corresponds to the standard deviation of the histogram of the cluster indices from the $K$-means runs, normalized by dividing by the maximum value of the histogram. That is, if $c = (c_1, ..., c_i, ..., c_n)$, the clustering indices returned by $K$-means, where $c_i$ is the cluster index assigned to tool-pose $i$, then

$$b = \frac{\text{std(hist}(c)/\text{max}(c))}{\text{max}(c)}$$

(6.10)

Finally, $b$ was weighted by a constant that determined its influence over the Davies-Bouldin index, which we set to 2.

6.3.3.b. Tool-pose category dependent affordance models

Once the set of available tool-pose categories has been discovered by clustering the OMS-EGI features with the methods described above, the robot should learn what the common affordances of each tool-pose category are. To the best of our knowledge, all previous affordance studies apply a single-model approach, where only one model aims at learning the relationships between the terms in the affordance tuple for all their possible values.

Based on the assumption that tool-poses clustered together share common geometrical properties and hence also similar functionality, we propose instead a multi-model approach, where a distinct affordance model is learned for each discovered tool-pose category. In order to do so, each tool-pose is assigned a category $c_i$, among the discovered
Figure 6.3.3: Diagram of the proposed multi-model approach for tool affordance learning. From left to right: OMS-EGI features are extracted from the tools 3D models, and subsequently clustered using SOM K-means. Then, recorded affordance data is divided into subsets according to the cluster $c_i$ to which the corresponding tool-poses belong. Finally, each affordance data subset is used to train a separate affordance model, so that each of them models the affordances of a particular tool-pose category.

Affordance data refers here to the data gathered during the exploration phase, except the OMS-EGI functional features which are used to discover the tool-pose categories. In particular, these data consisted of the values representing the following terms:

- **Grasp**: Represents the way in which the tool is being grasped, in terms of the two grasp parameters $\varphi$ and $\Delta$. These parameters were provided to the affordance models only in the case where they represented the Canonical features categories, given that on the Oriented features scheme the tool pose is implicitly represented on the OMS-EGI, and thus the tool-pose categories already contain information about the tool’s pose.

- **Action**: Represents the angle of execution of the drag action, represented by $\theta$. 
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- **Effect:** The effect of the robot’s tool use was measured as the euclidean distance between the object’s position before and after the action execution.

Thus, the data required in order to train the affordance models depends on the feature schema that is being used. On the one hand, the **Oriented features** represent grasp information implicitly, so the distribution of the resulting tool-pose categories reflects this information. Consequently, when using the **Oriented features** grasp information does not have to be provided explicitly to the affordance models, which map directly \(\text{action} \rightarrow \text{effect}\).

On the other hand, the **Canonical features** represent tools always on their canonical pose, independent of how they are actually being grasped. Therefore, no grasp information is encoded in the distribution of tool-pose categories, so it has to be provided explicitly. Thus, when using the **Oriented features** the resulting affordance models perform the mapping \(\{\text{grasp, action}\} \rightarrow \text{effect}\).

In other words, when using the **Oriented features** schema, categories represent tool and pose implicitly, so each model needs to know only the desired action to predict the effect. By contrast, the categories obtained when clustering the **Canonical features** represent only the geometry of the tools. Therefore, in order to predict an effect, grasp and action parameters are required.

Independently of the feature schema, all affordance model inputs and outputs are real values, so the learning problem becomes one of regression: \(\hat{e} = f_{tp}(I)\) where \(\hat{e} \in \mathbb{R}\) is the predicted effect, \(f_{tp}\) the affordance function to learn for each tool-pose category, and \(I\) is the affordance input. For **Oriented features**, where the only input is the action parameter, \(I = \theta \in \mathbb{R}\). For **Canonical features**, where the grasp parameters are also fed to the affordance models, \(I = \{\theta, \varphi, \Delta\} \in \mathbb{R}^3\). Given that the elements present in the tuple are relatively low dimensional, the regression models do not need to be utterly complex. In the present work, we use generalized regression neural networks (GRNN), a modification of radial basis networks which is able to approximate arbitrary functions and avoid local minima with 1-pass training [160]. This kind of networks have a single hyper-parameter \(\sigma\) which serves a regularization parameter by controlling the spread of its radial basis function. In order to find the optimal \(\sigma\) for each affordance model, we performed recursive line search based on cross-validation results on the training subset. The parameter \(\sigma\) for which the average cross-validation accuracy is highest is used to train the final model for each tool-pose category.
6.3.4. Results

6.3.4.a. Experimental data collection and separation

In the current experiment, 44 virtual tools represented by between 1500 and 4500 points each (see Figure 6.3.1a) were used by the iCub in simulation to gather interaction data. Each tool was grasped in 9 different poses, corresponding to the combinations of 3 different grasp orientations \( \varphi = \{-90, 0, 90\} \) and 3 different grasp displacements \( \Delta = \{-2, 0, 2\} \), adding up to a total of 396 tool-poses. For each tool-pose, two OMS-EGI feature vectors were computed and recorded: \textit{Oriented} and \textit{Canonical}, as described in Section 6.3.3.a. With each considered tool-pose, the iCub performed the drag action described in Section 6.3.2 in 8 directions, corresponding to angles \( \theta \) from 0 to 315 degrees in intervals of 45 degrees \( \theta = \{0, 45, 90, 135, 225, 270, 315\} \), thus executing a total of 3168 actions.

For each of these actions, all the affordance data values \( \{\text{grasp, action, effect}\} \) were recorded, and linked with the tool-pose that generated them and its two OMS-EGI descriptors. Before any further processing, these data were separated in training and tests sets, which remained constant throughout the experiment and the off-line data analysis. 75% of all the tool-poses were selected randomly, and all the data associated with them used for training. The data corresponding to the remaining 25% of the tool-poses were used for testing. Thus, the training set consisted of the \textit{Oriented} and \textit{Canonical} OMS-EGI features of 297 tool-poses, and the 2376 affordance data vectors associated with those tool-poses, while the test set was formed by the OMS-EGI vectors of the remaining 99 tool-poses, and their corresponding 792 affordance data vectors.

Furthermore, given that there is no ground truth for the clustering process, and that interaction data is itself very noisy, errors might appear even if both processing steps worked perfectly. Hence, we needed to set a performance baseline against which we could compare the performance of our approach. To that end, we carried out an additional data processing run for each feature schema whereby after performing clustering, all the tool-pose category indices were shuffled. Therefore, the affordance data lost its correspondence with the tool-poses that generated it. We refer to these data as \textit{Oriented-shuffled} and \textit{Canonical-shuffled}, for the \textit{Oriented} and \textit{Canonical} feature schemes, respectively.
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Figure 6.3.4.: Example of clustering results on training data for Canonical features. Left side: cluster distribution on the SOM with superimposed best-matching units of the clustered samples. Center: Train affordance vectors separated by cluster (rows) and grasp (columns). Right: Tool distribution by cluster, illustrated with a subset of the models in each cluster surrounded by a hexagon of the corresponding color.

The tools in each cluster, represented as name of tool + [tool indices], are the following:

A: rake [2, 3, 5, 6, 7],
B: hook [5, 7]; rake [8, 9]; hoe [0, 1, 3, 4, 8, 9],
C: stick [3, 2, 5]; hook [1, 3, 4, 8],
D: shovel [4, 5, 6, 9]; stick [0, 6, 7, 8, 9] ; star.

6.3.4.b. Discovery of tool-pose categories

Once the data had been sorted out, the first step in our approach to model tool affordances was to discover the available tool-pose categories by clustering the OMS-EGI features belonging to the training dataset. In this study, we applied the BALAN parameters setting for the OMS-EGI, that is, \( D = 2 \) and \( N = 2 \) (see Section 5.3). Thus, the total length of the OMS-EGI feature vector is \( S = 296 \) features. When performing the analysis of Oriented features, each tool-pose produced a distinct OMS-EGI vector, which thus add up to a total 297 samples clustered. In the case of Canonical features, as the resulting OMS-EGI vector was always the same for each tool, only 33 distinct OMS-EGI vectors were extracted and clustered. The clustering results for Canonical and Oriented schemes can be observed on Figures 6.3.4 and 6.3.5, respectively. It must be noted that given the random nature of the train/test data separation as well as the \( K \)-means initialization, the displayed figures correspond to representative runs.
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Figure 6.3.5.: Example of clustering results on training data for *Oriented features*. Left side: cluster distribution on the SOM with superimposed best-matching units of the clustered samples. Center: Train affordance vectors separated by cluster. Right: Tool-pose distribution by cluster, illustrated with a subset of the models in each cluster surrounded by a hexagon of the corresponding color.

The tool-poses in each cluster, represented as name of tool + [tool indices] + (grasp orientation), are the following:

**A:** rake\([0,1,2,3,4,5,6,7,8,9]\); (90),

**B:** rake\([1,2,3,4,5,6,7]\); (-90),

**C:** flatTop; (90, 0, 90); star; (-90, 0, 90),

**D:** rake\([0,1,2,3,4,5,7]\); (90); hook\([0,2,3,4,8]\); rake\([0,6,1,5,7,3]\); hoe\([1,2,5,0,4,7,8]\); hook\([4,2,0,7,5]\); (-90),

**E:** hoe\([1,2,9,5,3,4,7,8,0]\); hook\([5,7]\); (0),

**F:** rake\([6,8,9]\); hoe\([0,1,3,4,5,7,8]\); hook\([0,1,2,3,4,5,7,8]\),

**G:** hoe\([5]\); hook\([0,1,2,3,4,5,7,8]\); stick\([7]\); (90),

**H:** stick\([0,8]\); stick\([6,8,9]\); shovel\([4,5,6,7,9]\); shovel\([4,6,9]\); (0),

**I:** rake\([0,1,2,3,6,7,8,9]\),

**J:** stick\([1,2,3,4,5,6,7,9]\); stick\([2,4,6,7,9]\); stick\([2,5,7]\); shovel\([5,7]\); shovel\([4,5,6,7,9]\); shovel\([4,5,6,7,9]\); (90); hook\([1,2,3,4,8,0]\),

**K:** shovel\([4,5,7,9]\); / shovel\([4,5,6,7,9]\); / shovel\([4,5,6,7,9]\); hook\([0,1,2,3,4,5,7,8,9]\); flatTop\([0]\) star\((-90); (0); (90); stick\([1,6,7]\); / stick\([2,3,4,5,6,7,8,9]\); / stick\([1,2,6,8,9]\); / hook\([0,1,2,3,5]\); rake\([0,1,2,3,4,5,6,9]\); (0).
6.3.4.c. Prediction of tool-pose affordances

Through the clustering procedure, 11 tool-pose categories were discovered for the *Oriented features* and 4 for the *Canonical features*. In each case, an affordance model was instantiated per discovered category, and trained with the affordance data generated by the tool-poses belonging to the category it represented. As described in Section 6.3.3.b, each affordance model was implemented using a GRNN whose $\sigma$ parameter was determined by recursive line search based on cross-validation.

Then, in order to evaluate the validity of our approach, we assessed the predicted effect values obtained with the data from the tool-poses belonging to the test set, which had not been used either on the clustering procedure or for training the affordance models. To that end, the first step was to classify the test OMS-EGI features into the previously discovered categories. This was done by finding the best matching unit (BMU) and corresponding cluster on the trained SOM of each test OMS-EGI feature vector. Then, the affordance input $I$ data associated with the test tool-poses was fed to the corresponding GRNN affordance models, which returned the predicted effect for each of the test tool-poses. Finally, we computed the Mean Absolute Error ($MAE$) between the average predicted effect $\hat{e}$ and the average recorded effect $e$.

$$MAE = mean(abs(e - \hat{e}))$$

(6.12)

This process was repeated with the Shuffled datasets in order to obtain the Baseline performance. The prediction MAE achieved in this case is referred to as $MAE_{BL}$. By comparing the prediction performance in both cases, we measured the Percentage of Improvement ($PI$), which provides a measure of the increase in prediction performance due to the learning process.

$$PI = \frac{MAE_{BL} - MAE}{MAE_{BL}}$$

(6.13)

Moreover, given that the train/test separation and the $K$-means initialization for clustering were random, every process was run 100 times in order to have reliable results. The average results are shown in Table 6.3.1.

Figure 6.3.6 shows the predicted affordance vectors, compared with the recorded ones, on a representative run. On the results shown for the *Oriented features*, each graph corresponds to a tool-pose category. On the ones for *Canonical features*, however, the data was divided according to the grasp that generated it (left, center, right) for visualization and evaluation.
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<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>MAE</th>
<th>MAE_{BL}</th>
<th>PI(%)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Canonical</td>
<td>5.37 ± 1.01</td>
<td>5.88 ± 0.88</td>
<td>8.67</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Oriented</td>
<td>5.10 ± 0.13</td>
<td>5.78 ± 0.15</td>
<td>11.8</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 6.3.1.: Prediction Error for *Oriented* and *Canonical* Features and baseline for comparison and the corresponding percentage of improvement.

Observing Figure 6.3.6a, we can see that for *Oriented features*, the affordance model predictions match the average recorded effect of their corresponding tool-pose categories quite well in most cases, even in some of the categories with larger variance among tool-pose individual effects. These results mean that the clustering step was successful in discovering and partitioning the oriented tool-poses into functionally similar categories, which in turn means that the OMS-EGI extracted from oriented tool models provided enough information to do so. On Figure 6.3.6b we can notice that the distance between the predictions for *Canonical features* and the recorded effects are larger than those for Oriented features. This observation is also supported by the numerical results on Table 6.3.1, which show that the *Oriented features* schema achieves higher accuracy on the affordance prediction.

### 6.3.5. Discussion

In the present study we tackled the question of how could robots take advantage of the fact that similar tool-poses have similar affordances. In doing so, we presented two novel contributions to the field of tool affordance learning in robotics. On the one hand, we introduced OMS-EGI, a set of 3D features devised specifically for tool use scenarios. This set of features encapsulates the geometry of a tool and the way in which it is grasped. It has been shown that thes features relate nicely with the functionality of the tool and allow to predict it. We have also determined that these features provide more information about the tool functionality when extracted from the oriented 3D models than when extracted from a canonical pose, even if combined with explicit grasp information.

On the other hand, we proposed a multi-model approach where instead of a single model aiming at generalizing all possible cases, a different affordance model is learned for each tool-pose category, where categories are found by clustering the tool poses based on their geometrical properties. Results show that the combination of OMS-
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(a) Oriented features.

(b) Canonical features.

Figure 6.3.6.: Prediction results on the test data by (a) tool-pose category for Oriented features and (b) considered grasp for each tool-pose category for Canonical features. The blue line represents the average affordance model’s prediction for each possible action. The black line represents the average recorded effect for all the tool-poses determined to belong to the corresponding category, where the vertical errorbars represent its standard deviation. The red line represents the absolute error between recorded data and prediction. Effect axis in all graphs spans from 0 to 20 cm, while Action-Pull ranges from 0 360 degrees.

EGI 3D features and multi-model learning approach is able to produce quite accurate predictions of the effect that an action performed with a tool grasped on a particular way will have.
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6.4. Learning affordances without categories

6.4.1. Introduction

The current section introduces the work presented in the articles “Self-supervised learning of tool affordances from 3D tool representation through parallel SOM mapping” and “What can I do with this tool? Self-supervised learning of tool affordances from their 3D geometry” [98, 99] (both accepted for publication). These studies presents a novel approach towards endowing humanoid robots with the skill to autonomously learn tool affordances and generalize the knowledge to similar tools, building upon the work done on the studies presented in Sections 6.2 and 6.3. Its contribution is twofold: On the one hand, we further investigate the suitability of robot-centric 3D features to describe tool-pose affordances, by comparing the performance among different variants of the OMS-EGI descriptor. On the other hand, we present a novel learning architecture which combines and improves the work presented in Sections 6.2 and 6.3 by linking the representation of tools based on their 3D geometry with the discovered affordances, which, unlike the work in Section 6.3, allows to group together tools that have different geometrical features but similar affordance. Moreover, it does so by applying a fine grained (gradual) representation of tools and effects that avoids the need to categorize either, resulting in a much higher predictive performance.

The assessment of the applications and potential of the OMS-EGI descriptor is performed by comparing the three parameter settings described in Section 5.3, namely EGI, OCCUP and BALAN. These feature set variants describe the tool-pose based on its surface normal histograms, its occupation of the space within its bounding box, and on a combination of both, respectively. Therefore, they allow us to study whether affordances are better learned based on the tool-pose’s surface information, its spatial information, or a balanced blend of both. Additionally, we compare their performance against state-of-the-art computer vision features used for tool recognition (see Section 4.2), namely, the feature vector extracted from the last convolutional layer of AlexNet Deep Convolutional Neural Network (DCNN) [82], when the robot is looking at the tool-pose in its hand.

As stated in Section 6.1.3, affordance knowledge can be implemented as the mapping between the space of tool-pose features, which represent tool and grasp, and the space of affordance vectors, which represent action and effect, that is: \( \text{affordance vector} = f(\text{functional features}) \). On the previous works, in order to ease learning, this mapping
was applied by clustering one of the elements and classifying the functional features into the discovered categories (of affordance vectors in 6.2 and of tool-poses in 6.3). In contrast, the architecture proposed in this work is capable of learning the mapping between these two spaces in a gradual manner, without the need to set categorical boundaries in any of them. This is achieved by means of a 2-step process whereby functional features and affordance vectors are mapped first onto respective Self-Organizing Maps (SOM) to achieve dimensionality reduction, and then a regressor model is trained to learn the mapping between the coordinates of the tool-pose features and those of the corresponding affordance vectors on their respective SOMs. A diagram of the proposed learning architecture can be observed in Figure 6.4.1, whose components will be detailed in Section 6.4.2.b.

These methods were evaluated on a scenario similar to the one applied in [96], but performed additionally on the real robot. While the presented methods could be applied in more complex scenarios, we chose this one as a proof of concept, because of the feasibility of the actions and the automatic effect computation.

6.4.2. Materials and Methods

6.4.2.a. Experimental setup

As stated above, all the experiments in this study were carried out using the iCub humanoid robot and its simulator, both described in detail in Chapter 3. All the tool 3D models that were used for feature extraction in the experiments were modeled using Trimble’s SketchUp software [175]. 3D processing and visualization was performed with help of the Point Cloud Library [148]. Experimental data analysis, including visualization and learning, was implemented in MATLAB, employing the third party SOM Toolbox for dimensionality reduction and data visualization [192], and the built-in Neural Network library for learning regression models from the data. In order to use the models learned in MATLAB to guide the robot actions, the available YARP bindings for MATLAB were applied.

All the code used in the present study is available at www.github.com/robotology/affordances.

The experimental scenario was devised so that with a relatively simple repertoire of actions, different tool-poses achieved distinct effects. For that end, each data gathering
Figure 6.4.1.: Diagram of the proposed approach to discover, learn and predict tool-pose affordances. On the training phase (black arrows), a set of tool-pose features [1], and their corresponding affordance vectors [2] are available to the system from previous recording. Keeping the correspondence, tool-pose features and affordance vectors are mapped into respective SOMs for dimensionality reduction [3a and 3b]. Finally, a GRNN regressor model is trained to learn the mapping between the coordinates of the tool features in the tool-pose SOM, and those of the corresponding affordance vectors on the affordance SOM [4]. On the prediction phase (red arrows), the tool-pose SOM coordinates of the tool-pose being held are computed from the tool’s features, and fed to the regressor to get an estimate of its coordinates on the affordance SOM [5]. The prototype vector of the closest neuron to the estimated coordinates is considered the predicted affordance vector for that given tool-pose [6]. For easier interpretation, each color corresponds to data generated by a particular tool type hoe, rake, etc) in a particular pose (right, front, left), assigned following the affordance vector graphs on the right of the diagram. This information was not used for training.
(a) Diagram of the drag action cycle. The tooltip is initially placed slightly behind the object, and then the tool is displaced 15 cm along the radial direction given by $\theta$. In the real setup, only the actions displayed with full arrows are performed.

(b) Grasp parameter $\varphi$ controls the rotation around the tool’s handle axis. Therefore, right orientation corresponds to $\varphi = -90^\circ$, front to $\varphi = 0^\circ$, and left to $\varphi = 90^\circ$.

Figure 6.4.2.: Parameters controlling tool-pose and interaction: (a) Action and (b) Grasp.

trial consisted in a series of 15 cm drags performed upon a small target object along directions at intervals of 90 degrees on the real robot and 45 degrees in simulation, thus 4 actions per trial in the real robot and 8 in simulation (see Figure 6.4.2a). After each action execution, its effect was computed as the Euclidean distance that the object had been displaced on the table plane, and the object relocated to its starting position. Thereby, for each performed trial, an affordance vector was recorded, representing the drag affordance of the tool-pose with which the trial was performed.

The target object was a small cube of 6 cm in side placed at a spot on a table randomly chosen at $40 \pm 4$ cm in front of the iCub and $10 \pm 4$ cm to its right ($x \approx -0.4$, $y \approx 0.1$, $z \approx -0.13$ in the iCub’s reference frame). The object was tracked by a segmentation algorithm based on Ojala’s Local Binary Pattern technique (implemented from [123]), so the specific starting position could be modified, as long as the working space in each direction allowed the robot to perform the dragging action without colliding with itself (when pulling) or going out of reach limits (when dragging away).

The described experimental trials were performed with 50 different tools in simulation.
and 15 in the real setup, divided in 5 categories for visualization and clarity: rake, hoe, hook, shovel, stick (displayed in Figure 6.4.3). CAD models of all the tools were created using Sketchup, and transformed to the pointcloud format using PCL. For the experiments, each tool was grasped by the robot in 3 possible orientations: right, front, left, as described in Figure 6.4.2b. Thus, experiments were carried out with 150 distinct tool-poses in simulation and 45 on the real robot. An image of the setup with the iCub performing the drag action with some example tool-poses can be observed in Figure 6.4.4.

For each tool-pose grasped by the robot, its oriented pointcloud model was obtained from the available canonical model applying the methods described in Section 4.5, and subsequently used for two purposes. On the one hand, it was sent to the processing modules in order to extract the OMS-EGI features in its three variants, BALAN, OCCUP and EGI (detailed in Section 5.3). On the other, it was used to determine the position of the tooltip with respect to the robot hand reference frame, required to extend the kinematics of the robot to incorporate the tip of the tool as the new end-effector for further action execution, as described in Chapter 4.

6.4.2.b. Parallel mapping from tool-pose features to affordances

When considering tools whose affordances depend solely on their geometry, it can be assumed that in general, tools with similar geometry will offer similar affordances.
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Figure 6.4.4.: Example of the Experimental setup. On each image, the iCub performs a drag action with a given tool-pose, namely HOE3-left, STICK3-front and RAKE2-front. The images on top of the iCub pictures illustrates the process of OMS-EGI acquisition, where the leftmost image in each triplet is the oriented pointcloud mode, the one in the center shows its normals, and the rightmost the voxel-wise normal histograms, represented as in Section 5.3.

That is why most affordance studies only consider a limited number of possible outcomes of robot actions, either by performing automatic clustering of the perceived effect ([158, 180, 141, 97]), or by predefining effect categories to which the observed effects are assigned [113, 58]. Similarly, it is a common practice in studies where objects or tools are represented by features to cluster them before further processing [124, 96]. However, it is frequently the case that these discretization steps are imposed on a data space (of measured effects, or object features) which is relatively homogeneously distributed, often leading to thresholds or boundaries separating similar data points. Moreover, the within-cluster differences that may be present in these measurements or features are subsumed into the cluster label and ignored when learning the objects or tools affordances.

In the present study, tool affordances are represented by the mapping between tool-pose features $X \in \mathbb{R}^{S_J}$, which describe the tool and grasp pose applied, and affordance vectors $Y \in \mathbb{R}^{K}$, which determine effect in function of the action for any given tool-pose. $S_J$ is the length of the OMS-EGI feature vector for variant $J$; OCCUP, EGI, or BALAN and $K$ the number of different directions of the drag action considered, which determines the length of the affordance vector (8 in simulation, 4 on the real robot). The proposed architecture enables learning the mapping between these two spaces, $f : \mathbb{R}^{S_J} \rightarrow \mathbb{R}^{K}$, without the need to set categorical boundaries in any of them.
To that end, both spaces were mapped first onto respective 2-dimensional Self-Organized Maps, referred henceforth as tool-pose SOM and affordance SOM. Then, a regressor model was trained to learn the mapping from the coordinates of the tool-pose features on the tool-pose SOM to the coordinates of the corresponding affordance vectors on the affordance SOM. Applying unsupervised dimensionality reduction on the original spaces limits the complexity of the subsequent supervised regression problem, by reducing the original problem of finding $f : \mathbb{R}^{S_J} \rightarrow \mathbb{R}^K$ to $f : \mathbb{R}^2 \rightarrow \mathbb{R}^2$, being $K > 2$ and $S_J >> 2$.

SOMs were chosen over other dimensionality reduction methods because they allow to map new data points incrementally (unlike, for example, the popular t-SNE [188]), which is required for predicting the affordances of tool-poses not seen in training, and they maintain to a large extent the topology of the data in the original high-dimensional space [81]. Moreover, each neuron in a SOM has an associated prototype vector which, after training, approximates the values of the input vectors mapped to that neuron and can thus be used for inverse mapping. Prototype vectors are analogous to cluster centroids used in our previous study [97], but unlike them, which are by definition distinct from each other, prototype vectors can vary very gradually from neuron to neuron, given an enough amount of neurons to represent the original space. Therefore, they provide a fine grained representation of the original space, and avoid the need to predefine any number of clusters into which to divide it. Similar techniques involving 2 parallel SOMs have been used in [157] for multimodal object learning, and [141, 142] for object affordance learning, but applying very different data modalities, and learning and prediction methods.

In the present scenario, applying first a dimensionality reduction step based on SOMs has further advantages: Primarily, whereas training the regressor directly would have required matching pairs of tool-pose features and affordance vectors, SOMs are trained separately with data from their respective spaces, i.e., tool-pose features and affordance vectors. While the affordance SOM has to be mapped with the data gathered from observing the effects of the experiments performed, the tool-pose features can be generated by extracting them from slight rotations of the oriented pointcloud models recorded in the experiment. Hence, we applied this “data augmentation” technique to generate more tool-pose feature samples than the number for which we have corresponding affordance vectors, and use this extended dataset to train the tool-pose SOM. Another important advantage is that the prototype vectors of the affordance SOM provide a mechanism to retrieve predictions in the original affordance vector space from the lower dimensionality.
After dimensionality reduction, the second step of the proposed tool affordance learning method consisted in learning a regression model between the low dimensional representation of the tool-pose features and of their corresponding affordance vectors. The regressor was implemented using Generalized Regression Neural Networks (GRNN), a modification of radial basis networks which is able to approximate arbitrary functions and avoid local minima in 1-pass training [160]. Support Vector Regression methods were also tested, but they yielded very similar results while taking longer to train, so GRNN was selected for further processing. These networks depend on the regularization parameter $\sigma$, which controls the spread of the radial basis functions. The best value of $\sigma$ for each model was found by performing recursive line search\textsuperscript{1}. In order to train the GRNN model, first we computed the best matching units (BMUs) of all the train tool-pose features and affordance vectors on their corresponding SOMs, and obtained their coordinates. We refer to the set of coordinates of the BMUs corresponding to the tool-pose features as $X_{SOM}$, $\in \mathbb{R}^2$, and to the set of those corresponding to the affordance vectors as $Y_{SOM}$, $\in \mathbb{R}^2$. Finally, the GRNN model was trained by feeding $X_{SOM}$ as input and $Y_{SOM}$ as target, so the desired mapping function $f(X_{SOM}) \rightarrow Y_{SOM}$ was learned.

As mentioned above, one advantage of the proposed method is that the SOM prototype vectors can be applied to yield predictions in the original space of affordance vectors. In order to achieve this, the first step was to extract the tool-pose feature vector $x \in X$ that represents the tool-pose from which we want to predict the affordance vector. The obtained feature vector $x$ was then mapped to the trained tool-pose SOM, and the coordinates of its BMU, $x_{SOM} \in X_{SOM}$, computed. These coordinates were subsequently fed to the trained GRNN model, which in turn predicted the coordinates $\hat{y}_{SOM}$ on the affordance SOM. Finally, the predicted affordance vector $\hat{y}$ was given by the prototype vector of the closest neuron to the predicted coordinates $\hat{y}_{SOM}$.

\textbf{6.4.2.c. Prediction based action selection}

The methods described above enable the robot to predict the affordance vector of any radial tool in any pose, i.e., the expected effect for any of the possible actions. Therefore,

\footnote{Recursive linesearch was conducted by evaluating the accuracy of the regressor at equally spaced values of $\sigma$ with 5-fold cross validation, and iteratively exploring values at smaller distances centered around the value with the best accuracy on the previous iteration, until the accuracy improvement among consecutive iterations was under a certain threshold.}
if the predictions are accurate, this knowledge would allow the robot to select the action with the best expected effect for any desired task achievable through its action repertoire. In order to evaluate the extent to which the proposed methods can lead to successful action selection for a certain task, we devised a secondary test experiment, which we refer to as the Action Selection experiment.

In this experiment, the robot applied the affordance knowledge learned by means of the methods described above in order to predict the affordance vector of a tool given to it by the user, and used this prediction to select the best action for the task of maximally displacing the target object. In order to provide a good assessment of the generalization capabilities of the proposed learning architecture, this test was performed with affordance models that had not been trained with the tool being used, in any of its poses.

Hence, on each test trial, the predicted affordance vector for the considered tool-pose was computed as described in Section 6.4.2.b. Based on this vector, the action with the maximum predicted effect was selected, and its parameters sent to the robot to be performed. After the action execution, the actual achieved effect was measured in order to evaluate the success of the given task.

6.4.3. Results

6.4.3.a. Experimental data collection and separation

Experiments in the present study were carried out in simulation as well as on the real iCub Humanoid robot. In simulation, the tool set consisted of 50 tools, while in the real setup, 15 tools were used instead (see Figure 6.4.3). Each tool was grasped by the robot in 3 different orientations, right, front and left. Therefore, the total amount of considered tool-poses was of $3 \times 15 = 45$ on the real robot and $3 \times 50 = 150$ in simulation. In the simulated setup, the orientation of the grasp was achieved by setting the orientation parameter $\varphi$ to 3 possible values: $-90^\circ$, $0^\circ$ and $90^\circ$, respectively. On the real robot, the tool was handed to the robot by the experimenter with the effector pointing in the desired orientation, and the real parameter $\varphi$ was estimated by matching the tool’s 3D model to a partial reconstruction of the tool obtained with the robot’s stereo-vision, as described in Section 4.5.

Interaction data was gathered by performing 4 experimental trials with each tool-
pose, where each trial consisted in the execution of drag actions in 4 directions in the real robot and 8 directions in simulation, performed as described in Figure 6.4.2a. As a result, 720 actions corresponding to 180 trials were performed on the real setup, and 4800 actions corresponding to 600 trials in simulation. On each of these trials, the recorded data consisted of the affordance vector representing the recorded effects of the actions performed in that trial, and the OMS-EGI feature vectors used to describe the tool-pose with which the actions were performed: EGI, BALAN, OCCUP. On the real setup, the features extracted from the deep neural network when the robot was looking as the tool (as described in Section 4.2) were also recorded. Moreover, for each tool-pose used to perform the experiment, 30 extra OMS-EGI feature vectors of each OMS-EGI variant were gathered by means of the data augmentation method described in 6.4.2.b. This number was selected in order to have a number of OMS-EGI samples considerably larger than its dimension $S_J$ to perform the unsupervised training of the tool-pose SOM. Meanwhile, the deep learned features were extracted from around 25 different observations of each tool-pose, to have a similar number of samples.

On every evaluation scenario (simulation or real robot setup, with EGI, BALAN or OCCUP feature set), the data gathered was divided into training and testing sets to evaluate the presented methods. In order to provide a more complete assessment of their performance, we applied two different data separation schemes. The first separation scheme served to evaluate the general predictive performance of the proposed method, and was achieved applying 4-fold cross validation, that is, iteratively selecting at random the data corresponding to $1/4$ of the trials for testing, and keeping the rest for training. We refer to this separation scheme as RAND. The second separation scheme assessed the capability of the proposed methods to generalize the learned affordances to previously unseen tools. For that end, we performed tool-wise 1-out separation where on each run, the data from all the trials corresponding to a given tool (in all its poses) were used for testing, and the data from the rest of the tools used for training. This scheme is referred to as 1OUT.

### 6.4.3.b. SOM-based unsupervised dimensionality reduction

As described in Section 6.4.2.b, the first step in the proposed method for affordance learning is to map the spaces of tool-pose features and affordance vectors onto corresponding SOMs. In the current study, both SOMs were chosen to have a hexagonal lattice of $15 \times 20$ units, which provided a good compromise between representation resolution and training time required. The tool-pose SOM was trained using all the OMS-EGI
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Figure 6.4.5.: Trained tool-pose SOM topologies from features of the tool-poses used in simulation (a) and real setup (b). Tool-pose models are displayed onto the BMUs of their corresponding feature vectors.

Figure 6.4.6.: Trained affordance SOM topologies from data gathered in simulation (a) and on the real setup (b). In order to understand better how the high-dimensional data is mapped onto the SOMs, sample affordance vectors from the training set are plotted onto their corresponding BMUs. Colors, as in Figure 6.4.1, represent the tool type and pose that generated the data, but this information was not used for training.
vectors recording during data gathering that belonged to the train set, as well as the ones provided by the data augmentation technique. The results of this mapping process can be observed on Figure 6.4.5. The affordance SOM, on the other hand, was trained with affordance vectors from the training set, all of which had corresponding tool-pose vectors. Results are displayed in Figure 6.4.6.

6.4.3.c. Prediction of tool-pose affordances

The performance of the proposed method was evaluated by comparing the affordance vectors predicted for the test set of tool-poses, $\hat{Y}$, with the affordance vectors previously recorded for those tool-poses, $Y$, for all the evaluation scenarios (different setups, data separation schemes, and OMS-EGI parameter settings). In each case, a baseline performance was also computed in order to compare the prediction results achieved by the trained system against the results obtained in the absence of learning. The baseline was defined as the prediction performance achieved when the prediction models were trained with data in which the correspondence between tool-poses and affordance vectors was broken, which was achieved by shuffling the indices of $X_{SOM}$ and $Y_{SOM}$ before being fed to the GRNN for training.

Prediction performance was measured in terms of the Mean Absolute Error ($MAE$), which represents the average absolute distance between the predicted affordance vectors $\hat{Y}$ and the recorded ones $Y$. Learning performance was assessed by means of the percentage of improvement ($PI$), which indicates how much better the trained system performs when compared to the baseline one, so that if nothing was learned, hence error was not improved, $PI$ would be 0% while if error was reduced to 0, $PI = 100\%$.

Formally:

$$MAE = \frac{1}{N} \sum_{i=1}^{N} \text{abs}(Y - \hat{Y})$$

where $N$ is the number of test trials, and

$$PI = \frac{MAE_{BL} - MAE}{MAE_{BL}}$$

Table 6.4.1 displays the prediction error in each of the evaluation scenarios with the proposed OMS-EGI settings, expressed in terms of the MAE computed as the average from 50 runs in RAND data separation mode and as many runs as tools were considered.
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<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>SIM</th>
<th>BALAN</th>
<th>EGI</th>
<th>OCCUP</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>MAE</td>
<td>MAE_{BL}</td>
<td>PI(%)</td>
<td>MAE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RAND</td>
<td>2.77</td>
<td>5.00</td>
<td>44.6</td>
<td>2.85</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1OUT</td>
<td>3.51</td>
<td>5.12</td>
<td>31.4</td>
<td>3.28</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 6.4.1.: Mean Absolute Error (MAE, in cm), Baseline (MAE_{BL}, in cm), and Percentage of Improvement (PI, in %) average for each evaluation scenario.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>REAL</th>
<th>BALAN</th>
<th>EGI</th>
<th>OCCUP</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>MAE</td>
<td>MAE_{BL}</td>
<td>PI(%)</td>
<td>MAE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RAND</td>
<td>2.44</td>
<td>5.71</td>
<td>57.2</td>
<td>2.36</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1OUT</td>
<td>3.78</td>
<td>5.67</td>
<td>34.7</td>
<td>3.91</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 6.4.2.: Prediction results obtained with AlexNet’s FP7 features.

in the 1OUT data separation mode (15 in the real setup and 50 in simulation). For comparison, Table 6.4.2 displays the results obtained when, instead of the proposed 3D features, the affordance models were trained and tested with the deep learned features extracted from layer FP7 of the off-the-shelf AlexNet CNN used to recognize the tools (only applicable in the real setup, see Section 4.2). In Figure 6.4.7 the comparison between the recorded affordance vectors and those predicted by the model trained with 1OUT data separation scheme using BALAN features (which was chosen for the Action Selection experiment) can be observed graphically.

6.4.3.d. Action selection

The last evaluation step consisted in applying the learned models to select, given a tool-pose, the best action for the task of achieving maximum displacement of the target object, as explained in Section 6.4.2.c. Therefore, the actions executed by the robot depend on which of the learned models we apply. In order to ensure fair evaluation, this test was carried out using always models trained with the 1OUT data separation scheme, so that the data corresponding to the tested tool had never been used to train...
Figure 6.4.7: Predicted effect (red) against recorded effect (blue) with variance (vertical lines), for (a) Simulation and (b) Real setup, using the 1-OUT data separation scheme and BALAN parameter settings. Each row of subplots corresponds to the aggregated data of all tools in a tool category (hoe, rake, etc), separated by pose (on columns). In all graphs, X axis corresponds to the angle of the drag action, from $\theta = 0^\circ$ to $315^\circ$, and the Y axis to the displacement (predicted or measured) in meters.
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(a) Action selection experiment results, in simulation.

(b) Action selection experiment results, in the real setup.

Figure 6.4.8.: Results of the Action Selection experiment by tool-pose (a) simulation and (b) real setup. The average of the 2 effects measured from execution of best expected action for each test tool-pose (orange) is displayed against the baseline for that tool-pose (red), and its maximum effect achieved during the data gathering phase (dark-blue). All tool-poses are considered, but only tool names are added on the X axis in order to prevent clutter.

the models used to predict its affordances. Concerning the OMS-EGI feature parameter setting used to trained the models, it can be observed in Table 6.4.1 that in simulation the models learned using OCCUP parameter settings perform better than the rest for the 1OUT data separation scheme. However, in the real setup the performance of the models trained with OCCUP decreases considerably, when compared with the performance of the models trained with the other tool-pose feature parameter settings. Therefore, we chose to perform the action selection test applying the models trained with BALAN parameter settings, because, although they perform slightly worse than OCCUP on simulation, the $PI$ they achieve on the real setup is two times higher. For each test tool-pose, thus, the robot obtained a prediction of its affordance vector from the model trained using 1OUT and BALAN settings, and executed the action with maximum expected displacement, as described in Section 6.4.2.c. This procedure was run twice for each tool-pose, yielding the results that can be observed in Figure 6.4.8.

Based on these results, the degree of accomplishment of the given task was assessed by comparing the achieved effects against an action selection baseline, which was defined for
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<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>SIM</th>
<th>tools</th>
<th>Total</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>tools</td>
<td>hoes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$S(%)$</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>90</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$G$</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>63.3</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>REAL</th>
<th>tools</th>
<th>Total</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>tools</td>
<td>hoes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$S(%)$</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>88.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$G$</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>77.8</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 6.4.3.: Action selection performance results, in simulation and the real setup.

In each tool-pose as the median effect among all effects recorded for that tool-pose during the data gathering part of the experiment. In principle, if actions had been selected at random, the achieved effect would be over this baseline 50% of the times. Figure 6.4.8 shows the displacement that the robot achieved using the best action for each of the tested tool-poses, alongside the corresponding baseline and the maximum effect of any actions observed during the data gathering phase. The overall degree of task success was measured in two ways similar to [58], in order to allow for comparison. On the one hand, we measure the Success Rate $S$ as the percentage of times that the effect achieved by the selected action was higher than the baseline. On the other, we measured the Gambling Score $G$, which is computed by subtracting the number of unsuccessful trials ($UT$) times the number of possible unsuccessful options ($UO$) (in this case one, effect below the baseline) to the number of successful trials ($ST$), divided by the total number of trials ($T$), so that a random action selector would lead to $G = 0\%$, and a perfect one to $G = 100\%$, that is:

$$G = \frac{ST - UT \cdot UO}{T}$$  \hspace{1cm} (6.16)

The results for simulation and real setup, separated by tool type, can be observed in Table 6.4.3.

6.4.4. Discussion

In the current study we presented a set of methods to allow a robot to learn tool affordances through interaction with its environment, considering also the pose in which the tools are grasped. These methods were tested on the iCub robot by means of comparing recorded effects of tool use with predicted ones, as well as using the prediction to select actions with previously unseen tools. The results show that the proposed methods enable
the iCub to learn and accurately predict tool affordances based on their geometry, and hence successfully use this knowledge to select valid actions to achieve a displacement task on the target object.

The prediction results, displayed in Figure 6.4.7 and Table 6.4.1, evince that even in the presence of unknown tools, the proposed methods are able to successfully generalize the knowledge learned for similar tools, and apply it to correctly predict the effect the tool will generate for any considered action. This prediction, however, is heavily influenced by the type of features used to describe the tool-poses. Thus, in this study we compared the performance of 3 different implementations of the OMS-EGI descriptor; EGI, BALAN and OCCUP, described in Section 5.3, as well as that obtained with features from a pre-trained CNN.

Interestingly, the OCCUP setting yields the best results (although by a small amount) in simulation, while in the real setup, this feature setting led to considerably lower performance on the generalization scenario (with the 1OUT data separation scheme). This can be explained by the fact that the small variations performed in the tool-poses in order to obtain the data augmentation samples do not modify in essence the occupancy of these oriented pointclouds within their bounding box, at least at the resolution that the actual OCCUP parameters are able to measure. Therefore, all OCCUP samples from each tool-pose get mapped to the one or at most a few BMUs. On the real setup, where the number of tool-poses is small, this concentration of training samples onto a few prototypes implies that the SOM is not able to provide a gradual representation of the tool-pose features, and therefore might not represent well new tools that had not been used to train this map, leading to poor predicting performance. On simulation, although data augmentation samples from OCCUP settings still tend to coalesce in one or few BMUs per tool-pose, the much larger number of tool-poses considered makes the concentration effect less relevant, as a gradual variation of tool-pose representation along the SOM is provided nevertheless.

With BALAN parameters (as well as EGI), on the other hand, small rotations do vary the surface normals considerably, and thus the resulting feature vector. Thus, activations from different samples of the same tool-pose tend to be more spread on the SOM, which in turn results in a more gradual representation of tool-pose features, more capable to accommodate features from new tool-poses.

In general, the better performance of OCCUP features (when enough data is provided to produce the smooth representation) could be explained because in an interaction
scenario such as the present one, the occupancy grid that OCCUP features represent provides coarse spatial information of the tool’s extension and position with respect to the hand, which is more relevant to explain its use than the surface information provided by the EGI and BALAN features.

The results obtained with the off-the-shelf deep learned features show that in the RAND scenario, the performance of the off-the-shelf deep learned features is almost as good as that obtained with the proposed 3D features. In this scenario, the prediction problem is akin to a discrimination task, where similar instances of previously seen classes (tool-poses) have to be associated with their corresponding outputs (affordance vectors). However, when the task consists in predicting the output for instances of classes that had not previously been seen by the system, such as in the 1OUT scenario, the performance of deep learned features dropped to almost chance levels. These results suggest that tool representations based on their pose and 3D geometry correlate much better with the affordances that those tools can offer than those based on invariant 2D properties. In general, this indicates that despite the unquestionable performance of deep learned features in traditional computer vision scenarios such as detection and classification, other kind of features such as the proposed ones can be more suited in interactive scenarios like the present one where the physical properties and position of the object matter.

On the results from the action selection phase of the experiment, displayed in Figure 6.4.8 and Table 6.4.3, we can observe that the predictions yielded by the proposed method enabled the iCub to select the desired action for a given task with a high degree of success. Yet, in some cases the estimated affordance differs from the real one, and the selected action does not produce a large displacement of the object as expected. By careful examination of the recorded affordance vectors for each tool-pose, we observed that the trials where the selected action failed to achieve maximum effect usually corresponded with situations in which a given tool-pose, or tool-poses with similar geometries, did not offer consistent affordances, that is, achieved different effects for the same action. This effect was more pronounced on simulation, where sometimes small contacts between the tool and the target object generated unpredictable effects. In particular, we observed that due to errors in collision calculations, when a tool pushed the target object down against the table there were some cases where the object would “jump” a few centimeters away in an unpredictable direction. This situation happened with tool-poses where the effector was situated in the same vertical axis as the handle, namely sticks, hooks oriented to the front, and some shovels oriented to either side, and
explains the poor results obtained with these tool-poses.

This effect is also reflected in the high variance for recorded data corresponding to sticks and shovels that can be observed in Figure 6.4.7, and in how spread the BMUs corresponding to stick affordance vectors are on the SOM representations (yellow vectors on Figure 6.4.6).

On the other hand, for those tool-poses which offered consistent affordances, such as hoes, rakes, hooks oriented to the side and most shovels in simulation, and all tools on the real setup, the selected actions led to successful effects with a high degree of accuracy (up to 100% in the case of rakes). These results indicate that the proposed methods were able to accurately predict the tool-pose affordances from their geometry, and apply this knowledge to select suitable actions to achieve the given task, even with previously unseen tools.

In order to assess the achieved results in the context of the state-of-the-art, we compared our results with the ones by Gonçalvez et al. [58], as it is the only study, to the best of our knowledge, performed in a similar setup and with comparable actions and effects. In our study, the Gambling score $G$ in simulation gets seriously penalized by the inaccuracies on the prediction of the sticks affordances, which indeed perform as if predicted at random, and therefore is on average lower than on their study. On the other hand, the overall accuracy is nevertheless around 6.5% higher in our study. On the real setup, however, it can be observed that our method provides a substantially higher score, with over a 10% increase in both measurements. An important factor to take into account, moreover, is that in our study we consider 8 possible directions and 150 different tool-poses in simulation and 45 tool-poses in the real robot, while in [58], only 4 tools and 4 push directions are considered in simulation, and 1 tool and 1 action on the real robot.

However, our focus on the tools came at the expense of simplicity in the representation of all the other elements present in the interaction which influence the affordance. Namely, the action repertoire, as well as target object and effect representations have been kept purposefully simple in order to limit the search space of all possible combinations, which otherwise would render its exploration unfeasible in a reasonable amount of time.

Concerning the target object, we have only considered its location, disregarding any properties such as geometry or material. We acknowledge that these properties do influence the effect of actions on the object, but as in other studies in the previous
literature, such as [174], we assume that it can or has been learned in previous stages of the robot development.

We also acknowledge that the action repertoire and possible grasp orientations, as well as the way in which the effect is measured, are quite limited. While the presented learning methods could cope with higher dimensionality in inputs and outputs, increasing the complexity of these elements, specially the action repertoire, would easily lead to search spaces impossible to explore sufficiently on a robotic setup, even in simulation, unless other constraints are in place.

Yet, we recognize that the available actions, as well as the representation of the effect, directly determine the kind of affordances that can be discovered, and therefore, learned. For example, the applied effect representation is unable to measure, and thus identify, actions such as hammering, pouring, or cutting. Figuring out a representation that could encompass all these possibilities, and moreover, be automatically computed, is a complex task out of the scope of this study, but nevertheless worth tackling in the future.

Another limitation of our approach is the current lack of support for tool selection, given that every trial starts with the tool already being held by the robot. However, if combined with some method for tool recognition, such as the one presented in Section 4.2, the present architecture could be applied as a forward model, which would predict the affordances of a number of “common” grasps of the available tools, and use the best prediction to select tool and pose. Of course, most effects can be achieved by many different tool-poses, so extra constraints and evaluations would have to be put in place to limit the selection process.
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7.1. Integration

Most of the work carried out during the development of this Thesis was framed within the research pursued for the Xperience and Poeticon++ projects, whose objectives were, among others:

- **Xperience:**
  - Implement, adapt, and extend a complete robot system for automating introspective, predictive, and interactive understanding of actions and dynamic situations.
  - Evaluate, and benchmark this approach on existing state-of-the-art humanoid robots, integrating the different components into a complete system.

- **POETICON++:**
  - Develop a number of basic technologies for cognitive artificial agents, which enable them to generalise their behaviours and cope with uncertainty and unexpected situations in real life environments, based on:
    * A self-exploration model that integrates motoric skills, multisensory perception skills (visual and tactile) and verbal labelling of self-acquired sensorimotor experiences for artificial agents.
    * Improved grasping skills for a humanoid via learning and affordances.

Thus, the presented methods were not only employed for the (sufficient on the other hand) scientific endeavour of proposing and testing novel methods for tool affordance learning, but also had to be applicable for “real life” demos required by these projects.

In fact, both projects had been running before the beginning of this Thesis, and a
preliminary demo was already available for the Xperience project, on top of which our contribution was built [128]. In particular, the goal of the iCub in that demo was to clean a table by removing all the objects on it, placing them in a bucket located alongside the table.

Objects could be in one of three possible ranges: reachable, which would be directly grasped and put into the bucket, reachable by tool, on which the iCub would grasp a tool and use it to pull them into the reachable range, and out of range, in which case the robot would ask a human to help. However, the only tool available was a rake located at a known position on a rack which would be grasped in a predefined configuration.

That work was mostly focused on presenting a novel approach to enhance components reusability by extending their functionalities using plug-ins at the level of the connection points (ports) [126]. Plug-in platforms, in general, extend a core system with new features implemented as components that are plugged into the core at run time and integrate seamlessly with it. When an application supports plug-ins, it enables customization, thus, provides a promising approach for building software systems which are extensible and customizable to the particular needs. Indeed, the demo was completely built using modules from the iCub software repository.

On our approach, we focus instead on the tool affordance aspect of the demo. To that end, we devised an analogous table cleaning scenario, but in this case, depending on the position of the object, several actions can be applied. Moreover, the decision of whether to perform one action or another is determined by the affordance of the tool-pose that is given to the robot. A graphical representation of this scenario as well as an execution example, can be observed in Figure 7.1.

The implementation of this demo has taken advantage of the evolution of the methods described in Chapters 4 and 6, which enabled increasing complexity and robustness. Initially, the demo relied on the techniques presented by Tikhanoff et al. in [174] for tool use learning and end-effector extension.

In our first approach [97], described in Section 6.2, a set of 2D functional features was introduced to represent tools based on their shape. Moreover, the grasp configurations were also represented in the descriptor, accounting for the fact that a tool grasped in different ways can offer very different affordances. Later, as outlined in Section 6.3, 2D features were substituted by more robust 3D features, which were used to categorize tools based on their geometry and pose, and predict the tool’s affordance based on these categories [96]. On the last iteration, described in Section 6.4, the architecture was
Figure 7.1.: Table Cleaning scenario. On the left side, the different areas of the workspace are indicated by color, and the arrows represent the possible actions in each area. The green and blue areas are where the object can be reached with a tool but not with the hand, so the available actions are aimed at bringing the object closer. If the object is in the yellow area, it will be pushed towards the red one, on which it will be picked up and put in the box. On the right side, a sequence of snapshots of the execution of the demo can be observed. Initially the iCub is given a stick, so it is incapable of pulling the object. Thus, it executes other possible action, slide left, and asks for another tool. The rake given then by the experimenter affords pulling, so the iCub pulls the object closer to himself, drags it to the reachable area, and finally picks it and places it in the box.

modified so that tool-poses and affordances were represented in a gradual way, which allowed to increase the accuracy of the prediction. Moreover, importantly, the tool incorporation methods described in Chapter 4 were developed too, which enabled the iCub to automatically estimate the pose and tooltip of any tool in its hand. This set of incremental steps can be observed graphically on Figure 7.2. The tool dataset available for the demo corresponded thus for the tools on which the iCub had previously trained an affordance model. These affordance models provide a prediction of the effect that will be accomplished for each of the actions in the repertoire, depending on which tool has been grasped and its orientation in the hand, which are therefore used to choose the most advantageous action.

These methods enable the iCub to achieve the goal of cleaning the table as the original demo, but they extend it by allowing a larger set of tools to be used (potentially any radial tool), as well as being adaptive to the grasp in which each tool is held, rather than allowing a single tool in a single grasp as the original demo. Specifically, the behaviour
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Figure 7.2.: Story of affordances: This diagram displays chronologically in a graphical way the main contributions of the late work carried out at IIT on affordances, from simple object affordance learning to the generalizing tool affordance methods presented along this Thesis.

based system allows the iCub to detect the position of objects in the table and determine the required task to remove them, in a continuous and reactive fashion, while the tool affordance learning architecture enables it to find out the pose and tooltip of the tool it is holding, load the corresponding affordance model, and select and perform the action that will best contribute to achieving its goal (removing all objects), or otherwise ask for another tool.
8. Conclusion

8.1. Contribution

In the previous chapters, we have presented the work done during the development of this Thesis, concerning the topic of tool affordance learning from interaction with the environment, evaluated on the iCub robot. We have proposed and evaluated novel methods to: incorporate tools, i.e., estimate their shape, position and tooltip and attach it to the robot’s kinematics (Chapter 4); represent tools in a way that correlates with their functionality, taking into account their geometry and pose (Chapter 5); and learn the relationship between the represented tool-poses and their functionality in function of the performed action, that is, the tool-pose affordances (Chapter 6). Moreover, we have shown how all these methods can be integrated in a coherent and robust behavior, which has served as a live demo (Chapter 7). We believe that the contributions to the state-of-the-art have been manifold, both theoretic and technical, as outlined below:

Theoretical Contributions:

- Introduction, definition and mathematical formalization of the concepts of tool reference frame, as well as the related concepts of tool planes and tool axes, canonical pose and tooltip. These constitute a general framework under which is possible to represent the tool’s pose and its main characteristics, in a way that can be applied to the vast majority of radial tools.

- Introduction of the OMS-EGI descriptor, as the first holistic, robot-centric, functional feature specifically devised to represent a tool’s geometry and pose in interaction scenarios.

- Reformulation of the formalization of affordances, so that it includes explicitly the embodiment of the robot and thus accounts for its possible modification (via tools, for example), while reducing the number of independent elements considered.
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- Formalization of the concept of the affordance vector, as a representation of the effect that can be achieved with a tool(-pose), or on an object, in function of the applied action.

Technical Contributions:

- Introduction of methods for robust and automatic tool incorporation, which take advantage of the involvement of the robot in the action of holding and observing the tool.

- Implementation and assessment of the potential of the OMS-EGI feature with respect to canonical representations and to the parameter setting applied.

- Introduction, implementation and evaluation of methods of tool affordance prediction with increasing generalization capabilities and prediction performance.

- Integration of the proposed methods with reactive behaviors into a working live demo.

8.2. Challenges and future work

In the current Thesis we have presented a set of methods that allow a robot to incorporate a tool, represent it with respect to its own body and learn its affordances through interaction with the environment, considering also the pose in which the tool is grasped. However, we acknowledge that the scenarios devised to evaluate these methods are relatively simple. The application of the methods developed in the Thesis to more complex scenarios opens up new challenges for future research.

For example, one of the things that we have purposefully kept simple during the development of the current Thesis is the action repertoire available to the robot to interact with its environment. Larger action spaces would have increased the size of the search space, rendering its exploration unfeasible in a reasonable amount of time. A possible way to tackle this problem could be to define the actions in terms motor primitives which can get composed in order to form complex actions. This would enable the iCub to perform complex exploratory actions, while their representation is kept to a few parameters. Furthermore, simple actions could also be concatenated in order to perform complex behaviors by means of planning algorithms, allowing for the identification and completion of goals achievable through the robot’s action repertoire.
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Directly tied with the action, the representation of the target object and of the effect of acting on it have been also limited to its position, and the generated displacement, respectively. As explained before, this decision was made not only to reduce the search space on the object element of the affordance tuple so we could focus on the representation of tools and their poses, but also so that the effect of the action could be easily measured automatically. However, we recognise that the representation of the effect directly determines the kind of affordances that can be discovered, and therefore, learned. For example, with such a representation, the effect of hammering, or pouring, or cutting, would not be measurable and thus, not identifiable. Figuring out a representation of the effect that could encompass all these possibilities, and moreover, be automatically computed, is indeed a complex task out of the scope of this thesis, but nevertheless an interesting research question.

Another shortcoming of the present approach in its current state is that in all experiments, trials start with a tool already being held by the robot, that is, it does not support tool selection. The main reason for this is that although some of the presented architectures allow inverse mapping, which could predict the desired tool-pose features for a desired task, these features are dependent on the pose, hence, on how the tool is being grasped. Thus, there is no way to describe a tool with our proposed features without fixing a grasping pose, as the grasp obviously happens only after a tool has been selected. This conundrum prevents associating the features with “ungrasped” tools, and thus makes selecting among a set of available “ungrasped” tools unfeasible by inverse mapping. Yet, other approaches could be applied to enable tool selection, such as applying the learned models as forward models, which could predict the affordance of a number of “common” grasps of the available tools (left, front and right, for example), and use the best prediction to select tool and pose. Of course, most effects can be achieved by many different tool-poses, so extra constraints and evaluations would have to be put in place to limit the selection process. At this aim, object recognition software should be used to identify the available tools from vision, such as the one implemented for iCub in [130].

Human interaction could make the test scenarios and the resulting demos much more intuitive, if specific tasks or goals could be verbally asked to the robot. In the current study, all the data available to the robot, both tools and affordances representations, has been presented in terms of low level descriptors directly linked to the robots perceptions and action. This representations could be easily used to ground higher level symbols, by, for example, clustering the SOM representations of tools and affordances,
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and assigning verbal labels to them. This approach could provide definitions of concepts such as “capable of pulling” to the robot based on its own experience, which would ease interaction with other agents.

In the longer term, another aspect that should be studied in more depth are the online learning capabilities of the system. Similar to tool selection, the current methods allow in principle to be trained online. However, the convenience and performance of learning incrementally should be evaluated, and probably some changes be applied in order to make it effective. Theoretically, this approach could render the methods more apt for long term exploration allowing to experiment with much larger datasets, tools and richer set of actions.

Also, if similar systems are applied for a larger number of activities, we should take into account that in order to perform some tasks, specific large scale tool characteristics may be required that can not be defined by low level features, and viceversa for high level features and detailed characteristics. For example, screwing and pushing can be applied with a screwdriver, but the former requires a very specific cross shape on the tip, while the latter depends on the length of the tool. Therefore, although OMS-EGI already encapsulates some hierarchical structure in its multi-scale resolution, it might be beneficial to evaluate some other features where the hierarchical structure is more explicit, so that tool characteristics can be described simultaneously at all levels.

This is also in line with the current trend of research into end-to-end learning systems, which automatically learn hierarchical features that best suit the required prediction tasks. It would be very interesting to test if such an approach could be applied to the scenario of affordance learning from interaction. The closest approach we know of was the one published in [89], but it was based on reinforcement learning for particular tasks. We wonder if similar techniques could scale to more goal-free exploration approaches such as the one presented here, and whether raw 3D information could be provided as an input, from which the system would learn the relevant features for affordance prediction.

8.3. Conclusions

In this Thesis, we have presented a set of methods to represent, learn and generalize tool affordances based on the tools geometry and the way in which they are grasped, implemented and validated in the iCub robot and its simulator on a large dataset of tools. In order to retrieve all the necessary information about the considered tools, we
have described a complete method for autonomous tool incorporation, which enables the robot to recognize tools, reconstruct their geometry, estimate their pose and determine the position of the tooltip. As part of this approach, we have introduced mathematical formalizations of tool pose, frame and tooltip, which can be applied beyond the scope of the present work. Then, we have presented two sets of functional features in order to represent tools in interactive scenarios, considering both their pose and their 2D and 3D geometry, respectively. Based on these representations and on a novel formalization of affordances adapted to encompass tool use, we have proposed and evaluated a set of architectures and experimental setups in order to learn tool affordances from interactions. While some general elements are shared among all these architectures, the focus varies in the machine learning techniques applied as well as the way in which the elements of an affordance are characterized and connected. Together, they represent an incremental approach towards more capable methods for tool affordance prediction, in terms of both accuracy and generalization. Finally, we have described how these methods have been integrated into a live demo which displays useful and robust behaviors on the iCub. Overall, we believe that the work developed during this Thesis has achieved the desired goal of advancing the state-of-the-art with respect to tool affordance learning and tool use with humanoid robots, by introducing the aforementioned novel and effective methods.
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